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SECTION ONE
Pages 1 to 8
New Series No. 493
THE LEDGER & Ti
Fair to Its Readers Fair to Its Advertisers
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK Murray, Kentucky, Th-ursday Afternodn April 8, 1937
TWO MURDERS ARE
FIXED ON DOCKET
OF CIRCUIT COURT
Two Score Indictments Will
Be Tried During April
Term of Court
111 CIVIL CASES WILL
BE BROUGHT FOR TRIAL,
Two murder trials will feature
the April term of the CallowaY
county Circuit Court which will
convene here Monday. Ewell
iBilli Donaldson will be tried for
for the alleged murder, in 1936, of
Tommy Scott, arid W. T. Hawks
will be tried for the alleged mur-
der of Selden Humphreys who was
shot- in-November, -1936. -- ---
Following the usual custom, the
grand jurors will report Monday,
and the petit jurors will report
Tuesday morning. •
• Malicious cutting and wounding,
child desertion. house breaking,
forgery, robbery, jail breaking.
grand larceny. and chicken . steal-
ing are number among' the cases
on docket.
Thirteen cases of child desert-
ion will be brought before the
judge. They are Toy Ahart, Har-
man Farmer, R. R. Byars, George
Collins,. Jimmie Coleman, Noble
Perry, Ira Waters, J. T. Bynum,
Thurman Knight, Vernon Water-
field, Austin Kimbro, and Odas
Pittman.
Others on the docket include,
Lou .Ellen Kendall, colored, ma-
licious cutting; Gladis Jones. as-
sault and battery; Ralph Allison
and A. B. Dunn, storehouse break-
ing; Hurlie and James Henderson,
aiding and abetting grand larceny;
James Pouch and J. D. Adams„
robbery; Rue Nix, forgery on 10
counts; J. M. Gatley, obtaining
property on fraudul'eht representa-
tion. Gatley has jumped his bond.
Louis Calhoun. charged 'with aid-
ing an escape from jail, dssault
with intent to rob, and grand lar-
ceny. also has jumped bond.
Willie Goosby faces with Cal-
houn the charge of jail- breaking.
More charges are. Jim Compton,
storehouse breaking; Evaing Don-
aldson. possessing a still; Edd Ken-
dall on charges of pandering, all
breaking, selling intoxicating li-
swot-, detaining a woman against
her. will, malicious shooting with-
'out wounding; Carlos Pierce, main-
taining" a nuisance.; J. A. Davis,
uttering, a cold check; Hafford
James and Marlin Burkeen, grand
larceny: Noah' Coleman, Alfred
Coleman. and Preston Moody,
thicken stealing; Charlie Parker,
forgery.
'Lloyd Jones, malicious cutting;
Fred Hargis, breach of peace; Car-
los Pierce. assault and battery;
Alvy Galloway, breach of peace;
Pat McElrath, assault and battery.
The civil docket is made up of
68 cases in equity. and 4.3 'in
ordinary.
Two charges of gambling have
been brought from the operation
of a pin ball machine.
The murder trials will in, all
probability, court attaches say, be
brought to trial on the second day.
- • ••.•
Cochran Announces
New. Acreage Ratio
Father of Missing
Urbana Lad Here
B. B. Clark, Urbana, Ill., father
of Benny Allen Clark, was in Mur-
ray Monday seeking aid in locat-
ing his ion, who has disappeared.
The lad, a member of the Boy
Scouts in his home town, left home
March 10 on a hunt for adventure,
and has not been seen by his
parents since that date. When he
left he was wearing Scout trousers
and carrying a blanket roll, and
had no hat or gloves. His under-
clothing may carry the laundry
Mark of BCX it has been stated.
Description of Benny is given as
follows: Age, 12 years; height, 5
feel, 3 inches; weight, 100 pounds;
brown hair, blue eyes; small white
mole-like scar on left side face,
and scarred left thumb.
It is urgent he be located at
once, and it is suggested he may
be using freight trains' and aVoid:
ing main traveled routes.
If located, information should
be sent Le ,Roy E. Alien, Scout
executive, 318 North Neil street,.
Champaign, Ill.. (telephone No.
8818) or B. B. Clark. father, 1003
West Green street, telephone 7-2587,
Urbana.' Ill.
All Scouts are being urged Ito
assist in Ideating the lad.
A youth, identified as Bobby was)
seen on the castnival grounds in
Mayfield last week, it has bees
reported .and the father has been
in this locality striving to gain
track of the lad so identified.
CLEAN UP WEEK
SET APRIL 12-17
Council Votes To Retire $5,000 of
$241.000 Light and Water
Bonds
Clean-up, paint-up week was of-
fically designated by the Murray
city council for April 12 to 17. at
Its regular monthly meeting fri-
day night. April 2. Official trucks
will be furnished Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday to carry
away all refuse and litter collect-
ed.
The rubbish and litter that ac-
stimulates during the winter de-
vtdopes, not only into an eyesore.
but into fire hazards as well, the
council pointed out.
The council also voted to retire
$5,000 worth of Light and Water
bonds from the city sinking fund
and to pay interest on the entire
amount. These bonds matured
Ascii 1. _Until the present admin-
istration no provision had been
made to meet this. obligation. At
the present rate of sinking fund
accumulation the entire issue
should be retired, within four or
five year?: according to Mayor
Foreman Graham.
A way was sought to start a
street paving project in' Murray as
soon as the sewer project is fin-
ished. All of the streets under
curbing will be eligible for pav-
ing, provided that property owners
along the street have signed for
the assessment the government in-
sists upon.
A total of $429 was distributed to
members of the Mercer County
Sheep Growers' Association for
losseses in 1936:
-A telephone conversation orith..4
--fhb-State •offiee revealed to GUMP
Agent J. T. Cochran and the Soil
Conservation committee today that
Calloway county is permitted to
-have a ratio of 30 acres to the 100
in total soil depleting crops. This
means that the acreage of general
soil depleting crops for the counts(
must not exceed 24 , acres to the'
100.
The committees have been work-
ing With the impression that Cal-
loway CoUnty was to haVe 30-acres"
to the 100 for general crops.
These new facts mean that the
acreage of all general 'crops plus
fhe acreage of cotton and tobacco
canna,. exceed 30 acres to the 100
on the farms in Calloway county.
, The County Conuniliee is very
much disturbed, about these facts
and the.); realize what i means to
*sinners' df .41111 county and
they hope that the farmers will
bear with them in establishing
these bases at this lowered acreage
of general ctops for the county.
"WILL AtTEND W. 0. W.
MEET AT .OWNESBORO
Leaving Sunday to attend the
Kentucky-Indiana W. 0. W. con-
ventfon in -Owensboro,. Ky., are
R. T. Wells. Max Hurt, Carney
Hendon. Oscar Skaggf, Galen
Thurman. Parvin Blalock. Hafford
Parker, Glen Jeffrey, J. B. Farris.
Gordon Crouch. Coy Ford, H. I.
Neely, 0. B. Turnbow, Pat Beale,
Aubrey Hendon. W. C. Robinson,
Eddie, Rushing and possibly
(Abed.
Trade Orders Given
on Theo* Merchants
Merchandise 'orders given
With .Ledger & Times subscrip-
tions in Calloway county will
be issued to and including April
15th on the following eligible
merchants. One order is given
with each and every dollar paid
on a county subscription and
-you can have your choice of the
merchants below.
,Whoever it is issued on will
honor in full, just the same at
that 'Much cash.
Groceries
Tolley & Carson .
Kroger Stores
Murray Milk Products Co.
Robt. Swann
Ellat & Blalock
U-Tdte-Em Grocery
Gas and 011
Jackson Purchase Oil
Clothing
Lerman Bros.
Corn-Austin
J. E. Littleton, Hazel
Farmer & Hart
National Stores
Lumber
Calloway Lumber Co.
Hazel Lumber Co., Hazel. Ky.
Murray Lumber Co.
MIseellaenous
Boone Cleaners,
Model Cleaners
Capitol Theatre
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
Ky.-Tenn. Light & Power Co.
Frazee & Ittrittleinss*s*
Murray Marble Wforks
Love's Studio
Jones Drug Co. 
s
Co.
DR. W. F. GRUBBS,
HAZEL PHYSICIAN,
PASSES SUDDENLY
Heart Attack Claims One of
County's Best Known
Doctors
BURIAL HELD SUNDAY
IN HAZEL CEMETERY
Funeral ;services were held at
12:30 Sunday afternoon for one of
the truly great souls of Calloway
county. Dr. William F. Grubbs,
who died Friday, April 2, was
burled in Hazel cemetery while a
great concourse of people stood
around, weeping openly.
Dr. Grubbs, who was 72 years
of age-, -passed away sucideniy. Fri-
day morning he arose as usual,
and a few minutes lated told his
wife, "I'm going in to the hospital;
I have • -pain around my heart."
Before medical aid could be
brought to him he had collapsed,
and was pronounced dead
the arrival of the doctor.
He is survived by his widow
Mrs. Gertie Walker Grubbs, one
son, John Brent of Logan, W. Va.,
two brothers. A. A. Grubs, Henry
county, and Alvie Grubbs of Hazel
Route 2; two sisters, Mrs. Sal
-Swor. and -Mrs. Leah Lax of Haze
and a number of nieces and
nephews.
Dr. Grubbs was a resident of
this section for the past 40 years;
he came there from New Concord
20 years ago. He was ;Actively
interested .in educationaV matters,
and served a long time on the
Hazel school board. He was a rug-
ged individualist, carrying with
him at all timeethe citirrage of his
convictioni. His honesty of pur-
pose, his integrity, and his high
ideals made him respected even
by bis strongest opponent.
As a physician he, was ever at
the call of the ill. Many had come
into . this world, aided by Dr.
Grubbs. He was there when many
of these same people had children
of their own. There are many
who will recall with grateful tears
the night he sat up with a loved
one, going down info the shadow
with him arid -bring him back by
the sheer power of Will and medi-
cal Icire.
Dr. Grubbs' work in community
was saving lives. He was not a
member of any church, but his
own code of honor made .him as
much of a Christian as any church
member. The funeral services
were conducted from the Hazel
Baptist church. Dr. Will' H. Mason
read the service, assisted by Elder
K. G. Dunn and James, Parker.
Active pallbearers were Charley
Armstrong, Charley Denham, W. E.
Dick, Alvis Wisehart, D. C. Clan-
ton, and J. M. Marshall.
Honorary pallbearers were C. W.
Curd, P. E. Morgan. W. C. Os-
bron, Felix Denham, H. L Neely,
0. B. Turnbow, T. S. Herron, J. E.
Littleton,' W. B. Milstead, D. N.
White, Dr. E. W. Miller and T.
M. Wilson.
The following out-of-town par-
ties attended the services: Dr. and
Mrs. Rob Mason. Dr. and Mrs. E.
B. Houston, C. R. Lee. Mrs. Gar-
rett and several attaches of the
William Mason Memorial -Hciapitoli-
Mrs. Amanda White. Harold White,
Mrs. J. H. Thurman, Mrs. John-
Shackleford, Miss Eppie Wilcox of
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. McSwain,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey, Gallimore,
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Foster. • Mr.
and Mrs. Hall Bomer,Misses Marie
and Neva Hill, Mr. and Mrs. R. I.
Dale. Paris: Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Thomas, Mr.
and Mrs. J. M. Morgan and daugh-
ter, Mrs. Edd Thomas, Mrs. Ada
Thomas of Buchanan. Tenn., Mrs.
Clara Garrett, Bells, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. n 0. Wriather, Mr. and
Mrs. Ira Fox, Murray; Mr. and
Mrs.-3. A.. Buchintanwpr. and Mrs.
Hester Wafter and children', Mrs.
Mary McSwitin, Nashville, and Dr.
and Mrs. Joe Littleton of Puryear,
Dr. R. T. Wells Guest
of Y.B.M.C. Monday
Dr. R. T. Wells, Ornaha, Neb.,
was featured guest,: of the Young
Business Men's Club Monday night,
April 5, at the National Hotel.
The club, on organization of
leading young Murray business
men, was urged to carry on the
standards of the elder men, so
fast falling from the list, by Dr.
Wells. He stated that Murray
had always had a superior type of
-wall—issi / 
and business men, and even if
death was taking so many of the
former Murray leaders, it was the
duty of the young men of Murray
to carry on to even higher stand-
ards.
About 30 members were present
at the Monday night meeting.
REV. JOHN C. RUDD,
AGED METHODIST.
DIES IN MAY FIELD
Was Pioneer Methodist Min-
ister in Western Ken-
tucky; 80 Years Old
IS MOURNED BY HOST
OF  FRIENDS  IN COUNTY
CIRCULATION APRIL 15--4.035. SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN
Health Board Tests
All Food Handlers
County health officials are test-
ing all food handlers this 'week
for tuberculosis. Miss Lola M.
Hansen, state nurse in the tubercu-
losis unit, said yesterday. Miss
Gladys Solveson who has been
doing similar work -in Marshall
county has been transferred to
Murray to help Miss Hansen.
All food handlers, from grocery
clerks to restaurant - cooks are
being tested for indications of tu-
COLLEGE HOST TO
750 H. S. SENIORS
Annual High School Senior Day
Attended by Large Rep-
resentation
An estimated 750 high school
seniors from practically every
high school in the First District
and many from other districts
swarmed over the campus of Mur-
ray State College Friday taking
part In the exercises and program
of Murray College's annual high
school senior day.
Dr. Herbert Drennon, head of the
Murray College English depart-
ment, welcomed the, seniors in the
absence_ sof President James H.
Richmond, who was in Washington,
D. C., to support the Harrison-
Black-Fletcher educational -bill.
The college band opened the
morning's exercises with Prof. Wil-
liam Fox directing. Other features
of the morning included a physical
cducatioq revue in which the girls'
physical education department pre-
sented rhythmical tumbling, pyra-
mid building, and dances. The
girls' and men's quartets sang.-
In the afternoon, open house in
both the home economics salons in
the liberal arts building and the
college art department in the
training school building featured
the early program. The SOck and
Buskin Dramatic Club presented
a one-act play in the auditorium
for the benefit of visiting students.
The Junior class of the college
presented a minstrel in the audi-
torium Friday night, and LeRoy
Offerman's collegiate dance ''band
played for a dance.
Representatives from every high
school were introduced in assem-
bly. Caldwell county high school,
Kuttawa, Benton, Sedalia, Farm-
ington, Francis, Cayce. Crutchfield,
Shiloh, Golden Pond, and Sym-
sonia all reported perfect attend-
ance of their Senior classes.
All visiting students and facul-
ty members Were guests of Murray
State College at lunch in Wells
Hall Friday at noon.
Pool Markets May
Close This Month
Officers and directors of the
Westerd Dark - • Fired— Tobaccin
Growers' Association met Tuesday,
One of the brightest stars in a
brilliant galaxy of Western Ken-
tucky Methodist ministers was
called to his eternal reward - last
Friday afternoon when Rev. John
C. Rudd, 80 years of age succumb-
ed at the home of his daughter,
Mrs. J. F.--Blaiock, South Eighth
atreet, Mayfield,- to a long illness
Of -
• Reverend Rudd was one of the
aioneer ministers of Western Ken-
tucky. He was the son . of the
bite Rev. S. B. Rudd. Ham and
faised in Dodd county. he later
accepted the call of a congregationn
Bear Almo. There are few hearts
in Almo among those who knew
Reverend Rudd that have not felt
a grip of reiii pain and sorrow at
his passing. All of Calloway coun-
ty knew him.
As long as he was able to be
libout.she moved among his host of
friends. doing. kindnesses for
everyone. He could well have been
the inspiration of the lines. "To
know him was jo love him, to
name him was to praise." He was
a faithful Christian minister who
-lived as he preached, an example
to all who knew him.
In his active days, no clergyman
had a greater following. Much of
the growth of Methodism in lite
`Purchase can be traced directly to
the influence that Reverend Rudd
had on the hearts' and minds of his
fellow creatures.
He was a loyal citizen, honest
and forthright, a gentleman, a man
and a friend.
Funeral services were held a 2
o'clock Sunday afterocion at the
Brewers Methodist church, in Mar-
shall county.
Besides Mrs. Blalosk, Reverend
dd is surved by .aisother
daughter, Mrs. Key. Futrell, Almo,
and his widow. Mrs. Missouri
Katherine Rudd. A host of other
relatives and friends survive him.
Funeral services were_conducted
by the Rev. W. F. Macedon. pas-
tor h CallowayMemorial
Methodist church in Memphis, Rev,
H. R. Taylor. presiding elder of the
Paris, Tenn., district, and Rev. H.
P. Blankenship, pastor of the Almo
Methodist -church. Interment was
'held in Hazel cemetery.
•
Landess Addresses
-Calloway Farmers
W. M. Landess of the T. V. A. in
cooperation with the Kentucky
Extension service gave an illus-
trated to the College Agriculture
club and the farmers of the area
demonstration at Kirksey, Friday,
April 2. Mr. Landess' subject
was "Conservation of Soil and its
Relation to Man's More Abundant
Life."
rc.
NEGRESS BURNED
IN LEAN-TO FIRE
OS I S.
Rosella Bumpas; 30, Loses Life
 _Despite Son's EffOrt.t.42 Drag.
Her from Building
After three Months of compara-
tive quiet Fire Chief E. G. Hughes
and the Murray fire department
made four calls to extinguish fires
last week.
Mystery surrounds the burning
of a lean-to attached to the house
of Lon McGehee in Which Roselle
Bumpas. 30, negress, lost her life
late Saturday night. Rosella had
been living in the small room, and
young McGehte told officials that
he had taken the lamp from the
room.
Neighbors think she fell asleep
with a lighted cigarette s
Her .young son, about 8 years
old, s• overed the burning build-
id ran irt, yelling for help.
He pulled his mother from the
building, but not before she had
received fatal burns about the
head and shoulders. She was able
to make her. way, to the home of
a friend and Wats- later" taketf to
the Mason hospital where she died
about 4 a. m. Sunday.
She had been removed and the
building was a mass of flames
when the fire department arrived.
It was not known to the firemen
that she had' been in the building
until Sunday morning when they
returned to estimate the damage.
The fire was extinguished before it
caugra the main building. The
lean-to is a total loas,4nountiol
to about $25. • .
The home of -Will Perils on
South Fourth street was damaged
to the extent of 1750 Sunday,
when a fire broke out in the ab-
sence of its residents. The fire had
burned for some time before it was
noticed and the department noti-
fied. It was brought under con-
trol soon after their arrival. ,
A roof fire at the A. B. Beale
home on North Seventh last Mon-
day caused damage estimated at
$25.00. It was extinguished with
little trouble.
A grass fire at the highway barn
was put out before it had caught
the barn. Damage was negligible.
Members of State
Income Tax Board Here
There will be members of the
State Department of Revenue at
the Circuit Clerk's office Friday
and Saturday, April 9 and 10. to
assist anyone needing aid with
their ;State Income Tax Reports.
April 6, at the association head-
quarters in Murray. Routine Only 16 More Days Until
monthly business was transacted. 
The pool authorities- did not set
a closing date for receiving sta-
tions in the district, however,
General Manager L.-L. Veal stated
It would be determined by the
buyers and the closing date would
probably be between April 15 and
May 1.
FINE TIME CLAIMED
BY FISCAL GROUP
CatterpIllar Tractor Makers Give
Tenn. Free Trip to Road C'ommis-
stoner and Esquires
Rotary Club Will
Elect Officers Today
The Murray Rotary Club will
elect officers for 1937-38 in its
regular meeting today 'at the Na-
tional Hotel, The nominating
committee presented the names of
the new officers at the last Thurs-
'day's meting. aiscU they Witt In-
turn be stied uitn today.
Officers for the ensuing year
are: Karl Frazee, president, vice-
president. Dr. Rob Mason; secre-
tary-treasurer, 011ie Boren. Di-
rectors named for 1937-38 are, Lu-
ther. Robinson. chairman; Geo.
Hart. L." J. Hortin, and Rer:-.1. V.
Havens. •
Retiring officers are Luther Robs
•inson, president; Karl Frazee, vice-
president, dOly promoted to presi-
_dant. and directors. Hall Hood.
Clifton E. Morris. Max Hurt, and
C. Nelson Miller.
"We certainly had a good time,
and saw marvels of engineering at
the Whayne - -436xtpany
plant in Peoria, and-! .think.-. I -sysa
speak for the rest of the crowd,"
said Hoyt Phillips. Calloway coun-
ty. road .cartimissioner Wednesday
"We were taken up to the plant
In which catterpillar tractors are.
made, shown through the entire
plant' and were treated very
hospitably. The V7hayne Supply
company paid all of our expenses
Trips for members of county fiscal
boards are a part Of their advertis-
ing program. Several hundred
members of Fiscal courts have
been shown through the plant,"
Phillips stated.
Those who accOmpaniea Phillips
on the trip were Esquires .1. E-
Bradford, Bun Swann, G M. Potts,
E. W. Alderson, Lee Barnett, Joe
McCuiston. and Will Washes.
•
Liting7Room SuitelLGiven
HISTORY SUPPLY RUNNING LOW
• —iust two weeks from this coming Saturday,
The Ledger & Times-is going to give away ABSO-
LUTELY FREE that beautiful $97.50 genuine rdo-
- hair trieze living room suite, right upon the court
square in full view IA everybody.
--In- short, you haven't much longer to- take--
advantage of The Lecrger & Tintes' big triple-bar-
reled subscription offer as hundreds of subscribers
have already don.
Our supply of histories of Calloway County
is running pretty low. We hope to have enough to' "
give each -ontrscriber, renewal or new, a copy be-
fore April 24, but we cannot guarantee that our
supply will last. So we would advise.that_you not
put off any longer coming in and rtmewiii.- ram
subscription or getting on the list if you are not
now getting a copy of yonr own.
The way the living room suite will be given
away will be exactly the same as the way the bed-
room suite was given away last _y_ar .and the
living rooni suite two years ago. If there is any
question about the details of the plan we will be
grad to answer it at our office.
It is not necessary that you be present in per-
son to receive-the living room.suite. If by reason
of illness, bad weather or any Other circumstance
you, are unable to be present you can have a friend
.-pr neighbor to represent you.
t very day dozens of subscribers are renewing
their subscriptions to the Ledger & Times and
every day we get new subscribers, so that the cir-
culation of the Ledger & Titles is the, largestn its
.history. 7.s .
AG 1.1 •••••104........, • .•
_ • _
$ 1 •C*Maa 
year In 
La,"Hen-
ry and Stewart Counties.
el .nn a year elsewhere In
State of Kentucky.
$2 00 a year to sip address'6""other than above.
Volume CV; No. I-4—
LTVA Head Has No Objection
to-Use of-Mon-eyVor Dank
JESS D. SEXTON IS
NAMED TREASURER
BY FISCAL COURT
isca our vies
Rates; Sets County
Salaries
J. D. SEXTON SUCCEEDS
T. H. STOKES FOR TERM
J. D. Sexton, progressive busi-
ness man, merchant and loyal Cal-
loway 004.11:11-y named,
County Treasurer for the ensuing
tour year term beginning April
1937, by the Fiscal Court in .its
regular monthly meeting, TuesdaJ
April 6. He succeeds.T. II. Stokes,
who was appointed to serve the
unexpired term vacated by . the
resignation of Treamon Beale.
Mr. Sexton is one in; Murray's
oldest business men and has serv-
ed the county faithfully in many
ways during his tenure as a citi-
zen in Murray._ He' has been a
-member of the City School oBard
'for a number of years having serv-
ed in that capacity untiringly and
efficiently. Mr. Sexton is an elder
of the First Methodist Church, He
has been cfireCtrir In many tit
Murray's enterprising businesses, 'as
well as a member of the firm of
Sexton Bros. Hardware Co., 'local
hardware dealers, organized, in
1910, succeeding the firm _of Sex-
ton, Farley & Co. '
The court set the salary of the
Treasurer at $30.00 per month, and
he will execute the required $30.-
000.00 bond to the Commonwealth
of Kentucky. Other county of-
ficers' salaries were again...set,- at
the regular Court, at the usual
rates. The County Judge salar
was set at $1200.00 per year; the
County Attorney, $800.00: and the
County Clerk at •$400.00 pert year,
as heretofore.'
Tax rates were levied for the
county as is usual custom of Uae
April term of court, they being
the same as- oi'past years.
Routine business of allowing
claims from various budgets com-
pleted the court's action and was
adjourned until the next monthly
meeting of May 4.
I. N. FULTON DIES
OF HEART ATTACK;
ILL SEVEN MONTHS
Prominent Kirksey Citizen
Passes Away Following
7 Months Illness
SURVIVED BY LARGE,
CIRCLE OF RELATIVES
I. N. Fulton, age 82, well known
-citizen of Calloway and resident
of the Kirksey community. died
of heart trouble at his home three
miles northwest of Kirksey, at 4_
p. m. Friday. April 2. following
an illness of about seven months.
Mr. Fulton was a well known
and liked person having been a
resident of Calloway county for
many years; waving his _county and
community during his active years
faithfully and loyally. It can
truthfully be said he was a man
of sterling qualities and one es-
teemed by all wha knew him. His
passing away is of great sorrow
both to his immediate family and
friends. Mr. Fulton was a devoted
and loyal,member of the Kirksey,
Methodist church.
BP-sides his widows Mrs—Minerva
Fulton, he is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Jenrfie. Ayatt of
Detroit, Mrs. Bertha Chatman,
Mn, Alice Wyatt. and Mrs. Nannie
Beach, all of this connty; two
sons. Van and Bryant Fulton, of
this county: one sister, Miss Ann
Fulton, of this county: and two
brothers, L. B. Fulton. Spring-
-- '''",i Asa. c., B. Fulton,
1 Murray; 35 g;rsuidteintifren 'and 4• great grandchildren.
• Funeral services Were held from
Mt. Carmel Sunday afternoon,
April 4, with the Rev. E. V. Un-
derhill in crtarge• *.);Jurlsi :was in
the church cemetery.
Licensed To Wed
Marriage 'licenses were -issued in
County Clerk Mrs.. Mary, Noile's
office last week to the following
persons:
Oliver Y Brasher, 27, farmer,
Dycustsurg. and Lucille Thomp-
son. 24. Marion.
Fred Jackson, 25, factory work-
er, Hardin, and Novice Durard, 25.
Benton.
,Ir•r ,,,,e•••••••• 1,214:16.1. • • •• •••160".•%•••1,- •
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Lower Tennessee Valley
Members Confer With
Dr. Morgan
WASHINGTON, April 7—Ten-
nessee and Kentucky Senators will
discuss •tornorrow a plan to re-
store to the budget funds for con-
s suc ion o
The budget now carries sums for
surveys only at the dam site. The
Senators will talk with Chairman
Arthur E. Morgan of the Tennes-
see Valley Authority. ,
Morgan told members of the
Lower Tennessee Valley Associa-
tion today he had no objection to
making the budget item for actual
eenstruetion. The House _Appro.
priations -Committee will receive
from L.. J. Hortin, Murray. Ky.,
secretary of the association, a_re-
quest that the $2,000,000 cut in the
Glibertstilie project be 'reslisred.
Representative -Noble J. Gregory of
Mayfield. Ky., will appear before
the committee in behalf of the pro-
ject,
KNOXVILLE, Tenn, April 7—
Carl A Bock, assistant chief en-
gineer of the Tennessee Valley
Authority, said last night he un-
derstood TVA directors would seek
all Appropriation for start of pre-
liminary work on the proposed
Gilbertsville dam on the Tennessee
river 20 miles south of Paducah.
Ky., at a conference in Washington
with the House Appropriations
COMMitte -next Monday.
Hock said he did not know the
arribunt which the TVA would ask
Congress to appropriate, but de-
clared it would be sufficient to
covet' cost of preliminary work
during 1937. David E. Lilienthal,
TVA director, has suggested that
work on the proposed, dam begin
in July. 1938.
A delegation from Murray left
Sunday for Washington in the in-
terest of the Lower Tennessee Val-
ley Association project for the
proposed dam on the Tennessee
River, near Gilbertsville. Dr.
James IL Richmond president of
Murray State Collegeand presi-
dent of the association, was already
in Washintgon for a hearing on
tile Harrison-Black-Fletcher educa-
tional. bill.
-L. J. 116rtin, secretary of the
Chamber of Commerce; J. T. Loy.
ett, editor of -the- Ledger and
Times, and William Swann were
among others who left to attend
the conference at Washington with
Congressman Noble Gregory:
WASHINGTON, April 6—Ken-
tucky and Tennessee advocates of
an immediate start on the proposed
Gilbertsville dam on the lower
Tennessee river met today and
prepared to lay their case before
the House Appropriations Commit-
tee.
, Dr. James H. Richmond, Murray.
Ky., president of the Lower Tens-'''
nessee Valley Association, said in
his judgment Tennessee river dams
this year saved Cairo, Ill., from
destruction in the _Ohio valley
flood, and the Gilbertsville dam
would be the most important flood
control project that could be built
for the protection of Cairo and Pa-
ducah. Ky.
'Senator Albert W. Barkley of
Kentucky, who presided at the
conference, announced the three
members of the Tennessee Valley
Authority. Dr. A. E. Morgan. Dav-
id k: Lilienthal and mare-met
Morgan, are scheduled to appear
hefore.s.the House Appropriations
Committee tomorrow.
Conference members immediately
said they would ask Representative
Emmet O'Neal. Louisville. Ky., a
member of the Appropriations
Committee, to present arguments
in behalf, of speeding up work at
.
Representative Herron Pearson,
Jackson, Tenn., read a letter from
Lilienthal which stated the TVA
could use "advantageously and eco-
nomically", a suggested appropria-
tion of $2.739.000 for the next fiscal
year. This amount was trimmed
to $739.000 when the T. V. A.
budget was reduced by $6,000,000
several months ago. Lilienthal
suggested construction at Gilberts-
ville begin in July, 1938. so as not
to jeopardize the orderly construc-
tion of other dams already started.
Senator M. M. Logan, of Ken-
tucky said he understood Chair-
man -,fts-t-. Morgan of the T. V. A.—
favored a dam in . the Ohio river
kfra was not particularly interest--
ed in getting the Gilbertsville pro-
ject started at once. Senator Bark-
ley and Senator Nathan Bachman
of Tennessee also expressed dis-
satisfaction with the attitude vf
T. V'. A. members toward. the Gil-,
bertsville darn:,
Q G. Riley, Lyon county, built
small hillside ditches 25-acre.
Held. that prevented guliyislig and
washing
1
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. Paris Thu: ssss of last week Mr.
HAZEL NEWS .P,nter was one of the outstanding
  eitisans and leading business num
lie
Miss Mai iha Shelton of Padatah • 
of Henry county. was formai,
Dian' tified with a Clay 
company' spent the week end m Hazel as a •
guest in the home of Mr and
Oscar Turnow .
Harry I.. Waterfield of ̀ Clinton.
Kos was in Hazel Sunday to ats
tend the funeral services for his
_end guest of her Stint Mrs. D. N.
Miss , Mildred WRO-IV"MOr-Lilega-Mandwra°11 -1"  
ellasillaftnasagaseakeraensee.
Weakling in Liriton. Ky..- spent the Mason 
Hospital was here Saturday .
to visit Mrs. J, R. Miller.
jesSe, hairsOn of Detroit.
Mach., via* called to Hazel for the
funeral services -of her brother-in-
Mr and Mrs. Luther Deering
week end in HaneL visateg her
Parents. Dr. and Mrs. Eunice
Miller.
G. E. Freeman.' Knoxville, Tenn.,
was. In Hazel Sunday to visit his and son. Capitol& who spent Bev-
wife and sons, George Elbert arid Mrs Martha Ann ileftan and_ht. eral weeks In Detroit Mich., re-
Jimmie. who are Mead= the tie daughter at lacidgenevineowliaseasessed their ferny at -Baker's,
winter with her father. W. D. spent last weak be visiting her Cross Roads lase week. Mrs. Bulah
Kelly, parents, Mr and Mrs. Jake Mayer- Lovier returned with her parents
Mrs. Amanda White and Mrs. returned waine Friday. and will speed a while %Isaias:
Cielsi Darren of Mai i es svc-rxt 
mid 
mends.
Friday in the home of Mr and colored man living .in south Hazel.  end egos Aubritten. Nessa
Mr& 0. B. Ttumbow and family-. ' died suddenly at his home Satur- wefts pasebaValf aear Hazel. and
Mr. and Mrs. George Wawa'9day afternoon. He had wonted for Paz-
of Parts, Tenn., and Mr and me. the N. C. & St. L. R. for over Ikaillagerhs11 - of Mj°11asurrayanhdoute Sylvestert %•e Prerase:
Thomas of Buchanan. Tenn., Ware 25 years and had created consider- colt.wihan with their daughter
here Sunday afternoon to attaind mug property and led a life that sad mast iess Allbritton. who is
funeral sarVices for Dr. Cionblht 'was a credit to his race.
Mr. and Mrs. Burma Waters. Ilf.• it Ray Of that Pkbee 67.4illialligma as -aase:ec tlseclolyaegit 7:yewldin4a trip to
Mrs. !t°If Farther- of Murray. Mr- patient at the Maso
n hospital in mawunotit cave
and Mrs. Walter Blacketwa of Pa-
ducah were here Sunday after-
noon for the funeral services of
Mr. Will Blackburn.
Dr. R.. M. Mason of Murray.
visited his '-mother. Mrs. Wm.
Mason. Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs Maurice Maddox
and Mary Catherine of Murray
were here Saturday to visit the I their parents.- L. K. Pinkie"-Be.. day.
f°rthet-S =111er- Mr's Bertha Mad' and Mr. and Mrs. 
Gaylen James. Dr. Miller was called Monday
doz. Miss Annie Franklin Garrettoof__•to see fv _ 
snotherman I am
Mrs E D. Miller and Mite ErntlY McKenzie, Tema_ .S rnHazel glad to report- that my, husband.
Miller are. in Paducah for a few Sunday -grandParents's as well as others are improving
day, Vila 11,04 and Mrs- 3- IL Mr. and .Mrs - Den.harn and The myers br
others. noted sang-
Dist:wake&
0. IL Turnbow, W Perry and
H. I. Neely attended the funeral
services for Joel M. Porter at
ant took an active interest in
improvetneni of the road leading
21331e. Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hart of • near
.Murray visited Mr. and Mrs. F.
Denham Stinday
week end to visit relatives and
friend&
- Mr. and Mrs. H 1. /Neely were
rin -Paducah Tuesday on business
Mrs. A. H. McLeod, Mrs. Grace
Wilson and son, James Wilson.
2:60 114.urray visitors Monday
"Miss Leslie Franklin Garrett of
McKenzie. Tenn.. was the week.
S. Plettsant Grove t
Time for TROSITE
GLASSES
WH1 continue to suffer from
poor eyesight when Outlet of
swell accurate vadon correc-
tton and beauty cost so Mt*?
JOE T. PARKER
Optometrist
•
Parkers Jewelry
Store
Broken lens, replaced ex-
actly like original at reason-
able cost.
s ea
 the   (42,44thter. of Mr
to know 'that he is improving. and Mrs. Shannon Ellis, has the
W. M. 'Uncle Billy" Doran is' measles,
confined to his home in west Hazel Mrs. Clayton Orr arid son. Rich.
with alln.ess. ant. are able to be up after sever-
L. K. Pinkley Jr.. Chas. and Ed- al days ill
ness with
 measles.
ward James. boys of this Mace The little daughter of Mr. and
who 'are working in Paducah. Mrs. Ben 'Hill. who has been critic-
spent Saturday and Sundayr-tritti----iny in.„tits reported better 
mon.
former's mother. Mrs, W. G. Gar-
land
Mrs. Jobs Parker and son of
Akron. . Ohio, have been visiting
her mother and other relatives the
past week.
A•person I know has been kick-
ed a number of times lately by a
"Irhtte Mute", but says he 1,1
through. That is possible tOr
have satd the &wee thing a thous-
esot sham mega. .. ceeci euddenly at his home in Hazel
A,s time a a•wasun' if this don't
I tj-rritisy :menden -tottowieg-
ha the later patch. I will be out 
paral),tic storke suffered earlier
easier next week.---Hill Billy. 
in the day'. He is survived by his
widow. Mrs. Nannie Blackburn;
one son, Elwood Blackburn. one
daughter. Edna Blackburn, one
brother, Walter Blackburn of Pa-
ducah. one sister, Mrs. L. L. Hill.
of Hazels '-
With the exception of few
years he spent in Detroit. Mich.,
Leased social his life in this coun-
Dexter News
Mrs_ Carrie Reeves of Farming-
ton spent the week end at home.
Mrs. Hayden Walston artG chil-
dren and Miss Beautah Fergerson
visited Mr and Mrs. Rule ROOS,
near Wadesboro, Sunday afternoon.
Dallas Lancaster is sick with
.rnelisles at this writing. Also Tom-
mie Erastberger Is ilL
spent Sunday with Miss Olene
rher uncle and aunt, and Mrs. crs and musicians, h
D N White. over WPAD. Paducah,--lr
a.Lied. Camldraiall.nla putruun of Hardin.
Latham Cunningham. Murray. day. Their parents are Mr. and visited Mr and Mrs.. Henry Put-
was in. Hazel Sunday visiting in Mrs. Galon .Myers. These boys nazi recently.
the home of his brother. Prof. are grandsons of the late Tom Er- Mrs. Stafford Curd and chit-
Vernon James.1
Mayer. - ..,
.. _ ... 
wid.and late Toni Myers, fine cit- dren' visited her sister. Mae A.
With- sorrow many learned of
Mrs. Andrey Mayer and daughter . fens of this community a few
Maria-- of Fort . Worth. Tex.. are , decades ago-
here • visitizig - als-sead: Mafia Jake ,
, the sudden death of Dr. Grubbs
Mrs. D. N. White Meat.. MaridAY ) who succumbed from a heart fail-
ii 'McNeil:rte. 'Tenn.. as guest of ' ure last Friday. On MOnday- we
her sister. Mr& Sam Garrett and, learned Of the -death of Bro. Rudd.
farnily .-a former pastor of Hazel charge.
Miss Anna B. Hill attended the ' am December -25. 1900. Bro. Rudd
3-day session of the Teachers As- preached the funeral of the wilt-
sociation at Nashville, Tenn . last
week. .,
Mr. and .. Mrs. :Tim Melton of
Paris. .Tenn . were in Hazel Suns.
day and attended tree 'funeral ser:s-i.
vices of Dr. Grubbs.
- Mrs. Fry 'new and MISS Audni
Oliver returned home last week'
after a two weeks visit in New
Orleans. La. and other places.
- Mn.: Owen Brandon. Ma. 0. H.
.TurnboW, Miss Eva Perry. Miss
- Mimi 'DR* incitored over to
last Wednesday.
• Karl Frazee of , Marray was in
' Hazel Monday morning on bun-
Hill Billie section. .. Mrs. T. a Atkins. Murray; Mrs. 
team walking away with the SIAA)
, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Osbron and Gardening seems to be the 
order Julia Estelle Crawford. Paris. 
crown. Kirnbrough served as
I daughter. Vivian: cas ' Somerville, of the . day at present. Some few 
Tenn.; 'Birdie Lee Thorpe. (col
,. coach of, a small Texas Junior
Tena.. were in . Hale! over the have started turning over owl Murray. 
Mrs.. Herbert Brown Mor- 
. College for a time, but after his
Mother Earth again. We hope we • i Pu 
a . woodard team had decisively beaten the
Mk. and Mrs. Rudy Jackson and
daughter spent Sunday' *Sterna:di
with Mr. and Mrs, Ralph MC- the Baptist church in Hazel Sun-
Daniel, day afternoon. The Rev. K. G.
Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Reeves 
Dunn. Hazel Methodist minister,
and daughter of Almo spent Sun- 
an the Rev. W. A. Baker .
day afternoon with Mr. and ?dm 
Gleason, Tenn., were in charge.
Merle Andrus. Active pallbea
rers were J. E.
Mrs. Cody Corthorn of Neely,
Littletisa Aikdry Simmons, P. E.
Tenn_ spent the first part of last 
Morgan, C. D. Scruggs, Shirley
week visiting relatives here and 
Nix. and T. S. Herron. Honor.
the latter part of the week in *rY. 
Warick Curd, S. R. Wilson,
Dr. E. W. Miller. 0. B. Turnbow,
Paul Mathis left for the CCC
Benton..
Xubra Shrug*, *f. B. Ntitstead, D.
Camp Wednesday.
-N. White. Chatiar Armstrong. H.
laillik Mill-
/forage Smith of Paducah spent 
Neely. C. D. Pa
the week end at horne. 
Cr. and -Tommie Weita.
-
Miss Estelle Hopkins of Ahno 
Burial was in the l Ceme-
.tery. .•
Murray State,
Culver. east of Dexter
Mr. and Mrs. Clynt Skaggs Isisltss - Murray State 
College of Ken-
ed In Mai-field Saturday afternobtao.lecky and 
Hardin-aimmons Uni-
Mr. and -Mrs. Hugh Edwards and vemit.,- _ of 
Abilene, Tex., brought
son. Jerry. spent the week-end in in ar, innovatio
n in finding out
Almo with 'Mr.and Mrs. Jeff Ed_- about their respe
ctive squads when
wards. • Coaches Stewart. of 
Murray. and
Halle Andras spent Monday Ktinbrough. of th
e Texas school,
night with lieelorie and Carrie - Saine to an 
agreement whereby-
Reeves in Alms. they will exchange 
plays. This will
ere sister. Miss Polly Ellis at Pleas- Mr. and Mrs.-Richard Walston.
inn Grove church. At this' ser- Horace Walston and daughters.'
vice be used the text John 14:14, Inca and Lois, spent Tuesday in
Hardin-Simmons
To Exchange Plays
-previsfenty selected by the de-
ce !teed
Russell's Chapel ,
W. E. BLACKBURN
DIES FROM STROKE
Had Been hi tn Health Daring •
Many of the Last Few Years
of His Life
• 
William E. Blackburn, aged 63,
a He had been in al health for
several years. Prior to the break-
ing of his health he had been en-
gaged in farming. He was an up-
right citizen, good neighbor, and
a useful man.
Funeral services were held from
Stainps Wins Third
Place in -National
Magazine Contest
Back-to-
- Work
of MEN'S WORK CLOTHES
SHIRTS
Taxi-cloch,---Goverti-atid---C • I
stork shirts. Honest 'working
men's shirts. -
Big Jess Shirts  49c
.All Wear Shirts 65c.
Washington Dee Cee
Shirts --  79c
Big Smith sastt_thickhoad
-
OVIERALLS $125
And bigness ... just. where it's -needed
-  ' meek: • '
MATCHED
- SUITS
Shirts and .Was ,h Pants,
for work Or for good wear. -
-they're good-
looking. durable. Martyts
C rffts.
Shirts . 98c to $1.25
Pants. 98c to $1.45
Peters' Diamond Brand
SHOES
The toughest wearing shoe ever made
Plow Shoe  
  S1'69
•
Plain Toe Work Shoes $1.95 and S2.45
J. E. Littleton &
- Ss_
•
•
will not be in the -Dust Bowl'
again this year ism glad to 'say
!hat mos& farmers in this section
have enough corn for old, Beck to
.ahale while getting out s a MVP.
There is some corn being sold at
S5 per ban-el.
Some t../ the visitors- over --the
week end are: Mr. and Mrs. Burns
Getman and hale odaughter *sited
:heir parents and 'grandparents,
Sir. and Mrs. 0. B. Oeprin and Ms.
J F. Boatwright.
- Mr. and 'Mrs. M. M. Ellis are
planning on a visit to their son
and family, Mr. C. C. Ellis of by. Murray; Baby .Frankie, Char- 
drills after their encounter-wail.
laitt&leitiro..3thirish them a please Item HilasIlazel. s
the Vanderbilt Commodores. C
ant trip. .They are also planning Patients dismissed -from the 'Stewart 
was elicaPtianDnY
to visit their &Sicken at Flint, William Mason Memorial Hospital 
pleased with the defensive tactics
Math,
Boss Thweatt if you can't pro-
nouriee it. just sneeze it) is re-
coverang .from a' 'severe Case of
Hospital News I
Paducah.
Word was received here fritter
Detroit, Mich., that M. and Mn,
ClClayton Ross are the parents of
a baby "girt--C. A.
As spring seems to be just  
Iaround the corner-. I feel lake many 1
others I suppose. the impiration,og
,a--gereioasithers-lorsado
be the opening game for both
schools, and neither will have an
opportunity to scout the other
team.
--'-other -interesting feature of
the aarne. which emit be played in
Abilene the night of September
24. is that Stewart and Kimbrough
were bothon .the same high school
team in Texas. Stewart, after serv-
ing an apprenticeship at Union
Vaiveinaty, Came into "his -own as
dreaming and Writing is altogether Patients admitted to the Wallahs 
a coach 'When Ise took charge of,
a different taak but any way here Mason. Memorial Hospital during 
the Murray team in 1932. The
goes some current pews of the .• 
- . ye
ar following found the Murray
. .,
Hicks, Murray; Mont Kemp, -Bile- 
Hardin-Simmons team, he was
hanan. Tenn.; Charlie Marshall 
moved over to Abilene to coach
Warfield, Puryear. Term.; oJhn R. 
the Cowboys. Since then he has
Edwards. Brandon; Mrs. Hugh 'il- 
brought Hardin-Simmons to the
son. Murray; Melton Dick. Nash- 
'front in Southwestern football.
Ville, Tema; Roselle Bumpas. (ea,. 
The Cowboys schedule include
Murray. 
learns from California, Kentucky.
Mrs. Lucy Houston, Murray: Mrs 
Nebraska, Oklahoma. Arkansas,
lease Hermiton. Memphis, Tenn.. 
Arizona. and Nevada. The Texans
-Mess Carroll Lassiter, Murray; Alla 
dropped only one contest last
Erinna Cunningham. M u rr a y. 
season, vanquishing Creighton 'Uni-
Queen Martin, *col.). Murray; Mrs 
versa), handily. ,
Robt. Love M rris. Puryear, Tenn . Murray's spring prac
tice struck
Augusta Hickman Presnell, Sue- ver, active pace toda
y. as the
hanan. Tenn.; Mn. Buren NV-Over- , Racehorses 
returned to the pigskin
during the past week: , used by his linesmen,
 who held
- Mrs. Elgin N. Underwood. Mur- the Commodores to . fo
ur touch-
ray: D. Critaodue Smith. -Murray; . downs in two ,and on
e-helf hours
Winne Francis Stark& Hardin: Mrs.. oriscrimmage, which se
nt into use
flu, _ -D._ Atkins. Murray; Meters Dick e
mery sub 'that both seaside .haa.
•. _ . ____________ . .
Edd Donelson and family ,also Nashville, 'term.: Mrs. Julia E- ! 
.. .
.Tesse Parer .and family. are hay- Crawford. Paris. Tenn.; Miss Mary 
Exports of .r.awaeotteisonsispostlie,
-I..pg a real case of r_e_oleasaff.....,--.... latel..11Chiessit. agemphis,- -Telt , UniteT1 -States in February amount-
NliTairtifesTelrhas - just purehased Mrs. Fred Kibbler. Dresden. Tenn : ed to $31.719.000 compared W
ith
a new car. Look out ditches! Miss Marian Slocum, Morrison. Ill . S36,561.000 in January and'$25,920,-,
, la Dyer is operating the grist Mra. H. Brown •Morris. FurYcor 000 in February 1936. .
mill at M. I.- -Walls' _Store. Mr Tian.?- T. K Coley. Big Sandy
Charles Hoary Stamps
Above Is pictured Charles Henry
groo.Y., Muri a, Kr.,
Murray State College Training
School. who placed third from all
entries in the United States in an
autobiography contest. Recogni-
tion came from the Modern Liter-
ature Magazine. Ann Eva Gibbs,
another senior at the Training
Kith School, received honorable
mention by the same magazine in
an entry made last month.
These entries have come kg-1M
outgrowth of an English course
taught by Miss Nadine Overall.
critic- teacher ,,,at the , Training
School.
Faxon School News 1
Dyer seenie to be an expert at Tenn. ••..... ..
crushing corn, also burlap sacks. ' 
Mr. and Mrs. Willaur Dyer and The manufacture of articles for 4
family visited his reother,.. Mrs. carnivals, _masquerades and fair,'
Laura Dyer recently. - , affords employment in'. Germai,
-IV. --kid- Mt*. 7011-ffilie Wayland-4P* rt large --member of haw,'
of Detroit have been visiting thelarorker•.
4.
PLAIN
SUITS DRESSES
LADIES' SP: AT
Cleaned and Pressed
CASH AND CARRY
PLATT'S
CLEANING AND PRESSING
SHOP
.7gENIW-00f,
The play. When A Woman De
cides," Was given Saturday night
los a balm auckmosa. It was a
good play and all tbp -eharaaters
did well with their porta They
were all treshmen and sophomores.
Misr Keel Was sponsor.
Sometime within the nett month,
the junior class will present, =molt
Out. Lizzie," a rural farce in three
acts. The play is being sponsored
by Miss FolwelL The cast, of char-
acters fonows: • s
Sliasolopng, an old farmer, W. al
Farris.
Sarah, his wife, Marelle Terry.
Hazel,.. their jOsughter, Juanita
Roberts. - ••
.Lizzte .Blanks, the hired girl,
-Arabella Cook.
Hank Blinks. the -hired man.
Voris Parker.
-Minnie Hall. the -neighborhood
godlier,. Dorothy Geurin.
Richard Hatincoe, a stranger..
Adon
Dave Hinkle, an old miser, Tal-
mage Burkeen,
Senior News
-Eleven of our 13 seniors were
present for the Senior Day at.Mte--
ray State College... O We enjoyed
ohnielves Very' -mach- arid appreci-
ate - the courtesy shown us at the
college. We :expect some of our
class to enter college this summer.
and others to enter next fall or
later.
The seniors are working on a
year book. This is the fourth year
that Faxon has made annuals.
The senior play has been select-
ed and we expect to start work
on it soon now. Otte is !"Thc
Antics of Andrew." Professor
Jones is -seonaor.
In the preliminary rounds of th,
county tournament of deba'
Faxon won Monday. In the fir-.
round we drew a bye, and then
defeated Lynn Grove in the second
round. James .Brandon and Wilson
Gantt composed the negative team
winning over Lynn Grovr. They
When women
Ned Cardui
"1.1 you sem:silo-have lost some of
your strength you had for your
favorite attlyities, or for your house-
work ... tied care lees about your
meals . . . and suffer severe dis-
comfort sireertain times, . . . try
Cardall
Themande-ama---theisseado of
L women DV It Is
aaldned..Qein.
- By like-easing the appetite, im-
proving digestion. Cardui helps you
to get more nourishment. As strength
returna unnecessary functional
aches, pains and nervousness just
seem to go away.
I. e  
- TOM, Jack, and CHARLIE, Stud .
will stand this season at my fat-lit, located solne- 2
mile& N errt h west, of -Lynn Greve.'
Terms: $4.00 Cash. Come all Year
LEBERT JONES
1.) AN GROVE --- KENTUCKI
-ran+ 
went scheduled to debate the at-
fir-illative side, with the Almo
negative team. Tuesday iii the
finale at Concord.
Miss Juanita Roberts, who was
first speaker on the affirmktive
debating team and was our repre-
sentative on 'the K. E. A. discus-
sion, came down with measles
Monday morning. James Brandon
took her place in debating and
in. discussion.
Political
Announcements
The Ledger & Times is author-
ized to announce the following
candidates. subject to the action of
the Democratic primary, Saturday,
August 7. 1937.
One of our freshman girls. Miss
Hann Walker, Was merried
Saturday to Troy Walker and-went
to her new home in St. Louis
Sunday.
Faxon debating teams were de-
clared champions in Calloway
county for 1936-37 at COncord
Tuesday when they won over
won on both sides and, we feel,
might hade gone farther in the
District tournament, had they not
been bracketed for the second en-
counter with Heath, the wipners Of
this region.
FOR 'MAGISTRATE
Liberty' DIstrlot
BRATTON 
Basel District
J. W. UNIFRWOOD
Wadasboro District
L. A. BURKEEN
Magistrate for Samna Preeinet
AUDIE MILLER
For City Judge of Murray
CA C. DUKE
Read the Classified Ads.
VERNON ARDNER
Here
Fridays and Saturdays
at
Plans_ have been completed for
the construction in Germany of Willcerson's Sanitary
two new airports, one of which, Barber Shop
will -probalay --be -the world's-
largest. Four Chairs, No Long Waits
Fill Personal Needs
With a Bank Loan!
PERSONAL expenses of an apes-
peeled nature often reuse UMW-
calory sacrifices in the famines ot
salaried and wage-earner
These emergency expenses can us-
ually be met with a bank loan, and
rood business practiee recommends
this course for every family.
Loans to responsible individuals are easily arranged, and
the convenience of such a method of borrowing recommends
It to many who Wive not had an occasion to call upon the ser-
vices of a beak. INVESTIGATE OUR EASY LOANS!
• • ,
DEPOSITS INSURED
BY
SC5'
,1 The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporatiefr
WASHINGTON, C. C.
$5000 rVi`InictIDTV,78 $5000
DEES BANK OF HAZEL
Hazel, Kentucky
•rriffrrp
nrYour c)cr
'TAKE IT?
Your roof has been going through some
winters lately. The hard winter Of 19361.
soaking rains of 1937. Grilled by the sun
loaded with snow, your roof MUST take it
the rooms beneath it will,
Keep your roof in repair and
hard
. the
save yourself largr
"eniergency" repair bills later. If necesaary, re-roof com-
p-man with attractive, 'modern, weather-reeisting materials-
jh&i dive years of proteciien. Bet, above all. don't let a Icel.
In the roof be the cause of an entire room being spoiled. It's
cheaper to repair that roof non than to repair it later and re-
plaster and re-paper the ceiling in a room.
Let Ilse HAM, LUMBER ( OMPANY give yolk an esti-
mate of how reasonably and how well It can repair your
roof, or how reasonably an entire new roof can be put
on. Your local bank will help you finance it if you
like, and you can pay for it by small payments at no
greater interest rates- than if you borrowed on a note.
Drop iirrask -for Mr. Kelly. .. We'll talk
it over
Hazel Lumber Co.
HAZEL,KF VTU1 1
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REGISTRAICUSTS
90 ON HONOR ROLL
FOR FALL SESSION
Mrs. Hester Releases Names
of Murray College
Students  
STANDING OF 2.2 IS
REQUIRED FOR RATING
litNinety students were named one honor roll at Murray State
College' for last semester by Mrs.
Cleo- Gillis Hester, registrar, In a
statement released today.
To make the honor roll at Mur-
have a rating of not less than 2.2
such percentage being calculated
on the basis of the following stand-
ard-A counts 3, B, 2; and. C, 1;
grades lower than C have no honor
. points. _
Mrs. Hester in announcing the
honor roll also stated that mid-
semester registration will begin at
Murray State College Monday
morning,- -Air-IV More than 750
students are already enrolled in
the college proper.
Names of students whose schol-
astic standing for the first semes-
ter of 1936-37 was 2.2 or higher in-
clude:
Rebecca Irene Allen, Paducah,
2.7, Lilly Evelyn Atkins, Kut-
tawa, 2.8: Maurice Richard. _Raney 
-Fulton. 2.7.. Joe M. Beach, Padu-
cah, 2.2; Mildred Beale, Murray, 3;
isss.ss Catherine Beard, Benton, 12; Nor-
ma Marie Billington, Bruceton,
Tenn, 2.3; Ruth Ann Black, Padu-
cah. 2.6; Howard Abner Boone,
. Murray, 2.4; Mary Ruth Cagle,
New Columbia, Ill., 2.4; Lala
Cain. Murray, 2.4; Dorothy Callis,
Mtirtay. 2.6; Martha Dean Chand-
ler. Wingcs 2.2; Frances Collins,
Cedar Grove. Tenn.. 2.2.
Mary Josephine Cox, Benton, 22;
Alice Louise Clime, Decatur, Ill.,
2.4; Mary Elizabeth Cress, May-
field. 2.6; Josiah •Dernell, Paducah,
23:. Berne Reid Driver, Marion,
2.7; Carlos Clifton Erwin. Murray,
2.3; Seth Farley, Henderson, 2.6;
Elizabeth Ann Fooshee, Murray,
-,•:--•••••2,3; Mrs. Marcia McEwen Fox,
, Murray, 2.2; Georgia Gatlin, Arl-
ington, 2.4; Robert -Cecil Gentry,
Paducah, 2.4; Evelyn Rath- Gingles,
Murray. 2.11.'
Vergil Gipson. Heath, 2.7; Geral-
dine H-ammack, Sturgis, '2.6; Julia
Dixon Hammack. Sturgis, 2.3; Car-
roll Wilson Hardin. Sturgis. 22; J.
Corene Henderson. Crutchfield,
.41112.2; Amber vas Henton. Liver-
more, 2.3; Anita Hicks Herndon,
Brucetote Tenn., 2.3: Ann Lou Her-
ron, Hazel. 2.4; Bobby Gillis Hes-
ter, , Murray, 2.2; Rebecca Hill,
Benton, 2.3; Harriet Holland, Cadiz,
2.2; Edna Lucille Holt, Farming-
ton. 2.2; Philip Charles. HoWard,
Burna. 2.3: H. L. Hughes. 2.2; Wil-
liam Edwin Hughes. Calhoun, 2.4:
Kathleen Imes, Almo, 2.2; Flor-
ence .-Flecher - Jewell, Williford,
Ark.. 2.2.
Dewey H. Jones, Benton, 3:
Hoyt R. Jones, Farmington. 3.3;
Richard Ernest Jones, Hazel, 2-3;
Charlotte Jordan, Murray, 2.5;
Winifred Keys, Murray, 2.3; Ruby
Cloye Krider, Paris, Tenn., 3; Kath-
leen Leach, Cromwell, 2.8; Rebecca
Lane Maddox. Hickman, 2.7; Marg-
aret Marshall, Kuttawa. 2.5; Grace
"'• Medearis, Murray, 2.7; Peggy me:.
gibben. Frankfort. 2.7; Lena Fran-
ces Mitchell, Paducah, 2.7; Robert
Myre. Paducah. 2.3; Robbie Mc-
Adoo, Springville, Tenn., 2.5; Wil-
liam McAlexander, Murray, 2.6.
Juanita McDougal, Murray, 2.5;
V ir ginia McDowell, Humboldt,
Tenn:. 2.2:, Mrs. Helen Woodruff
McRight, Hopkinsville, 2.2; Sam
Boyd Neely, Hazel, 2.4; Irene
• Nickell. Grand Rivers, 2.5; Dorothy
 .---Lou Norris, Guthrie, 2.6; Virginia
Camden. Tenn.. 2.3; Ode fiGe
, Owen, Paris, Tenn'.. .2.6; Dale Par-
ker, Brandon. 2.2; Beauton _,Pas-
chall, Murray. 2.2; Hafford e": Pas-
chall, Jr., Puryear, 2.6>1lph Pat-
terson. Murray. 2.&jdia.ice PUckett.
Fulton. 2.5; Madeline Quirey, May-
field, 2.7; Albert Seep, Louisville,
2.2.
Willena Shaw, Columbus, 2.6; J.
Ssartiuel Shelby, ,Hickman, 2.3; Alice
'a 'GiselaShelton. Lynville, 2.2; Jose-
_ - phine Sullivan, Hickman, 2.2; Mil-
dred' Swann, ,Lynn Grove, 2.2: Gas-
-ton Taylor, Murray. 2.2: Vaginialee
Thomson, Kuttawa. 2.4; Harwood
Tillon.. Covington. 3; John Travis,
Providence, 2.4; Mrs. Florence Up-
ton, Murray. 2.3; John W. Watson.
Marion, 2.7; Martha Nelle 
Murray,' 2.6; Keith E. Whetstone,
-
Oblong. III., 2.2; Lee Williams,
•Ptirls, 'Tenet., 2.3s Waiter Wuster,
- Burns, 2.7; Henry Leonard Yates,a "Louisville, 2.': and Erma Laohe
Young, Covington, 2.2.
 ‘...Miss Clara Waldrop Speaks
at State Contest Today
Miss Clara Waldrop will rep-
resent Murray High School in the
THIS THING
CALLED LOVE
By JOHN E. W. STRONG
C McClure Newspaper Syndicate
WNW sersioe.
flEORG.E BROWNELL and.pusan
Furman had been born next
door to circle other. Their first
meeting had been tinder the large
It that Shaded both -the Br-Often
and the Furman front lawns. Susan
had wanted the pretty sand pail
that George was holding an arm's
length away. Susan tried smiles.
she tried her cute baby talk, she
scowled. None worked. So she
picked up her hard little doll by
the feet and threw it at Georglint
head. They became friends.
They went to school together,
played„leonis together-in fact if
you saw Susan l'aiman you ess
George was in the immediate vici-
nity. And if you saw George-visa
versa.
A marriage between them seemed
the, most natural and suitable
-thing in the world. Tte Young
people were never quite sure
whether they arranged the match
themselves or it had been arranged
by their parents. George, upon
thinking the matter over, distinctly
recollected having proposed and
being accepted but just how it
came about was rather a puzzle
to him.
Susan was in the same state of
mind. She remembered that
George had one night asked her
to be his wife and, that she had
agreed. But their marriage had
been stich an understood thing for
so long that the situation had be-
come as prosaic as toast for break-
fast.
Then one day Susan awoke.
About the same time George
Lwoke.. tneir awakenitigs
caused each of them considerable
consternation. Susan had seen
the "one man" and George had
met the "one woman.•' Susan's
"one man" was a bustling young
fellow. Philip Armstrong, who had
come to the small town on some
business mission. George's "one
woman' was a young lady from
New York, 'Ann Patterson, who
was visiting an aunt. '
As soon at George cast his eyes
upon Miss Patterson it was all over
but the shouting.
And when Susan cast her eyes
upon Philip she felt that he was
the most glorious Apollo she had
ever seen.
Of courtfe both George and Susan
realized that Philip Armstrong and.
Ann Patterson had made strargely
differe4t impressions upon. each.
That is. while Ann made George
think of spring nights and moon
light on water. Philip gave him a
distinct .papi in the neck. Susan
wIrSure romance and Philip were
one and the same, but Ann just an
insigniftcant bore.
George did not cease calling up-
on' Susan - outwasdly they still
maintained the appearance of an
'engaged couple. . But each felt
uneasy in the Other's presence.
Each had a guilty feeling. When
a girl is preparing to throw over
the man to whom she is engaged
she generally does have a guilty
feeling. So does a man when he
is about to throw over a girl.
At last Susan mustered op all
her courage and one evening, as
they sat together in her paternal
parlor moodily trying to make con-
versation, she said: "George, I've
noticed you're_ interested in that
young lady from New York. Per-
haps-you know- we neither of us
have seen very many people out-
side of our own little town here-
perhaps we were rash to become
engaged before we had seen more
of the world."
"Perhaps so," replied Wiliam,
flaring up. "But as for my beihg
interested- in Miss Patterson, I
notice that you seem mightily
taken up with .Ittat Arrnstrong fel-
low. We'll break off the ergage-
ment if you say so; but for Heaven's
sake don't go and throw yourself
-away on that fellow.' --
"Very well, we'll break uff the
engagement then," said Sesan
stiffly. "but let rite wayi you that
that Patterson girl is a mitts if
there ever was one and if y,su don't
prornise me that you will have ho
more to do with her I won't let you
oil from your engagement."
”And if you don't promise me
that you will have nothing to do
with that Armstrong fellow I won't
let you off, either,". shouted George.
They went on for quite some time
and suddenly Susan found herself
trembling_ 'She knew she Was go-
ing to cry. And she wanted noth-
ing like one of George's firm.
broad shoulders to cry on. The
thought appalled her. And George,
-watching' the mist gather in Susan's
wide eyes realized in an instant
how sweet and appealing she will,
how her lovely color came and
went and he wanted nothing so
much as his old right to comfort
her.
The unexpectedness of their rsac-
bons left them both speecHess.
Susan swayed slightly and Genrge's
arms went. out.- -tut into the- parlor
came bustling Susan's moths-.
children," she cried. "have you
heard the news? Philip Arm.trong
and Ann Patterson ware secretly
State interscholastic met at Lax- married last-night at the tie:le-idiot
ington today. Miss Waldrop won parsonage."
in the public -epeaking cq,ntests at "He's welcome to her," said.
Murray -State last week in the'
regional meet.
Miss Waldrop will speak it 3
p, m. this afternoon on "What
Progress has been made 'by the
League -hi' Nations Toward Inter-
national Peace". The Mate meet
sseeaseks ARAROW161..0. VI.11Y6nLIT az
-Kentucky. •
•••••
George.
"She's welcome to. hire." said
Susan.
They waited anxiously for Mrs.
an to icrive.
•
slaarkslikasekilettil ginaMila.•
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Refugee Families Are Restored to Homes
As Greatest Flood in History Recedes
Mother of family in
Louisville refugee
center whose_home
was flooded regis-
ters with Red Cross
for hel
fV:Sltiaritat
This series of pictures
shows how the Rod
Cross meets the needs
of -floothstricicen farn:
ilies so that they may
resume life on a self.
sustaining baits.
ligaltak:awn,sernre*...
Furniture was
a major need
and th•
mother
makes her se-
lection.'
TraleialivAivrIMIEW I
Red Cross worker visits home to learn
farfin 's needs.
Award is made to
family through or-
ders on local mer-
chants.
ii
• A Million Persons Who &offered Unfold Hardillip in Rise of Waters in Ohio and Mississippi Valleys Hillpedlladc to Normal Life by Red Cr
oss „
WHEN the raging flood waters in
VT the Ohio and Mississippi Val,
leys subsided, after a record-break-
ing rise its January and February,
the Red Cross estimated that the.
homes of a million and a quarter per-
sons had been affected. More than
750,000 of these victims came under
the care of the Red Cross because
they needed rescue, 'shelter,- food,
clothing and medical attention.
Many thousands continsted for six
weeks or more in Red Cross refugee
centers, before their homes were fit
to live In again.
Work of restoring families to
their homes was the second great
task of the Red Cross. For those
families !rho had no savings or
credit or other resources, the Red
Cross assumed responsibility, while
several Government agencies pre-
pared to lend moneyNand help to
Others. Government, state and local
agenetes assisted in cleaning up
homes.
In thousands of Instances, the
Red Cross repaired, rebuilt And re-
furnished houses. Where workmen
toot their tools, these were supplied
by Red Cross, just as' any necessi-
ties needed for self-sustaining fam-
ily life were given.
The American public gave 422,-
0410,000 to the Red Cross relief fund,
in contributions ranging from 10
cents to fifty thousand dollars.
This Money was spent for main.
tenance of a vast rescue fleet of
2,700 boats; for maintaining 750,000
refugees in camps, their homes or
with friends and relatives; for 253
hospitals; for food and clothing;
and for rehabilitation • of these
stricken families. The Red Cross es'
timated that 75 per cent of the fund
would go toward repairing and re-
furnishing homes and,giving other
necessary aid to felicities so that
they could resume a tormal life once
more.
The assistance given by the Red
Cross is a gift to the flood sufferers
from the contributors to the fund:
loans are never made by the Red,
Cross. The help given is on the basis
of the family's needs :and all ac-
counts of the Red Cross are audited
by the War Department and a re-
port flleillvith the U. S. congress.
•
-
PAGE THREE
1165 AGED CALLOWAY COUNTIANS
RECEIVED $1,648.50 IN MARCH
The State Department of Wel-
fare has 165 aged people in Cello- I
way county receiving assistance
and fori. the months of March they
received $1648.50.
There are at present 1.0.166 aged
and needy people in Kentucky
nastatancE 111 the _amount
of $202,320.65 monthly, which will
go a -long way in keeping these
aged people from starvation apd
suffering. erne average citizen may
.be surprised to iearn that there
are so many aged people in need
in Kentucky.
When the McCarthy-Ramey Old
.Aga-Assistarsce -Act was .passed by
the legislature, signed by Governor
Chandler, and became a law. it
Was to conform with the Federal
3.0.1 Oss ai --Pe•agreats, and filtaP
ing assistance who think the
arnount they receive insufficient to
live on. That may be true in some
cases, but it must not be forgotten
that such amount is bonaficie as-
sistance from the stale and feder-
al government and they are now
better provided for than they were
-,thesst it.,Ihe Division of Pub-
lic Assistance only had a Fe-MifF
amount of money appropriated by
the Legislature and the federal
government to administer this Act.
The administrative costs are sepa-
rafc and. distinct kern the money
used for assistance. This amount
of money must be expended to as-
-gist as many needy, aged people
as possible. Frederick A. Wallas,
Corrunissiener of Public Welfare,
and Dr. A. Y. Lloyd, director of
s
tamed certain provisions that must
be complied wIth. The Act is not
a pension as some citizens believe.
The common conception of the raw
is that any person having attained
the age of .65 or over is entitled
to a pension of $13.00 a nnuith, re-
it-Oh:Ilea-8 tif the need of the person
applying. On the cannery, this
1
 law was passed as an assistance
measure for the aged, needy people
of the state ,to keep them 'from
suffering; to relieve the burden of
county, charitable institutions. as
-well as children of the, applicants
who are unable, to care for their
aged parents. The Act was also
...1-`passect _ta _raise. .1,. standard of
living . among (he aged, needy
people of the state. The amount of
each grant is based upon the need
of the person making application
Ifis:r assistance. Much care. is taken
-.•. ' _ - determining the needs_ uf_appli,
cants..3i the health of the appli-
cant' must be considered. There
ace' sonic more physically- able.. to
.do odd jobs of work than others.
Too. there are some who have chil-
dren that are able to assist them.
An applicant who is not able to
work and receives no assistance
-from any sou-reel is in -need of- A
larger grant than one who is able
to work and receives assistance
from children or other sou. ces.
- C Supplied 4-.9 Per 'Cent of State's Revenue 
FIM-NINE ENROLLA UNIT TO BE pecial Taxes on Motorists' Oil Industry I i; FOR MID-SEMESTER
- The Calloway county Petroleum truck licenses are returned to
IIndustries committee received the  counties and prscsseds from the AT MURRAY STATE
Lee Card Says 'Health Building 
following information from the f other special taxes go into the
Will Be Finished Kentucky * P
etroleum. Indostries: state general fund or revolving
in Month
COMPLETED MAY 1
-'May I marks the latesi date for
completing the John Wesley Carr
health building, according to Lee
Curd, foreman of the project.
Warped and buckled floors pre:
vented the completion et the build-
ing by March 15, the set date for
finishing. At that .time, however.
a 60-day extension was obtained
for its completions-but "all of that
time." says Mr. Curd; "will net be
required".
The floors, after having been -re-
laid, are in many cases- ready for
sanding-but in other cases are yet
to be unbuckled. In the women's
gymnasium strips of the once fin-
ished floors are still out, allowing
the floor to settle. _
The hardware is installed; the
showers are finished and ready for
use: the swimming pool is com-
pleted And as the carpenters fin-
1.sh their work In one room or see-
-MS, the plunibers,- painters,and
electricians set in. In this man-
ner every unfinished section is
marching on toward completion by
May I.
oilmen OF CHRIST
Lord's day: Bible study at 945,
preaching at 10:50 and at 7:30
o'clock. Young people's meeting at,
6:30 p. rns_for the study .of the
Bible,,
The sermon topic at the morn-
ing worship will be "Christianity
41versus churchanity.' Is it possible
that church membership .,is being
stressed- to the exclusion of right
living by the modern religion-
ist? Do Are become members of
the chttrch binider-46.K.Rjeas . our-
selves or, do we do so in ()bear-
ence to God and to please Him?
Will God be. pleased with us if
we go about to establish our own
will? These are some of the ques-
tions which will be dealt with.
We are interested- only in what
the Bible haa-te fray along such
lines. We propose to test all
things by that -divine standard.
We do so in obedience to Paul.
"Prove all things; hold fast that
which is sped."
C. L. Francis, minister
NOY-- Everybody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes .to the Ledger
& Timis but nearly
'AvosiaAtrlep-•- ,
Committee concerning the revenue fund'. The Vidal special taxes on '
derived from the. motorists and oil' the oil industry and motorists thus
industry 'of the state. -f diverted from road purposes
Kentucky's tax revenue for the i amOunts to 5693852.12.
fiscal year ending -June 30. 1936, • The industries committee also
was $32,301,061.28, according to st
the Eighteenth Annual Reno 
[points nut that in addition to these
i
.-ri---ag-fspticial taxes, the motoring public
the Department of Revenue re- pays- its proportionate share of the
eently published. In addition to !other general and license taxes of
this amount, state . the te collected 
i
the state.
$2.878;444.64 in taxes which were 1 .
returned to the counties, s
Anarysis of the report
Kentucky Petroleum industries ' 
_Hearts. . ease!
151ythe
Committee reveals that motorists
'and the oil industry contributed
$13,856.328.50 of this total or 42.9'S .
of , the total tax revenue of the I
state in the form of special taxes
as follows:
Oil Production Tax __$ 30.244.52
-Tax.  1.5.558,05.t.76
Motor Vehicle
Licenses  3.406.380.30
Motor Vehicle_ Opera-
tor Licenses  20313.80 •
Common- and contract
etc.  328.584.40
Motors usage tax   43.678.87 '
Car licenses  40,428.95
--..rvas receipt& ..•-;-_414.47.8.090.60 I
Arnelint returned to
counties (1s3 gross
receipts and 1-2
truck licenses) ___ 571.762.30 1
1
 _Amount' retained-by 
I
- . state  $13,856,328.50
The industries committee state- )
ment also points out that the gasod
line tax item of over ten million 
. 
;c416111"11.1141"" asta bus 
licenses 1 
Barnes
and one-half truck licenses go to
all of the gasoline,tax, all of the -quality
pfissenger car license fees, the.
total state revenue.
The report also shows that while 
their first co-starring vehicle.
screen presentation of Sl'a• James 3i.
Franchot Tone and Katherine Hep-
burn find the end of the road in
Street." the exquisite
dollars ainounted sto 32.7SS of the
the road fund yet one-half Of the j At the 'Capitol Theatre 
Sunday and
i England In the Napoleonte•pltriattS
popular play of life let
To 'Sponsor Party 
-korwegian cigars ase now being
, wrapped in' cellophane. Makers
, I are not enthusiast
ic regarding the
A bridg8 party for The. putooss.--advantagess but have probably felt
of sending delegates to the an- ' bout-id to follow the _._exemple of
nual Red Cross convention in foreign makers.
Washington is being -sponsored by - ' , . .
•
Murray Red Cross
,
the local chapter of The organika- I The total. Flue-Cured tobacco
tion. The party will be a matinee acreage, for „Ontario. Canada in
and evening affair with one group-' 1937 is expected to be 49,000 acres,
-.starting at 2:30 Monday -afternoon or 13.500 more thin .the 35,500 in
and the other at 7:45 'that same, 1936.
night in the Business Women's
club rooms. The Territories of Hawaii, Puerto
Reservations for parties may be Psico. and Alaska. purchased $1,-
had by calling Mrs. B. Melugin or 739,000-of paint products from
Mrs. Toin Rowlett,*- A moral fee mainlaind manufacturers last year.
of 25 -cents pgr person will be an increase of f per cent over pur-
Total Attendance Expected
to Go to 850 Proper;
1500 in All
SUMMER-SEMESTER TO •
OPEN IN 10 WEEKS
Fifty-nine students registered at
the college Monday. Tuesday and
Wednesday for mid-semester . en-
rollment at Murray State College.
Indicatiosts pointed to a record last
nine weeks' registration, accord-
ing' to Mrs. Cleo Hester. registrar.
Ccurses leading to certification
and degrees have been specially
arranged to accommodate last half
enrpliees. Many of the &urges of-
fered during the whole semester
are open to registrants during the
_last half, and numerous double
courses are being littered. -
The mid-term enrollment W111
swell tbe enrollment in the col-
lege proper to more than 830 and
with the training school and cif-
tension centers the College enroll-
ine-nt"Wffl -extieti 1-500.• • -
Wednesday. was the last day to
register for_sinagirnum credit, and
Monday. April 12. is the last day
to register for- any credit. The
regular summer semester will be
'open for registration in 10 weeks.
I ROAD NEWS I
I *have been notified that the
survey for the Coldwater road .is
complete' 'and deeds for right-of-
way are being prepared.
The cooperation of all will be
needed to secure the right-of-way.
Some changes were -made neces-
sary from the old survey as the
present plan . is for a high type
road-a Federal road connecting
with the Concord read which will
snake a through concrete road
from -Cairo Bridge to Mayfield,
Murray and Dover to Nashville.
The money is ready. The con--
tract will be let as soon as deeds'
are -signed. ..... • .
A completion of construction is
desired this year. •
'" T. 0. TURNER
There are four main provisions
necessary before an applicant is,
eligible for .assistance-age,
ship, residence and .neqd. Under
this law a person must be .65 years
of age, or over, a citizen of the
United States, a resident of the
state cuntintiously for one year
prior to making application for
assistance.- and five- of the nine
years preceding the enactment, of
this law.
An _applicant in a rural section,
who has a. garden. cos/ or chictetls
is, in better position to malio-40114,
ing-than an applicant of equal age
living --rti a - city, as - rents -food.
clothing a.nd' other' commodities_ale
cheaper in a rural section. An ap-
plicant may, own a striall home
yet being unable to make a living
would have to rely on charity.
His need would not be as .great
as one .who did not own anything.
These facts must be taken• into
consideration when need of appli-
cant is determined.
It is true that applicant -states
his or her age, citizenship, resi-
dence and need when applying for
aisistance. but these facts must be
proved in order to meet the re-
quirements of both the state and
federal laws. It is sometimes
very difficult- to Prove these (acts;
as few records were kept as to
birth and citizenship in the year
1871 or before.
:Under the law orsthis state, chil-
dren who are residents of Ken-
tucky are liable for the care of
their parents, just as parents are
legally liable for , he care of their
minor children, providing the chil-
en are financially able .to assist
their 'parents. Each living child
of applicant must be contacted in
person or by letter, regardless of
where they reside Hence. it takes
'more time to contact the children
of some applicants than others
bediiiree 'they -reside 'distant-
states. Some children may live
next door, or with applicant, thus
t
n o time is lost in secutiog the ins
formation necessary !loin the chil-
drenin these instances.
Some citizens may believe that
an application can be filled out,
mailed .to the Central -bffiee,
checked, approved and Within a
short time a 'eheck will be on_its
way to the , applicant. This is a
mistake, as the average citizen is
not informed as to the provisions
of the law and the requirements
of the federal government.
The Division of Public Assist-
ance is making rapid progress in
approving applications as will be
shown by the following: Since
the 'first cheeks. -wee* mailed in
August to /38 aged 'poop.* Iif"-tne
state, steadily incerasing develop-
ments, can be seen with the mail.
trig of 20.166 checks to 20.166 aged,
needy people with a 'total amount
oil /202.320.65 monthly. Ttirs money
will _find its way immediately into
the channels of circniation, as
these people will pay- rent, buy
food, clothing and other necessities
of life. All business will. share in
A new music typing machine ' this money and a •
 new chapter• 
(that has long been- needed) will
have been written in Kentucky
history by the Chandler Adminis-
tration.
-All applications are carefully
checked and if eligible are appliw-
ed according to the needs of lip-
plicantS, regardless of political -af-
-filiations. color or creed. There a- rn-berry _patches have been set out
Aithie_Aems,*? art, some etuzeng,tilo are recetvJ Br
uce .B. Maguire, minister
pumilie ra,,ataga3Ce- e- gratistally 
raieed the average of all grants
and will continue to do so, so long
as the amount of money appropri-
ated will permit.
Red Cross Will Aid
Veterans on Claims
An important announcement was
made today by the Murray chap-
ter of the Ameircan lied Cross
that Mrs. B. Melugin, local execu-
tive secretary of . the .organization,
would aid aqy U. S. veteran or
the soldier of any allied country
in the adjudication of his govern-
ment claim. Mrs. Meluilires- office
is in the basement of the Post Of-
fice building.
Since the, success that the 'Red
Cross had in . obtaining $300 for
local,-veserais. Mew-- lone Mae
Chase, area" director, fascicled that
,.the organization help the American
Legion in this work.
Sewing Center Will
Have Fashion Show
Murray's Sewing center, sponsor-
ed by the local P. W. A.. will con-
duct _a _fastlion show between 3 and
4 p. m. Friday at the sewing hall.
'Employees will Model the gar-
ments shown._,.and each garment
v.111 be a product of the center.
A price be offered for the
most attractive and well-made out-
fit.
Teachers rrom Murray High
school and two salesla-dies from
Murray stores the judges.
The public is invited to attend
the fashion show.
Livestock
- •
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., April
7-Hogs? 9,500; 1,000 direct; most-
ly steady to strong; 160 lbs. down
steady to weak; some sales 113c
lower: lop 10.20; bulk 180-280 lbs.
10.00,e 10.15; most 170 lbs. 9.8561,-
10.00; 140-160 lbs. 9.005t-9.60, mostly
9.50 down; 100-130, lbs. 7.00(i1.60;
sows 9.506i 9.75.
Cattle 2.500; calves 1.5O0; steer
run trinderate to' light; mostly
medium fresh lightweights, a, few
good and choice on sale. advance
slow vealers 25c tower, top 9.75:
other classes opening about steady:
mixed yearling arid heifers 7.50
tit 9._50:_ cows 5.0011 6.25; cutters and
low cutters 3.25a 5.75: top sausage
bulls 6.50: nominal range slaughter
steers 6.754113.50; slaughter heifers
6.50S-11.00.
Stone News
Measles! Measles! Everybody
has the .measles!
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Bradford,
Mrs. Fannie Bradford and Martha
May Bradford of Paducah. Mr. and
Mrs. Craig. Outland. Mr. and Mrs.
Gatlin Outland and Betty Sue of
Elm Grove, David Outland of
EattertowAfr.. and Mrs. diners
Forrest and' children, •LiicY and
Thomas , of Cherry, Mr. and Mrs.
Otho Winchester of Midway were
dinners guests last Sunday of Mr. •
and Mrs. Berry Winchester.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Outland
and son. Hubert were Sunday din-
ner gusts--of Mr. and bilve,--1),__A.
Winchester.
" Farment. In this section are not
only preparing to . farm but are
now, busily engaged in the in-
dustry.
Oh! yes, good-bye Eagle, see
you soon.-Grasshopper.
•
perfected in Germany is now be-
ing manufactured. It- has a key-
board of 44 keys containing musi-
cal synfla,ls only. An ordinary
typewriter is required for the ad-
rlaMTC-s.;f words and letters.
Ninety-two acres of new straw-
*.
PRZSBYTERIAN ctitatcH_
A mountain in the Bible is
always a sacred place: ..thaTe was
Jesus' sermon delivered on the un-
known ,mount His Transfiguration
on Mount Hermon, and His Geth-
semane on the Mount of Olives.
Mountains are Sacred places for
us, too. There are inspiration and
ebellefigee uew spiritual bouy-
ante), in the presence of snow-cap-
ped peaks. Thely seem to beckon
one to climb them. They seem
to call out. "Come up higher."
Has that experience ever been
yours! ,
Come and hear the sermon. "To
the Mountains.", at the Presby-
terian. ()hunch .service On Sunday
at II a. ms--- It will be held lit
the Court House and will be pre-
tided by the unclay School at 10
110
•
s
•••••
Thursday. April
- General business meeting of the
• Murray Woman's Club id the home
of Mrs C S. Lowry. Alpha De-
partment host.
Friday. April 9
Mrs Wells Purdom will be at
home to her briAge club.
Monday. April 12
MaSlie Belle Hays Circle of M.
L Church will meet an the home
of Mrs. Gingles Wallis. Hosts:
__
Mrs. Wafter Boone -and Miss Kath-
leen Patterson. Hollis 7:30 P, m.
Tuesday. April. 13 -
A A.U.W. to meet inclub' room
at'edtleite library. Hour. 7:00 p.
. m Mrs. John ,W. Carr will give
interestifig points on her recent
South American cruise.
Wrtinesdai.„:2irpt1tit
. Arts and Craft Club will meet
with Mrs. Charlie Farmer. - -
-Theredpy. AprU
Hess- Department in the home
-̀rl, . ..•••••••••••• '.••••••/'
r
41.
PACE FOUR
•'ebates Paramagnets.- ass, - sseridgdelp
•••
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Dr. --- ". none other than
Mrs. G. Ca Ashcraft dresSeci is, a
tuxedo who by her original and.
uitSy remarks caused hearty
laushs. Her partner was Ronald
Churchill wha could have easily
been taken for Mae West.
Iltiiie'foribie evening was furn-
ished by the Murray High School
girls trio, Frances Ametie-Waters.
Dot Curlier. and Frances Perdue;
and by the Rotary quartet. Mc-
:• -•-•-•asellia4-LPtratir—ttelaerteees-Cinie&iefileara-aasida
Social Calendar Iw. j !decoy. Mrs. W. H. Mason,
J Mrs. J. A. Duianey. Mri. G. B.
Scott_ Subject: Use, of Leisure.
Rotary 'Apsil Fool' Dinner -
. A very -Cleverly planned 'April
Fool' party was gn-en by; the
1Rotary:Chrb Ins-' the Rotary Anna
HIX•ALRAL at the National
! Hotel.
• Long. ,parallel tables were placed
im the private dining r,om for the
occasion and were adorned with
spring bouquets and tall burning
•
' green tapers. Crazy placards hung
on the wall.
j The introduction nes were
given -toy Joe LoveltP.-Tirs. G. B.
Scott. and, Dr. Hugh McEirath.
None knowing whom they intro-
ducing. 011ie , Boren acted as
;toastmaster and certatn1)., kept the
' unexpected happening. W. J. Cap-
linger spoke on "The Origin of
April Fool": G. C. Astscratt. gave
1The higast`stia sthe-sytiesta-and-. Mrs..
; Harry Slecid responded both in
; keeping with the foolishness of
the. occasion.
• .
7h, ,neake:.of 1.!-!c evenme was
. Mrs W. H. McCoy, Hosts: Mrs.
Murray ,Women Asked for
Half .Sizes . . . so we got them
In New Spring and Sum-
mer Frocks
NEW
Sheers!
• I• - • !....,ssota of Brand New
' Daskskheers and Crepes: Abso-
lute necessities ii% your stir-'-er
wardrobe 'Half siZes..
.$5:98 $7.98
$10.98
; NEW
Prints!
If 'yc-u've been hunting •for the
exact print you want and have
riot found it: try our NEW col-
lections_ We have them all. Half
_ $4.98 to $7.98 -
Juniors, Misses Sizes in Everything._
, New ACCESSORIES
HATS—PI-evocative little toques with- veils, sailors. Mr-
the lace--any of them  $1.98—S3.98
for
GLOVES—Doeskin and ghee kids—dark or S1.00
bright novelty t'pes. too _ ' 
PURSES—No s:rain on the purse atriggs ith one -of
these new bags. - S1 & S1.98
All colors
.Farmer & Hät
my Clean-up Week Problem by sending Every
thing
to COY'S"
—
14'
--
lull can trUst, us with yhur
best party gowns. Scientific
method'. preserve their shape
and their original beauty.
; a
-- *A-
vitt.r.;>
Coats
Dresses_
Gloves
•
Curtaiiii
Aesesuiries are 'impertatit in ---1)-i-imps
dress. Be sets- yours
-Irre-t1P-riP-toP 0%aro'; 0,...,11 Blankets
like new and read?. for
•
Christian Church met Tuesday
vnth' Mrs. Zelna Carter. „
Plans were made for increasing
the fund and Sunshine and Rainy-
Day bag were distributed. F-ssila
gave a :tickle and drew for the
service gift.
.-Refreantiteuts were served it the
host.
•Psteaent .were Mrs. Frank Hol-
comb, his Q00. Hart, Mrs. Herbert
Farris, Mias Judi* Idgederi. Mts.
o r001Ashcraft. Mrs Roy Farmer was Mho 
otIt .
Crass_ Mrs. Jack Foresee. Mss Aat t1 piano.
" V -Hevens. Mao Grace Cole.. Mrs.
Novelty numbers concluded the 
.
Zelna Carter.
program and were highly pleasing.
Misses Martha Belie Hood and
Marion Sharborough tap danced; M. S.BrisienarY See:fell -
and Fred Milton Wells and Keith Meets
Kennedy gave a negro skit mclud- r The M. E. Missionary society
'ing a dialogue, sermon and vocal met at the church On Tuesdlay
solo. - afternoon with Mrs. G. C. Ash-
The  vetoes dinner-, p, 
was very delectable though the Mr's Garnett Jones was elected a
men had to stage • a sit down delegate to the annual Missionary
strike before they ever were Conference in Memphis next wile*.
served. Mrs. A. F. Doran was chosen al-
All entered into the spirit of the ternate.
occasion and a general good time Circle No. 3 with Mrs. J. T.
was had Cochran as leader had charge of
Covers were laid for one the program which was as follows:
hundred Violin solo. Miss Datha Dale.
Vocal duet. Mrs. Geo. Gatlin,
Garden Departanent Has and Mrs. Homer Williams, accogn-
interesting Meeting panied by lofts. Joe Ryan.
Mrs. G. T. Hicks gave the :first
The Garden Department•of the
Woman ' Club met at thee home 
chapter .of the study on "Steward-
of Mrs. Geo.. tlart on Thursday. aluP.'Mission playlet. Mrs. B. 0,
,Hnsts were Mrs. Hart. Mrs. Willie
Linn. lifrs. I.. 7. Hoki Holland.
n. and Write/4'40'4
Hu
Vt ells OSetbey. '
T.. B.. 
Ars. F" £. Crawford presided.
committee win, Mothers' Club Meets At
The: nominating
Posed 34 Airs- R. M. Pollard. Mrs, The 
Training Sehnni
W. M. Purdom. and Mrs. Walla The Training School Mothers'
OVerbey stated that Present 0f-"Club met on Friday.
ficers had asked to.Jae relieved and Mrs. A. D. Butterworth presided
presented-the following slate Which and the group were guests at the
was unanimously elected:
Mrs. G 
B. Houston, 
hajamaix. Art Exhibit.
Mrs. E.4 
Scott. 
vice_chorimmx :_rMearseh. John in Rowlett spoke Ong
. 
B 
Children To Love Pie-
\h-s, Marvin Fulton. secreary; Mrs.
Carman Graham. treasu!'er; Kra briefly.
tures". Mrs. Mary Hall OM spoke
f.:-7-:-Hciethr`retiorter•- .A. dupiar errant5 filreissi_su.ttt 
gro?sp of 
t.lijnitte • played a
hyacinths was- arranged by Mrs accmpanied by Miss Margaret
Gatlin •Cloptors
miss Carmen_ Graham read 
ar Marshall.
mipating nomrnittee was
helpful and well organised paper appointed- with Mrs. Wade Craw-
-.n '"Planting for Continuous ford. Mrs. A. r. Doran. and bilis.
RiddinT pr. 
Eliss Slu"th the'egtharr Graham as member.
• college 
faculty' 
spoke as only 
one. I . Refreshments were served in the
who 4 a scholar in the field of
botany, can on "Wild Floaters 'and • •.
Their liaants" illustrating with one 
• • •
i)untired biou!wly mounted 
sped- 
C.C.('. Camp Celebrates-
.. ;
!nens, Celebrating the fourth annivers-
The wi4ls._were covered with ary or the CCC ramps in the U. S.
Sarden posters made by children ' the local camp on Sunday had as
••f the city at the suggestion of . their guests for dinner' Mayor and
Mrs: W...P....Itaherti, Mrs. Roberts, Mrs. Foreman H. Graham, the city
;aid of her project and Very fit- council members and their wives,-
..angly quoting frost !Emerson im- ,.the ministers and their aviVes, and
sressed her hearers With the needSa number of other friends melt*
1,4---garderi .fOr real 'andsliasplrit--i.- fag Redsross leadssa.and.  doeteri. 
home economics room
lion. County Attorney and Mts. R. H.
'A pretty party. plate. each/with a • Hood. and other civic leaders. '
narcissus as a favor, was served. ; , Lreuta Helsel presided and the
invocation as said by ,the Rev.• • • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Waylori Rayburn J Mack. Jenkins.
.,ntertaineci their bridge -.club on An impromptu music program
Friday evening. and an inspection of- the,,, tamp
A buffet supper was enjoyed and were enjoyed.
afterwards they played, bridge' The local camp- will be fos:
Present were: Mr. and Mrs. years old in July.
Weils Overbey, Mr. and Mrs. Bur- •
 • .• • •
ess Pal-keg. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas &Inks. Mr. and Mrs. • Engagement Announced
Gingles Wallis. Mr. and Mrs'. 'John
Whitnell. Mr. and Mrs. Waylon
Rayburn.
Herman S. Glenfr.-- of ,Kuttam
anoonceS the engagement of h
daughter. Charlotte. to Dalton A
id oiss„sasas whitnen had_ WoodalL a Paducah. The mar-
Ltiest_s in 42Srir -home for a well r
iage will take place on Thursday.
planned party on Tuesday evening. M
ay sixth. at 5:30 o'clock in the
Ccritract was enjoyed . and a 
afternoon at Cie home of the
pretty pally plate was. served after iirfiln‘44141-4I"--1;‘-'4garm'w “f-
Luttawa.
- The prospective bride attended
Christian College. Columbia. Mo..
in 1934 and was a student at Mur-
ray State College two years_
- Mr. Woodall. son of C. A. Wood.
'ail of Princeton. will receive h
A.R. degree in June from Muriss
the: genie.-
Present ;were: Mr. ,and Mrs.
Wells Overbey. Mr. and • Mrs.
Thomas Dania:" Mr. and Mrs. Bur-
gess, Parker Jr. Mr. and Mrs.
Ginglcs Wallis. Mr. and Mrs. Way-
lon.-Raspiarn.
. • • a -s- •
Serviee Chyle Meets : S
tate College. He is now cos
The service .Ctrao of the First netted with ,*oodall a
nd Melt.n
Insurance Agency of Paducah.
mfrazassars.g.rzsesxsa"
- PHONE 141
for FREE Call for and
Delivery Service
You'll be pleasantly surpris-
::"e- 1C Aost
topcoats 4tr..issight. refreshing
appearance will thrill you'.
54
(lean 4- Idaho and drapes
mean a brighter borne. We
do them up beautifully, at
loss cost. Send them in tire.
nom!
g Coyfuttottel Cleaners N. 5th Street
  "Z" 7,W 
• • * • •
Key-Phillips Wedding
• -
A pleasant surprise to thoi,
many friends and -relatives. is the
announcement made of the ma,-
nage of Miss Dorothy Nell Key
and Augustus Phillips; The wed-
ding toDk place in Anna. Ill: Jan-
uary 6. 1107 .with the Rev. H. (;.
Muriel- -Officiating.
--14m.-411t444ips-,is- -Lbw  atir2reive
daughter of Mrs. Nolen Jettor.
She wore a navy blue tunic dia
Spring Time is
Fashion Time
, -
• 1is •
ybur hands ... all must. be
perfectly groomed. to com-
.plement v_our beauty this
Spring. That meami ex-
pert attentitin to every de-
tail.
La Vanite Beauty
Shop
Ismo, Futrell
Scol-)Y
l'eopIss sas ing s liana
with black accessories. She is a
,snior in Murray High School.
Mr. Phillips is the eon of Mit.
Clifford Phillips, North Sixth
street. He was graduate from
Murray nigh School and is a pop-
ular young business man. Tie is
n. ,-,vv connected with Tolley :and
C. arZe pongrpiocelaiYr, young couple Is at
home on West Olive street in an
apartment of Mr. and Mrs. Charley
Hale,
V'-'s—U'---
P. T. A. Miser Tea Held
The Parent-Teachers Association
of Murray High School gave a Sil-
ver Tea _for the home economics
department Wednesday. April 7.
The following program was
given in Murray High auditorium:
-Songs. composed by the fourth
arid fifth grades respectively, were
teens and -a -pilyilei-ales-givea-
the fifth grade. The a capella oc-
tet composed of Mary Frances Per-
due, Eleanore Gatlin, Dot Cur-
rier, Jane Sexton, Tom Moore Wil-
liams, Lynn Lassiter, Max Miller,
and Hugh Thomas Malrath sang
"Calm Be Thy Sleep."
A, very interesting address on
-Values of Home Economics", was
delivered by Miss Ruth Sexton,
dietitian of .Murray. State College
and former faculty member of
Murray High school.
The _trio composed of Mary,
Frances Perdue. Eleanore Gatlin,
and Jane Sexton sang "None But
the- Lonely Heart" and the quartet
`cr;rilliciied of the former and Do't
Currier sang "The Sleigh".
Mies.Hazel Tarry, secretary, read
the'lninutes and Mrs L. E. Owen,
recently elected president of..tha
the Nell Wells, Addle Mae Gra-
ham, Mary Clark Carman, Char-
lotte Adams, Mary Frances Craw-
ford, Elizabeth Foster, Mary
Charles Farris, Jane Farr, Nancy
Givens, and Peggy Turner.
Tea was served in the high
school gymnasium by the sopho-
more and junior mothers under the
supervision. of Miss Margueritte
Holcomb.
The next meeting of the P. T. A.
will be held in May.
 -Bigisty—wttended and- -gag--
donated to the home economics
department.
president of the local organization
for two years and has been very '
active in P. T. A. wort
°ther officers elected were Dr.
?della Broughton of Mayfield,
vice-president and Mrs. John Bell.
amy of Marion, secretary.
W. B. Moser served on the nomi-
nating committee.
The fall meeting of the associa-
tion will be held in Murray next
October.
finance chairman; Mrs, L. E.
Owen, program chairman; and W.
B. Moser. presldent,
The important business contract-
ed was that 0 fassuming the re-
sponsibility of equipping the stage
with new scenery.
The nominating committee for
next years officers watt...elected as
follows:,
Mrs. Shelby Davis, chairmaii;
Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Miss Lula Clay-
ton Beale.
The Thursday morning bridge
club met today with Mrs. Gingles
Wallis.
Playing were Mrs. Foreman Gra-
ham, Mrs. George Hart, Mrs. Zelna
Carter, Mrs. Rue Beale, Mrs_ Way-
Ion Rayburn, Mrs. Joe Lovett, Mrs.
JohjaMiller and_t_he host. 
• • • • •
Baptist Society Meets
The Missionary Society of the
First Baptist churdh met Tuesday
afternoon.
Mrs. Geo. Upchurch presided
over the quarterly business meet-
ing. Reports were given and piens
for the coming quarter.
• •
Mrs. Amanda White and Mrs.
Elizabeth Taylor were chosen dele-
gates to attend the state meeting
in Bowling Green Wednesday..
Twenty were present.
mrs. Lnd Owen ,Illeads
Disiriet P. T. A.
Se.veral Murray persons attended
the first district P. T. A. conven.
Lion at Cadiz Tftesday. April 6.
dastrict, expressed her appreciation,e- The following -delegates attended
of the honor bestowed upon her from this local unit: W. B. Moser,
in a brief talk. president; Mrs. F. M. Perdue, Miss
Meadow Hole, Everett Crane. Mrs.,
John, Shackleford, Mrs. Joe Baker,
and Mrs. Dewey Jones. Mrs. L.
Z. Owen. distriet vice-president,
and Max Hurt were also present.
IV. Hurt gave the principal ed-
dies& -Motile Accepts Ite--Stespons-
itrifity." fis
as follows: Ruth Cagle, Bibbo Wil- Mrs. L. E. Owen was ,elected
llama. Ruth Hancock, Nellene president of the district Which in-
'Ezell, Robby NiacDoo. Eflene eludes 14 counties of the westeen
Bright. Frances Underwood. Mar- part of the State. Mrs. Owen was
As a final part of the program,
fashion show modeled by college
girls of the Household Arts Club
of Murray State. was given under
the direction of Miss Rose Mary
Miller. The clothes were made_
1US.ively by the Smile economics
depakrnent and the models were
The executive committee o
Murray High school P. T. A. met
with Mrs. Joe Baker Monday after-
noon, April 5, at 3 o'clock.
Those present were Mrs. Myra
Weatherly. publicity; Miss Hazel
Tarry, secretary; Mrs. Bun Craw-
ford, historian; Mrs. Joe Baker,
Mrs. fiction Sanders Honored
With Shower
Mrs .I.,awson Sanders was host
at a _shower. in her home in Kirk-
sey, Friday afternoon,,. April 2,. in
honor of Mrs. Clellon Sanders. —
I, -
KNIT-Garments
Blocked to tour measurements,
 accur-
ately on our Knit Blocking Mach
ine. . .
WILL FIT
BECAUSE we restore the drape of 
the
garment
A Complete Cleaning, Dyeing Service
•
e.—
We clean anything from a ribbon
to a rug-
•
Spring House cleaning Time
Is Here!
OBSERVE CLEAN-UP WEEK!
•
Bring new life and color to your home at a small costwi
th a little paint
and varnish here and there, and new shades, eurtains,
 rugs, etc.
Extra Long
Curtains
4-Piece
88c
You'll save on these lovely
curtain sets, beautifully made
of solid ecru and cream nets
and marquisettes, also a large
choice of pastel shades and
novelty dots.
Curtoin Net
Sens cream and solid pastel
shades. 3fi incites si ide. A
rise quality at a big saving.
7c
New Spring
OXFORDS
_
'GEN OIL (AZOV LA k
WELT
• BLACKS
• BROWNS _ .
Ten nevi' spring styles frees
which to choose, good look-
ing, long wearing oxfords at
a real saving. Blacks. browns
and new white and combina-
tions, YOU SAVE Sac.
Dress up Your Windows
with These Attractive.
New Curtain Sets!
New Crinkle
BEDSPREADS
Come in all wanted colors, !walloped,
splendid %% eight for serviee. a feature
value.
$198 79e
NEW SPRING SHIRTS
Trubenized Collars
WPN 01 • • a great shirt values be-
fore. hut none to equal this group.
Hundreds of neve. attractive pat-
terns, solid white and colors. (()l-
iars all "Trubenized" perfect lil-
ting hirts that are well tailored
and will appeal to men accustomed
to pityMig t-ssice4his low price.
Regular $1.39 Values
98c
2 1-4 Yard Curtain
Sets at
49c
Solid ecru and French pert,.
as well as pastel shades. Made
exactly as illusrated of fine
marquisette and scrims. A
feature value. .
CRETONNE
A large selection of new
colorful patterns,,,-spiennui
heavy grade for -draperies or
covers.
15C
Curtain Scrims &
Marquisettes
A vast selection of nev, spring
scrims, marquisette and nets,
ecru. cream colors and color-
ed dots.
IOC
Window Shades.'.
Standard Size
Come in tan and green, guar-
anteed rollers, standard size.
29c
Varnish Stains
In small convenient sizes for
touching up furniture And
small jobs vihere a small
amount is wanted.
IOC
4-Hour Enamel
r,sy to apply and handle,
dries quickly and does not
cause delay. Per quart— •
79c
House Paint
In half gallons or gallons.
Mixed and ready to use. A
high quality paint by STET-
SON. Gallon—
$1.49
Children's Shoes
At a Substantial -
Saving
for hol.h boys and girl`
ups tto o ssize 2—actual ‘ale
98c
-C:IYARANTEED
Work Shoes
Heavy Leather
Plain Toe.
A shoe built for long wear
and comfort, plain toe, black
leather 'uppers ssith guaran-
teed compositione•solesi.t
postnvety a- Inuo-kour-men'--
at this loss price.
$1949N t.
MURRAY
Stores .Corp.
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Games were played and prizes
were .won by Mrs. Reva Mae Riley
and Mrs. Mavis Palmer.
At the conclusion of the hours a
plate luncheon was served.
Those present included Mrs.
Mary Kirkland, Mrs. Louise Smith,
Mra Homer _Lassiter, Mrs. Earl
Holland, Mrs. Eunice Carson, Mrs.
J. V. Stark, Mrs. Reva Mae Riley,
Mrs. E. V. Underhill, Mrs. Nora
McCallon, Mrs. Ora-Sanders, Mrs.
Cornelia Grey._
, Mrs. Lee
Cfaas. Mrs. Vivian almer, Mrs.
Mavis Palmer, Mrs. Lucille Potts,
Mrs. Susan Hurt, Mrs. Goeble Hol-
land, Mrs. Trudie Youngblood, Mrs.
Vera Cotham, Mrs. Lawson San-
ders, and Mrs. Clellon Sanders.
Those who sent gifts were Mrs.
Bobbie Adami, Mrs. MaVia Hurt,
Mrs. Eva Mayfield, Mrs. Emma
Smith, Mrs. Melissa Hurt, Mrs.
Bennie Finney, Mrs. Robbie Wash-
er, Mrs. Sylvia one,
Donnie Daldrop, Mrs. Cardell
Waldrop.
Mrs. Virgie Clark, Mrs. LiWan
Rogers, Mrs. J. T. Cochran, Mrs.
Birdie Billington, Mrs. Bess Jones,
Mrs. Mary Edmonds, Mrs. Birdie
Cunningham. Mrs. Barber Ed-
wards. Mrs. Hutchie Smith, Mrs.
Uunnie Marine, Mrs. Veva Turner,
Mrs: Ethel Stone, Dayton, Ohio.
Mrs. Frank Jones, Detroit, Mich.,
Mrs. Glen Sanders, Detroit, Mich.,
Mrs. Celia Jenkins, "Nashville,
Tenn.. Mimi OM Youngblood,
Princeton. Ky., MS& Johnnie Mc-
Callon.. .1liss Robbie Hurt, Miss
Mary 'Sanders. - Chriatene
'Jones, Idler Thelma Dele Marine.
• 1 IS
Parker-Darnell Wedding .
Announcement has been made of
the marriage of Miss Anne Parker
to Mr. Clay C. Darnell which took
place in Metropolis, Ill., on Satur-
day. March V, with D. W. Harper
reading the single ring ceremony.
They wer-e assitended—lau—aliss
liazelle Parker, sister of the bride,
sod Mr. Curtis Wilson, ,
The bride, a pretty blonde, wore
Sunday Dinner at
The Cblonial Room
""Murray's Most Beautiful
Dining Room"
•
Popular prices for • meals re-
moves the IHIONIRt._ _at' the
hotel dining rode. THIFL'Olz '
onial Dining Roam et the
New National prides it-
self on its lovely ap-
pointtnents and its
fine cuisine, appe-
tizingly served
" • -
The "BRING-A-GUEST"
Dinner  75e
TWO for 
Noon and Soaking
New National Hotel
ELIZABETH DLTMAS, Manager
a lovely suit BY light grey 'With ac-
cessories to match. Miss Parker
also wore grey.
Mrs. Darnell is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Parker of
Murray,
Mr. Darnell is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Darnell and a prom-
inent young termer of the, larnn
Giove seetien.
Both young people are popular
among, a" wide circle of friends
who are extending congratulations
to the happy couple..
Brandon-Welis
After the business session games
and Bible contests were enjoyed.
This organization has a total
membership of 58, five of whom
are correspondent members. There
are five divisions in the depart-
ment. The Juniors are doing fine
work and has been given special
mention.
Literature for this quarter has
been distributed and an outstand-
ing interest manifested. -
The wedding of Miss Ile Neil
Brandon and James Ralph Wells
which was performed in Metropo-
lis, 'Ill., Wednesday, March 17,
which was recently announced,
came as a pleasant surprise to their
many friends.
Mrs. Wells was graduated from
1 High School in the class of
'36. After finishing hig Sc 00
she has attended a business college
in Paducah. ....
Mr. Wells, son of Mr. Amos
Wells, has attended Murray High
School but is now a student in
Hazel High_ School where he will
complete hia senior year With the
class of '37.
The couple will reside with the
groom's father.
Their many friends wish for
them a happy and successful life
together.
• • • "I •
Hunter-Magness Wedding
Amunnseed
Mr. and Mrs. John Hunter of
Brown's Grove announce the mar-
riage of their daughter. Geneva,
to Artell Magness. son of Mr. and
Mrs. ''Marvin Magness, of near
Stella, which was solemnized Sat-
urday, April 3.
The impressive single ring cere-
mony was said by the Reverend
Hoarse, pastor of the First Metho-
dist Church.,'-et Maneaalia, Ill.
They were _accompanied by Miss
Christine Jones and Charles Ray.
The bride was graduated from
Lynn Grove High school in the
clasa of 1935.
Mr. Magness is a prominent
young .farmer of thef community.
They will make their home .with
the groom's parents.
Their many friends extend con-
gratulations.
South Pleasant Grove Home
Department
The South Pleasant Grove Home
Department gives the following re-
port for the first quarter -of (the
year 1937:
The first meeting for the quar-
ter was a workers' council held
January 2 at the home of 'Mrs.
lliu Paschall _president of the
social 'Committee.•'
A Washington's Birthday social
was enjoyed'by members of the
group at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Cully Nesbitt, Small paper
hatch'ets were given as souvenirs.
A business and „social meeting
was held at the home of Mr. and
Mrs J. S. Smotiserman on March
24.
At each meeting a devotional
service was held: The latter pro-
gram was conducted by Misses Ila
Nell and lia Grey Nesbitt. mem-
bers of the c,,ntrnittee.
...-
ay Dinner
'Thirty-four relatives and friends
gathered at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. E. G. Wilson last Sunday
to celebrate the birthday of their
daughter, Mrs. Gladys Lipford,
Akron, °filo.
A lovely dinner was spread at
noon.
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. Lyonell Lipford, Mr. - and
Mis. James D. Wilson, Mr. and
I. ',narle 1.1654.11II
Mrs. Elmus Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Eetret Housden.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Johnson, Miss
Vera Bynum, Don Wilson, Lee
Brigham, Willie Bucy, Trernon and
Elivood McReynolds, Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Jones and son. Jerald Dan,
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Wilson and
son, Joe Hart.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Lipford and
son, Billie, Mrs. Marelle Morris
and son, Ralph, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Underwood and children,
Juanita, Betty, and Wade.
Mr. and Mrs. Llpford will return
to their home the first Of next
week.
Johnson-Woods Wedding
Otis Woods and Miss Hilda Mae
Johnson were married Ise Metropo-
lis, Ms -Saturday afternoon, April
3, wins the Reverend Harsley say-
ing the single ring ceremony...
Mrs. Woods is the daughter of
Mrs. V. E. Johnson and was at-
tending high school at Kirksey.
Mr. Woods is the son of Mrs.
Zora Woods and is an employee of
the A. 0_ Woods Flower Shop.
lite. and Mrs. Suet McAllen ac-
companied the younueouple.
A lovely dinner was served for 10
couples at the home of the bride's
mother following the ceremony,
To Wed Saturday 
•
Announcements were 'received
here this. Week of the coming mar-
riage of -Miss Loreita May Tubbs,
daughter of Mrs. Florence Winter
Tubbs, -Memphis, to Mr. Clarke D.
Thornton.. Jr.. Saturday, April 10,
at Memphis. The young bride is
the niece of Mrs. Nettie Weatherly,
North Ninth Street, and has been
a frequent visitor in Murray.
Mrs. Weatherly and her sister,
Mrs. Eulla Baer, St. Louis, Mo.,
who --is - Mrs.-7 -----Weatherly-.
will go to Memphis far the wed-
ding.
A.A.U.W. Will Meet
Tuesday Afternoon
The Murray branch of the Amer-
ican Association of University
Women' will hold its next meet-
ing on Tuesday, April 13. At this
meeting Mrs. J. W. Carr will 'tell
Of her recent cruise to South
'America.
The book group of- the associa-
tion will 'meet April 22 at the
They're Tops
in MEN'S CLOTHING . . .
That's why more and more men are
turning to . . .
Hyde Park
Clothes
nURINaithatairtsliPtet tough times many men had
to put up with cheap clothes, not because they
wanted diva; but because they could afford no
better. But now tBut things are better, men and
young men are going back to the quality standard.
The lasting satisfaction, the smartness and ulti-
mate economy of good clothes is something that
most men have learn4 Now that you're ready
for your new Spring suit—switch to quality for
complete satisfaction—Jund that 'says "HYDE
PARK."
fi
vnu like n our se-
lection fov or i4c--7-
fabrics, colors and
patterns. Choose
your favorites from
our new Was hi
Shoes
Custom last Mier&
for the well dressed
men. "Spryer up"
your feet. Absolute-
ly the springs lit-
eat styled shoes.
Ties.
1 1000 of the latest 1patterns to make:tour selection from.All new colors and
patterns.
 OMNI
AMINO.
•
Hats
New spring styled,
new spring Shades.
You're • certain t
find your choice In
our aide selection/.
of hats.
Quality Sells Our Clother:-
Corn-Austin Co.
"Where Men Trade"
fru
-411iimas_
La Lombard
Lovely Carole Lombard is co-
starred with Fred MacMurray in
"Swing High, , Swing Low." due
Tuesday and Wednesday at the
Capitol Theatre.
home of Miss Beatrice Fry. A dis-
cussion on "The Last Puritan", by
George Santyana, will be led by
Miss Fry.
Further plans are being made
concerning the traveling exhibit
which is to be sponsored in the
library May 11, 12, 13. A greatly
varied collection of prints of
-masterpieces will be shown and
a musical program will be pre-
sented the opening afternoon.
. • • • •
Recent Bride Honored
With Shower
• , Miss EveI Lamb' was' host at
a miscellaneous shower Thursday
evening complimenting Mrs. Fred
Cook, formerly Miss Mattie Lou
Waters.
The hours were 'enjoyed by
games and contests, which were
planned by Mies Lamb and Mrs.
John Waters, sister-in-raw of the
bride: .
Refreshments were served.
Those present included Mrs.
Charlie Jones, Mrs. Jim Syles,
Mrs. One Nance, Mrs. Henry Er-
Win,- Mrs. flia W" isteis,-Mrs. 'John
Waters. Mrs. Fred Cook,' and Mrs.
Gus ,Lamb.
Miss Josephine Cain, Miss Dela
Cook, Miss Tina HumplAies. Miss
Oplaus McNutt, Miss Margaret'
Overcast. Miss Frances Wall Shel-
ton, Miss Margaret Styles. and
Misses Vivian, Ile and Evelyn
Lamb.
Those sending gifts were Miss
Stella Haley and Miss Pauline ,
Poyner.
MEMORXAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
The Sunday school opens
promptly at 9:30 'a. m. G. A.
Mtirphey, superintendent. We had
a fine attendance last Sunday in
spite of the rainy weather. Let
us make it even better next Sun-
dhy. A special invitation is - ex-
tended to college students.
Morning Worghip at 10:45 o'clock
T e astor
OF GOOD TID GS."
Evening Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
The pastor, will speak on "THE
THREE TREES OF HISTORY."
We seek to make our evening ser-
vices evangelistic. Come and, bring
a lost friend with you.
Prayer meeting each Wednes-
day at 7:30 o'clock.
Any of our people who were un-
able to bring their special offer-
ings for the building fund last Sun-
day morning .urged to bringthm ne,t
Our annual revival meeting will
be held the last two weeks in
August. Dr. E. C. Stevens,. Clif-
ton Baptist Church, Louisville,' KY.,
will be in charge of the preaching.
All of our members who see this
announcement are expected to be
present next Sunday. They have
covenanted with Almighty God to
support the church with their
presence. All others are cordial-
ly ;invited. Come, tet us worship
the Lord together.
HOLD INFANT RITES
Funeral seevices were held Wed-
nesday afternoon for the infant son
of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Lassiter,
by the Rev. A. V. Havens' at the
City Cemetery.
n pays to mai the clammed ogo. ing the race for representative. "
Mr. Clark was representative of
  Calloway county in the General
WOLVERtN
Assembly for five consecutive
years, and every county citizen
knows the many measures he was
instrumental in securing while in
the office.
CI-ROWNED IN He is a farmer and resides nee-r -
TANK .35.&10/
Birthday Club Meets
The birthday club met Saturday ..•.YET
night at the home of Mrs. John ilk
Whitnell with Mrs. Rudy Tyree as U
the guest of honor. Luncheon was
served with members honoring the AND PLIABLE!
honoree with a miscellaneous gift -
showd.
Coldwater Junior
High School
By Robert Carlton
•
The fact that time flies faster
when one works is clearly demon-
strated by the ft that we view,
almost with astonishment, that the
end of school is but a few weeks
awa,y. • • - '
Everything is prisgressing nicely.
We are finishing our literature
and biology and rriost Of us have
completed our history term papers.
Hugh Sledd and Hubert Bazzell
have returned after recovering
RIEDA SOFT
Here's a tough teat for a work
shoe! Actually soaked for 35 days
- and this Wolverine Work Shoe,
right out of regular stock, dried
out glove soft.
No other Work Shoe like
kynn Grove. As a lawmaker he
is regarded" as one of the best in
the .state. Mr. Clark stated that
due to perspnal requests from his
many friends that it is possible
that he would consider making the
race..
It Pays to stead the Clar.dfieds
CILASSICIIIED
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE-1930 Pontiac coach,
A-1 condition; new paint job;
Waltef-SOties, -College -ad--r
dition. Phone 77. lie
FOR SALE-Old Fashioned Walnut
bedstead. See G. M. Thurmond
at Brandon, Ky. ltp
FOR RENT-Furnished room, 4(1
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
The Rev. J. .E. Skinner, former
pastor, will preach morning and
evening. Bre. Skinner needs no
introduction to a Baptist congfe-
gation anywhere in Kentucky he
having preached as pastor and
evangelist all over the state, and
is one of the beet known pastors
and preachers in the southern
ministry. Today, he is outstanding
icor clear and
one of the most trenchant. His
articles on present ,day problems
in the light of scripture are being
read by a very wide and appreci-
ative audience all over the south-
land.
As pester :et me urge the largest
possible attendance upon the min-
istry of this splendid servant of the
Lord and New Testament churches.
The regular service of the
church such as Sunder School,
Baptist Training Union, Woman's
aonary Society, Student Union,
and the prayer meeting wi a
the time and hour as usual.
The Rev. J. H. Thurman will be
in charge of the prayer meetings
in the•absence of the pastor, while
at Tampa. Florida, in the city wide
Baptist Simultaneous Revival
Campaign. The church extends •
very cordial welcome to one and
all to attend services when poss-
ible.
- Sam P. Martin, pastor
„
LEE CLARK CONSIDERING
RACE FOR REPRESENTATIVE
Hon. Lee -Clark, former repre-
sentative of Calloway county and
present College Bookstore operator, FO
R SALE-1933 five-passenger
Chevrolet in good condition; withstated yesterday afternoon that he
heater. Mrs. K. Robertson, 501was seriously contemplating enter- 
b
St., Murray, Ky. J18p
Vine St., west of ice plant. ltc
FOR SALE-20.000 Gladiola bulbs,
1, 21.2 and 5 cents apiece. Also a
few dahlia bulbs, 10 to 25 cents
apiece. Mrs. I. T. Crawford, Mur-
ray Route 6. A15c
FOR SALE-One white, solid per-
celain top cook table. $4; two
large, steady Study tables, green
and oak, $3 each; two twin blue
oriental rugs, good condition, $5
each; Lloyd' fibre baby buggy,
cost $35, sell for $15; white iron
double bed, heavy, $6. Call 338.
AUTO LOANS-strictly confiden-
tial. Your car or truck only se-
curity, no endorsers, payments re-
.duced. N. A. (Asher) Klapp, Tel.
374W, 503 S. (Rh. St., Murray, Agt.,
Guaranty Finance Co., Paducah,
Ky. tfc
FOR SALE-a gool lot pigs and
shoats. M. F. Lawson, Murray
Route 1.  It
WILL MAKE SEASON with two
Jacks at my farm, 2 miles south
of Crossland. Terms $4.00 Cacti,
free return through season. J.
F. Morris, Puryear, Tenn., Route 
3. Itp
Wilson, Hazel, Ky. .A15p
FOR SALE-Extra good corn both
white and yellow. torn at my
home near Penny. 011ie Work-
man, Route 2. Aflp
MAN WANTED for ,good nearby
Rawleigh Route in Callow*,
Livingston counties. Real oppor-
tunity for right man. Write Raw-
leigh Co., KYD-181-0y, Freeport,
Ill., or see Thomas Yates, RFD,
1, Calvert City, Ky, A22p
PIANO TUNING apd repairing;
special price; free exainination.
John W. Travis, Telephone
372-W. M20p
FOR SALE-Crosley Tri Shelvador
7 cubic feet, capacity. In perfect
conditasn, used about 1 year. Call
Duck Smith. ltc
Singer Sewing Machines, Vacuum
Cleaners, accessories and parts. N.
A 'Asher) Klapp, phone 374W,
Farmer & Hart Dress Shop. tic
FOR SALE at Bargain Pieces-1
Reconditioned 15-30 McCormick
Deering TraCtor. 2 reconditioned
Fordson Tractors, 2 Tractor Disc
Harrows, 1 2sBottom Slat wing 14
inch Oliver Plow. 1 2-Disc P. &
0. •Plow, 1 '29 Ford Coach, 1 '29
Ford Truck, short wheel base;
new Twin. City Tractors and
Minneapolis Moline Farm Machin-
ery. See Lewis H. Beaman,
Third Street. - Ina
FOR RENT-2 or 3 unfurnished
rooms, modern conveniences. Mrs.
R. H. Maddox, South fels. Street,
Murray. tfc
FOR SALE-4-room house and lot
on North, Sixth street. See Dennis
Farris. AiSp
FOR RENT-Small farm near
Murray. Call at this office. lip
GRADY'S CHOICE No. 10826, high
type saddle horse, will make sthe
season at my barn 1- mile North
of Hico. You are invited to see
Hill- Jçk,liands.4
high, 7 years old, also making
season. Fees $10.00 either Stal-
lion or Jack. Clarence Mc-
Daniel. A8p
4 
FOR SALE-splenty of good
sorghum syrup. Mrs. Marion
As original,
if ere ic.••••
tor 1,0 Per•c Id stomach
Inoebled We em maw.
-kee-P*4•14---.
Teblets1 Conte le fee Fete
G:it Pecker
uality Cleaning, . . .
SPARKLE!
LIFE! ,
LUSTER!
We'd like to show you how the new
odorless method of dry-cleaning--
the DRI-SHEEN PROCESS - can
snake your most-soiled garments fresh
and new again! Bring us that dress
or suit which you thought couldn't
be successfully cleaned ... and make
us prove that DRI-SHEEN will re-
store its life, luster and freshness.
We are licensed to use the DR1-
SHEEN PROCESS-and its excellence
is giving us a finer reputation than
ever for doing fine work.
The tin -Sheen Process can only he used in •
modernly ecsulooed plant operating prefeur•
laic/ ser.rmffre•
-SUPERIOR
Laundry and Dry
Cleaners
Phone 44
WOLVERINE SHELL
HORSEHIDES
Slip into a pair of Wolverines. reel
how moccasin soft, roomy and flex-
ible they are. Run yotir' fingers
over the seama._-_see that special+..-
4-ply thread buried deep in the I
surface to prevent ripping. You'll
be amazed how they laugh-at scuffs
and resist acids of barnyard and
limestone soil. How their sturdy,
flexible soles never —
seem to wear
out. No matter
from an attack of measles. We are what work you do
glad to have them back. Wolverines
We are busily working, on. a 3- give you more
act Comedy craftiest,. "Calm yaws_ comfort, service
• and mileage! And..self", which will be. presented Sat- t save you money
urday night. April 17. through besides! All styles
special arrangement with the Eld- ; ankle length or`
ridge Entertainment House. The high tops.
members of the cast all agree that
,
it is the funniest play they have
ever taken part in. 
wORK,14.0111.
Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to the Ledger
i
&Times but _nearly i
everybody reads itl-
RIME
..sseRikowy
EXelAISIVE AT
Corn-Austit Co.
FRACTURE
and
INVALID BEDS
FOR RENT
Very. Reason-ship Rates
GEO. BACKER
SIPS N. 14th St.
Paducah. -Kentucky
PHONE 1454R
Why Not a Spring Clean-up of Your
Car by . .
SUPER SERVICE!
Complete clean-up and lubrication by modern methods. We have the
latest modern equipment to assure you the best of service.
Electric Vacuum Cleaners . . . Pressure Washers
Electric Polishing Machines
GET OUR PRICES
The Price Depends Upon the Condition of Your Car 4
Now is the time to change to Diamond 760 su-Mme-r gr- ade
oils. . . The hard.wearing heat-resisting lubricant
Super - Service Stition
OF
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
EAST MAIN STREE:1 MURRAY, KENTUCKY
 wimemaniamise
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•
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guests Sunday and Monday with
the Rev. W. P. Prichard. and Mt.
and Mrs. Walker
and family, North 10th street.
Mr. 011ie . Mayer. Hazel, Mrs.
Amanda White cf Murray. and
New Hata in the latest wanted Mrs. ft. F. Garrett, Bells, Tenn.,
colors and styles. Jack a: Jill were -dinner .guests of the Rev.
shop. . and Mrs. J, H. Thurman last Wed-
Will Rowland is confined to his nesday.
home on West Olive street with Mr.. and Mrs.' Ralph Dumont:
pleurisy: Mr. Rowland sustained eeewell. N. 16t,„ visited with the
injuries Ian week while at work Rev. and 'Mrs. J. H. Thurman
in the Mime of Mrs. K. Robertson. enesday.
Hamer. of Bartlett, Tenn., were guests of the ftev. J. H. Thurman three times on the Bible Insti- T G. Wrather Buys Coats Are Lela tunnels reveal bodies of ore carry-:Lite program of the Bai-dwell Bap- Highways and a railroad, cheap- ! ing geed values in gold, silver and
int Church me Property er mining cost and cheap power copper, with some lead and. • Big M•
Etre slid' Mrs. Rob Mason and Or,
Leland Owen - • was if businees
visitor in yleashville last Thursday.
tete Pine Bled Grocery Company see _Lunen parents of a son hewn at Mother. Mrs. Perry Pace. wile is a
the interest of Laveree Wallis in
• Clarenee - -Vinson- ehas---purchased patient in the Mason—hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Jarvis are' Pace. et Benton. visited their
- Misses Ina Je. Pace and - Hilda
.......„.on the • east side of •the river. Mr.' the Mason hospital last week- patient at the Clinic.
\ere ii es sf the best .known and Mtsa Roberta Marshall of Union Charley Morgan, Of Benton. wa.s
elieen- ef that ''''t̀ ''”Tr.... -- Mriereentiers etse 1 Ti) Friney nosesee einerr_
es- .,.,... nanager of the -store en busmen_ .Lernon, who has been ill, in the
since et was opened two or three Ben Carlisle of Weir. Miss.. and ?anon -Hospitail for three, weeks.
)ears ago. - . Pittsburgh. Pa.. was a week end Clarle, Hunt. of Benton. was a
enator.. T. Xi Turner ruad..C. visitor in the city as guest of Miss suitor -in Murray Sunday.
Ray . _returned last Thursday from Julia Mary .Bell.. Mrs, Gerald Ford. Ed Clark Ford,
a business trip to frankfort. - . . narenEnema Cunningham was ad- aiadsetiss Flessie-Clink of
mr,. mere, Walker wiii mahe mined -to the William Mason Mem- visited Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Grogan
eour old .hat new and modern. oriel— Hospital Sunday for treat- -Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop wereere her at the Jack & Jill Shop. -irient- -
Mrs. N....ah -L. •Story. Detroit. Shrubs. Evergreens. Bulbs. Pe- visitors in Paducah Friday...
undeewent a major surgical opera- remittal and 2 year-old Roses. 5 for
. tionenn a 'Detroit . houitar,--tagt "AM Murray Nursery'
week.„. ‘Reports are that she in-re- Henry Whithell who is leant-
cen'-1-1 'enig.nipTdry: • keeper for the Western Dark Fired
'Mrs T. D. Atkins wee' admitted Tobacco Growers' Association.
etie tk_ William Mason .,Memorial
Hospital Wednesday. March 31e for
1 reatment,' e
Mrs Hugh Wilson is
at The Mason hospital.
elffn•
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If you have visitors of %hems
your we not Renamed, plea.,-.e
report them for tins column.
Mr. and Men Bradlee Thurman
and young son. of Detroit. are
visiting with Mr. -Thurman's rela-
tives here this week. Bradley was
a steitan.athlete at 'Murray State
Celleee.while in college as Well as
being a 1.1urrAf Hiihestare
5 -
rt.
-College. He will take a course in
business and secretarial training.
Alfred 'Williams, Detroit: visited
his wife. Mrs. Coddle Williams.
over the week end.
N. W. Lyon' has been confined
to his room for the past 18 days
and is still not able to be out
Mrs. Eva Jackson. Detroit, visit-
ed last week with her niece. Mrs.
Elmus Trevathan. -
are numbered among .the advent- since—Spokane NVash.)
Ora K. Mason motored to Nash- Attorney L. G. - Wrather of Spo- ages which were not possessed Chronicle.
Ville Friday. They saw the Mur-
ray-Vanderbilt practice game and
the latter visited het daughter,
Miss Patricia Mason.
Sherill Outland left Sunday to
visit Mr. and Mrs. Bill Bates in
He has been able to be out but 
Meridian, MiSs.
was forced tongs to bed- again. "
Herbert Beiley arid Hub Dunn
were in Benton Monday: Visit the Jack J111 Shop for 
the M. E. Missionary conference.
in colors sad designs.
Beautiful spring-weight lingerie your new summer hat. The latest Mrs. J. Mack Jenkins has re-
fs.), B AB felts and straws. Just the thing turned from a visit to Nashville.
Shop . to lop your new dress of suit. t Mr. arid_ Mrs.'W. 0. Moore of Pa-
40n. Tenn.. visited her mother. D. Walker were business visitors We"- topular local musicians,.
teiintah will- be week end guests of-• Miss Motell Freeland of Bruce- The Rev. W. P. Prichard and J. Robert Mills Williams and Boyd'
Mi. and Mrs. Gingles
Mrs. tn. H. Freeland. who is a in Puryeer Tuesday. members of Jack Staulcup's Or- eephry weight sweaters in pop-
chestra visited their, parents. Mrs. oar fashions from woe up. jack
Tom Williams and Mrs. R. A. & Jill Shop.
Myers. before opening in SteLouie, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Harris were
'Mo.. at the Arcadia for a five guests. of Mr. and Mrs. Wells Pur-
weeks engagement. They recent- dere Saturday. 
  eemPiete'el—a It'"a -"eesen"n"t nt pr. and Mrs. F. E. Crawford'
the Vanity Night Club in Detroit. have returned from Louisville
. Mrs. N. A. pate ahd Judge Den- where they attended the 100th an-
ham. Sndalia. are visiting their ener„se celebration at the Uni-
brother. Quitman Denham, and versity of Louisville.
of Shane° Okla._
-7and Mrs. Truman 'Johnson,
htrd' Johnson and Albert Dude
1
ii Mrs.. Garnett Jones-. 4111 leave
, April 11 for Memphis to attend
Sonny and Samuel Ray Crass,
children of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Crass, are recovering. from • the
leee Mx.s..Johneon's brother of Steemeaske:
Leuin Mo.. were week end visitors John Allen and Vivian Sue, chil-
of Mrs. A. J. Miller, North Thirst ern! - en of Rev. and Mrs. A. V.
Mrs. Carroll LasSiter is a plinient street' Havens are ill 'with measles and
at the William Mason Memorial Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Johnson_ t  mumps.- . • .
Hospital. . of St. Louis. Mo., were calitsd ' cel Norge owners Call . 355 for free
Dr. F. E. Crawford, Dentist, First the .--0-etiside of Mrs- Johnson's- -oiling service: H. E. Pentecost.
Nat'l. Bank Bldg. Tel. 192-J. U grandmother. Mrs. Lena Lamp-. Mrs. Lucy Houston was admitted
spient the week end esn Fulton with Mr and Mrs. Claud Myers of knee .of. ,Pane, Tenn. They also
relatives. . Kevil. Ky.. are the proud 'parents viseJed Mrs Johnson's mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Maurice needdox ,ancl"..little (it a son. Joseph • Glynn. born A. J. Miller- • e .
!Anew, Evergreens. Bulbs, N._ 
I 
daughter. Mary Katherine, visited April 5. Mrs. Myers before her I Albert Johnson of Paris. Tenn., MienMary Martha. spent the week
urday. 
a week iind . visitor .of - Mr. .end in Peducah with Mr. andreential "and _2 year-old Ro•ses. 5 foe 104:-Bertha Maddox in Hazel Sat- marriage was Miss Ilene - Wood- was
Elea. Murray ,Nuresery. l and formerly made her home here 
and Mrs. Willie Jenson. and Mr. men le M. 0s . Jr..d  ery  an family.
William Otreeleetreieen visiting -el, E. Utterback made a businessi with her sister. Mrs. Edw. Adams. 
and Mts. Andrew Miller. ..... Mrs. Lucy Houston who has
at the, bedside of his father. Lon tein to Clarksville. Tenn.. the firstl - Me. and Mrs. Everett Holland of
- Orr. el the Lynn G.rove core- 'cl- the Week. llidemphis.• Tenn., visited Mr. Wil-
e -
mutiny. Who is quitenll -of corn- - N. G. Wall of Hazel was, in Mur- land's mother. Mrs. E. G. Halland.
plicatiens. - ray on business the latter part of West Poplar. and Mrs. Holland's
father, C. M. Hood. West hia.in.' and• 11.. L. Ray of Route 1‘. is in the week.,
Meinphis. Tenn., the guest of his i- Woodard links. North' :Fifth other relatives here Wednesday.
niece. - Mrs, S. A. Douthitt. street, is.eundergoingen4ifin—en—i- it lean Ryan. young seri of Mr. and
Merl Rose: son of Mr. arid -Mrs-ft-be Williern Mason Memorial Host Mrs. John- Ryan, is confined to. his
'T. Rose.`nbas
cothe..Mos where he enrolled 'Fri- Gorgeous purses in pastel shades,
day :in the Chillicothe Business modern designs' shapes and sizes'
-  Jack a J111 Shop.
AnnteDonal.-and
ter. .-ltty --7---ennes tame "tii
Snowdon. Ala., arid- joing Mr. Mc- daughters. Mrs. -D. •Ae Dunlop and
Denal. • Together they returned to l Miss Loretta Morton,' of Oklahoma
their home in Paducah Seeprday. City, and Mr. and Mrs. A C. Mon-
. L. R. Wiemack was in Murrayneton of Bartlesville. Okla.. arrived
en--route .tri Paris. Tenn.. over the here Tuesday morning for .a visit
week end. Mr. Womack is travel- %Ana relatives and friends.
I ing- for the Dixie Medicine Co., Mrs.- Amanda, _White is attending
the 'W.M.U. coneention at Bowlingi of .elcIdinnville, Tenn .
Mrs. Buren W. Oveeby. West preen. this week. She is president
Main street. was admitted to the of the' Baptist W.M.U. of Blood
Mason hospital _Tuesday for ex- River Association.
anunation and treatment . Mi.. and• Mrs. Ben Grubbs and
i Mgenend- '. Mrs. Tom Hamer and young daughter, Barbara. Ann. 'of
. daughter. _ Miss Sarah Frances Buchanan. Tenn., were week .end• _
Butcher or Meat
Cutter Wanted
Must have had plenty of
experience. , Reply to this'
ad in written statement,
giving experience fully,
refer...nces and age.
DESK "K"
Care this paper
165 of_Deposits
In Cash ,and Securities!_
Guaranteed by U. S. Government.
One of the very most important factors in a sound
bank is the relationship of ,cash and equivalents (that is,
assets which' can immediately be converted into cash
-without.lass' of value) to total deposits.
This relationship is unusually high at the Peoples
Savings Bank exceeding 76 per cent. Note these figures.:
-DEPOSITS  $486,457.92
CASH an& assets am:F.-call beimmediately7—
turned into cash -$372,752.63
11f36,712.29
134,500.00-
"' .A. ctugt-Cash
Government Bonds
t
Bonds guaranteed by the
Federal Government 51,540.34
•
CASH AND EQUIVALENT ACTUALLY EXCEEDS
DEMAND DEPOSITS
*sive.
e Ineer* •
- serrAr,.•
mot
•
Peoples Savings Bank>
eee
•
DireCtnra
.
A F Doran . F- A MOure
,'.lie EMS
Dr $1..A. Outland
-N B Houston
H Johos ' • T if Stokes
11 T Waldrop
. A '
E G Neale
14 Falwell
efatutla.nri
MURRAY-, 1:1-INTI_ (.1:1"
• - Officers
Stokes.' President
R. H Falwell,- Vice Presidene .
Li. D. Outland, Vice President
C. H. Jones. Chairman of Board
*Leslie Ellis, Vice Chairman of Board
W. G Miller, Castiter
Mrs. Vera Rogers. Bookkeeper
Mrs. Ralph McCuiston. Bookkeeper
Mrs. F. D. Crass has returned
from Bardstown where she visited
her daughter,' Miss Rosalind Oran,
who is teaching in the city schools
tie Mason Memorial Hospital Sun-
day for a surgical operation.
Mrs. L. M. Overby and daughter,
been ill at the Mason hospital was
reported better Thursday morn-
ing..
Mrs. Garland Cunningham spent
there. Wednesday with her sister, Mrs.
Your old hats made new. See M. E. Cuningham.
Mrs. Ms-rtis Walker at the Jack • Mrs. E. A. Tucker and son, Ran-
Jill Shop. dolph and two friends', from Jack-
wee the measles this week: Miss Grate eMahan, Murray s-n. Tenn., are visiting in Murray
Miss 'Imogene Bailey, daughter w.pen.eleeational bureau,' visited eney.
Of Mr. and Mrs. H: B. Bailey. is in Martin last week end. • - , Mrs.. Gordon Banks of Ft. Wayne,
Confined at 'the home 'on 'West = Mr. and IStri'.! Marvin Wrather Ind.. will arrive Monday for a
_ -atreet with-Antalya:- witign to. Louisville .next week to I visit in the city. ,mr.....adnk3 skei
"lifie and—Mrs. C. 'I Moilen—a—n .fEle-ritteek9 Education Ass°e-taet come from owensbeito Jorn.Jier
nomisan..cenIsonnnetiomna.e Chast: later in the week: - ----•- -
area di-
rector National Red Cross, has
been transferred to Marion.
Mrs. • Harley Hale and family
were in hfsirray on. business Wed-
nesday.,  • •
Mrs. Carl Townsend and baby of
Hickman are spend'eng the week
with Mrnaed Mrs. J. G. Glasgow.
and. 'Mr. -arid Mrs. A. D. Butter-
Mrs'. Shaw of Stateline, Ky., is
the • euest of her daughter.. Mrs.
John_Miller ar_e_d_W miper.'-
arir—ri—ances—KcErralh- - ill -at
the home of her' 'parents, Dr. and
Mn. Hugh McElrathe
'Dr. and Mrs. R. r. .Wells of
nmaha. Neb., arrived Sunday night
twee visit an the county.
Mrs. David -Gardner will spend
'he coming week end-. veith . her
•i ughter. Miss` Sarah Gardtier in
nwling Green, Ky., -
Mrs. L. J. Hortirn has returned
m „Heath • Where ihe visited her
parents.
---farenineseeand ,Mrs. Carrell Hub-
-bard were trie-Bardeevell on Thurs-
day end --Friday ra-----"east, week.
While there they visited Mrs.-41uh-
barers sister. Mrs. John G....neon
annnane. Cent Mr. bber'Isiuc'
•
Life Insurance is No
Trick
Cut Tour AWkin o
Pleasure
if necessary to carry ac1;.‘
quate insurance. Once yOu
see the advantage of hav-
ing insurance, you'll en-
joy paying it. -
R. H. THURMAN
Agent
New York Life Insurance
Company
Dependable Since 1845
DID THE-SPRJNG RAINS
WRECK YOUR ROADS?.
TFITSspring,astvery spring,newspapers in many states
report the break-up of roads.
As the rainy season gets in its
ruinous work many roads are
made almost impassable with
,mud, wash-outsovashboards,
s-,ruis, humps, and chuck-holes.
Highway departments are
*forced to post load restric-
tions, warnings and detours
until the repair crews can do
their work.
But there is no spring break-
up on concrete roads;. Con..
•
tinuity of service is one of
their major advantages. -They
are reliable, trustworthy every
month of the year. Mamie-
'are redeced to a
miniinuttt.
Yet first cost of cobcrete
less than that of any othct
pavement of equal load-carry:
ing capacity. Swift but safe-
visible at night-smooth but
--bon-skid.-saving in gas, tires
and car repairs, concrete
is indeed the standard by
which all roads are judged.
FOR ALL-WEATHER ROADS INSIST ON CONCRETE!
1111.1010.0111•01.•
For complete information write to
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
610 Merchants' Bank Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind. .
moari••••••••••••,.
kane, and associates, who have
taken an option to te. the South
Belt Mines prcperty in tee Row-
land camp of Welsh Caiumbia,
find many conditions changed and
decidedly more favorable since the
days 40 years ago when the LeRoi
and other big mines of the nis-
trict were pouring their millions
into Spokane banks for the pio-
neers who opened the Rossland
camp.
Not only is gold, then worth
920.67 an ounce, now worth $35.
but many local conditions are
more favorable now.
when the Rossland camp produced
to the records.
Mr. Wrather has just returned
from Vancouver. B. C., where he
was in consultation with his aim.
, hore wort  reC.347.688, according
tesw.
"The holdings consist of two
groups some crown granitd, --Thaft-f
outside of and south of Rossland,"
Mr. Wrather said today. -Reports
of engineers indicate these proper-
ties are in formation almost iden-
tical with the famous Center Star.
War Eagle and LeRoi mines.
"Considerable work done on the
claims in the way of shafts and
TODAY and FRIDAY
z
ceerio
on.' 4 tcras°
ki" •eti .44
01 :4010.1 (3141'.%
Ps" PeV4
—lovely heart inter-
est in this romantic
drama of a doctor of
the airways who
fought back to the top
from scandal and
dishonor!
THE MAN WHO
- FOUND HIMSELF
JOHN HEAL
JOAN FONTAINE
PHILIP HUSTON
Mr. Wrather is a native of Cal-
loway county end is related to all
the members here of that promi-
nent family.
CARD OF THANKS—We wish
to thank our neighbors and friends
eintheir-kinetness shown-us-during
the sickness and death of our, dear
husband and father, also for the
beautiful floral offerings and for
the consoling words of God's Serv-
ants. May Grid's choicest bless-
ings ever rest upon each of you
is cur prayer—Mrs. L. L. Lathram
arid daughter_
SATURDAY
541 Pits, R.
goer
CHIIRLES STARRETT
.ith Peggy etialloill
and -"JUNGLE JIM"
' SUNDAY and MONDAY
NOTICE—Doors Open at 1:15 P. M. SUNDAY and MONDAY
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PA TNUP-CLEANUP 
DAYS, APREL 14, 15, and 16!
not remove the ashes and feel likts
Inonle Owners Urged you have cleaned up your prem-
ises.
Dr. Outland, county health of-
t() -Clean Up Premises ficer is urging that every hornebe completely,and well screened as
the best means of controlling the
and  _they_are_horn_
-CITY lo Ciire Flee Removal/ filth. In malaria rating the coun-
Service April 1445-16,•if jty has the highest in the state
Placed Conveniently excepting the lower counties
along the Mississippi River. Filth
Murray home and property own- left around a home is dangerous
ers are urged to follow the decree " to and a matter of interest to the
of city officials in the City Clean- whole community. The common
carrier of diSease germs, the lgouse_
fly, breeds in filth' and carries
what germs it can collect where-
ever it goes.
The city council has made ar-
rangements for .the removal of
trash and litter from the homes uf
Murray during clean up week.
Home owners are expected to pile
such on or near the curb. All un-
desirable .litter including Old rags,
cans, jars, buckets, and most all
useless items should be included
) with the ashes and ,other litter.1,0
up week set for April 14-16. City_
officials and health authorities are
very anxious that each property
owner do 'their part in cleaning up
and beautifying , their homes and
property.
The clean up week is set both
for the health interest of Muit ay
and for the beauty ancipappear-
ance of the. city. Health' condi-
tions th Murray are not the best,
according to Dr. J. A. Outlands,
who states that dysentery and ty-
phoid 'fever were present last year
CLEAN-UP WEEK APRIL 12-17
Painting. . Gardening. . Fzuming Time
We can furnish you with everything you need
in the way of Hoes, Rakes, Spading Forks, Shovels,
Limp, Mops, Paint Brushes,_Whitewash brushes.
Also one of the best,lines of implements con-
sisting .of Disc Cultivators, Disc Harrows, 14-tooth
Cultivators,_ Section .Harrowa, Chattanooga Slat
Wing Plows,'Owensboro and Weber Wagons.
SEXTON BROTHERS HARDWARE
COMPANY'
Ii
Get Busy on That LAWN.
NOW! -
WHAT A DIFFERENCE a fine verdant lawn
makes to the appearance of your, home; to its
valve: to the pride you'll take in it; to the favor-
able effect it will have on your neighbors and
guests.
We Sharpen, Condition
and Repair
ALL TYPE MOWERS
J. B. FARRIS
_North Fourth Street Telephone 377,
We Call for and Deliver in Murray
New Spring 1937
Patterns in...
Wall Paper
Put Springtime Inside Your
Home!
With Bright New. Walipapet:
We haw them in every desired pattern ,4 ,_t
for any room . . in any
Nothing for the same money can add as murfi to
the home.
We Ifave Some very attractive prices in our new
pare& and invite you 44 show and 'compare our
--prices (quality for quality) with those of anyone
anYtvhere.
Greeting Cards
For all decosiOnS.'
complete. netection.--
MODEST
PRICES
•
disease spreading work of the
ouse y. siTri-der -Th-e- very -best rtt"' "" • •
of sanitary conditions the fly will finished or recovered; walls can
breed and spread disease while be patched and painted or papered
the well screened home can prac- or, in places like bathrooms and
kitchens, new wall coverings can
be installed; heating and plumb-
ing equipment can be replaced;
new electric outlets can be install-
ed; the exterior can be repainted
or even recovered, and a new roof
covering can be laid.
Walls and Floors
'Refinished Make
Old House New
Much can be done to modernize
tically be free of this danger.
Quality screens will also keep out
the moscpskto and the subsequent
likelihood of malaria.
Clean-0W paint-up, `repair, re=
build and brighten up the homes,
vacant lots and all property in
Murray is the program of the
city clean-up campaign.
Six Rules For
_ Lawn Making
The following simplified method
of, making lawns is the result of
years of study in the lawn mak-
jpg problems of the home garden-
er. Six steps. each carefully ex-
ercised, lead to a beautiful, suc-
ceisful lawn.
. 1. Lawn making starts with the
preparation of the soil. Spade to
a depth of at least six inches and
pulverize thoroughly.
2. Apply a complete plant food,
such as Vigoro, at the rate of- 4
polinds per 100 square feet. This
assures an ample supply of all the
elements plants must get from the
soil- available when they need
them. Be sure to apply evenly;
3. Work Vigro into the top few
inches of spit with a rake. Wait
(one day before seeding.
4. Sow good grass seed at the
rate of 4 to 5 pounds per L000
square feet. --If you sow by hand,
sow, • lengthwise and half cross
Wise.
5. Roll to 'imbed 'seed and insure
Perfect contact between seed and
soil. A tamper or Wide board can
be used on small areas %ohen roller
is-not available. This step is es-
sential and should not be omitted.
6. Water thorougtErlitaing a very
fine spray. Continue to. __water
daily. alma .fietd ge_rminatien is
complete-3 to 4 weeks-then
water as indicated under "En-
couriging Deep Root Growth.". _
Murray Needs
Mosquito Control
Murray needs to give much
thought and time to the control
of the mosquito as the county
has one of the largest number of
malaria cases of any county ex-
cepting thoee along the Mississippi
and Ohio Rivers in the extreme
Western part of the state.
For mosquito control:
. 1. Collect and destroy old tin
cans, broken crockery. etc.
2. Cover rain barrels and cis-
terns with fine wire screen or
t tops.
3. Drain or fill swampy places.
4. Apply light oil every two
weeks to cesspools, privy vaults
and small bodies of water.
5. Stock garden pools, ponds,
reservoirs and streams with fish.
6. Screen all doors and win-
dows.
7. Burn pyrethrum in a room
or spray with refined oily solu-
tions of pyrethrum.
8. For malarial mosquitoes, and
wham he done.....Witllettt
danger to stock or human beings,
treat swamps with Paris Green.
two level teaSpoonsfull in 100
times as much dry dust to cover
1000 square feet of surface.
9. Apply ammonia, soft soap, or
very- hot water to ease pain of
bits.
10. As a repellent, rub on arms
and legs a mixture of Oil of cit-
ronella; one ounce, With spirits of
camphor, one ounce, and oil of
cedar, one-half ounce.
Almo High School
Alma Juniors To 'resent SBlue
Ribbon Pie" April 10
The junior class of Almo High
sttnea 10/11s-Oesent the 3-act Com-
edy entitle a "The.- Blue Ribbon
Pie" in the high school auditorium
Saturday night, April 10.
The music department of Almo
school will give several of their
numbers between acts.
The play Is coached by John
Welles and the music is under the
direction of Hazel Jones.
School will be dismissed the
ralt three days of next week, while
the teachers arc attending K.E.A.
in Louisville.
-
- Our commits:el-Dent speakers for
this year are: Baccalaureate, Eld,
Dewey H. Jones, Benton. Ky.•
' 
ad-
dress, Mr. Waylon Rayburo, ?,fur.
ray.
an old house without making struc-
In .addition, slight changes can be
made in the architectural appear-
ance; wide overhanging eaves can
be cut back and trimmed or re-
platter!! by porches or simple de-
sign,' chimney tops can be simpli-
fied; grading around the house can
be raised to give the house a lower
a ppeatance, and proper planting
can be done to make the house
hug the ground._ .
Cimtrol of The
House Fly Urged
The control of the - house fly is
the first move in sanitation and
the betterment of hetilth condi-
tions. The fly carries practically
every disease and is the ' worst
menace to health. •
Absolute cleanliness is the first
essential-4o- control. Disposal of
fly breeding elements including
manure, garbage, rubbish, human_ _
excrement. Temporary means of
control include proper screening of
homes ,traps arid sticky paper.
Too Many lines of attack, cannot be
set up against the house fly. Sani-
tary, stoilets can tie built at a very
small sum and_ health authorities
can give mucbssworthwhile infor-
mation concerning the building of
the best type. •
In the Control of the fly, an early
start is always urged with the first
coming of spring. ,
House flies- can heir 3.000,000
germs according to a .recent ex-
amination of some AN common
house flies, made by two scientists
on behalf of the American Insti-
tute Of Sanitation. Some /Iles
bore the asto&ndisug, total of 6,000,-
000 bactifria! The average of the
400 was well over the million
1,
MURRAY HIGH
SCHOOL
By Clara Waldrop
This week the students of M.-
_
visited Mr. and Mrs. Sid Johnson
Sunday.
The prospects for a peach crop
in this vicinity look very promis-
ing. A few trees that were in
bloom were killed, but those that
were in bud were not damaged.
forward-to exams. Everyone j -house at the home of Virgil Lassi-
very sad and down in the dumps. ter Ian week and stole a shoulder
of meat.
Max Murdock has mumps, and
Robert Johnson has measles. Sure-
But next week everything will be
bright and we'll be gay (if we
passed).
That very helpful ally of our. ly these two disease have about
the Parent-Teachers Association, is run out. Everyone seems to have
prolneg Its-Value- More every daY. had them this year.
They have decided to give us We enjoy the Sunday afternoon
some scenery for our stage. We program of the Myers brothers
will never know how much the from Hazel, over WPAD, Paducah.
P. T. A. has d"-for us and we Junior Shankle is visiting his
can never thank them enough. sister, Mrs. Frank Canter, in May-
The musle department of Mur- field.-Olive Oyl.
ray High under Everett Crane has
stated rehearsals on an operetta,
"Chronita", - to be given May 7.
The main cast is made up of very 
talented people and those who'-
have thrilled you in their acting in
past plays given at the high
school. Eleanore Gatlin will play,
the part of Chronita; her rover, a
gypsy of 20 years, Max Miller; her
gypsy father, head of the tribe,
Hugh Thomas McElrath; her old
gypsy nurse, Dot Currier; her
uncle Stenaecas, who is white and
very rich. Lynn Lassiter; Aunt
Stenaescas, Sadie Nell Jones; Kon-
East. Pine Bluff
This being Sunday and we
haven't as yet - received the paper,
we will virite again so as to be on
time. - ,
-71,7"tr-a-Vei-37-gos;d shower to-
day which was needed on garden
plants just contipg up.
Gardening, chickens, and house-
cleaning is the order of the day
among the women. The men are
busy plowing and the usual rou-
tine farm jobs are keeping them
rod, their son and lover of Chro..l. 
Toin Moore Williams; Emil,
the Stanaecas servant, Jim Hart •
Besides the main cast there
be a chorus made up of many tal-
school. This operetta' will be ̀very'l
ented Finger& 'of the senior high
good and everyone is urged to
come. Make your plans now.
The junior class of the Train-
ing School presented some scenes
from their junior play, "Mamma's
Baby Boy" in. chapel Tuesday
mowing. -We are all planning to
attend.
Clara Waldrop will represent
Murray High School in the state
cootest at Lexington this week.
She will speak Thursday afternoon
at S p. m. Her subject is "What
Progress Has Been Made ,by the
.oagiu. of Nations, Termed  Inter-
national Peace".
Prptemus Palaver
Once more we're led. to believe
mark, that spring is here, but we're
almost afraid to start digging in
our gardens. However, the pung-
eM smell of burning leaves testi-
fies, that the ladies are Cleaning
their yards..
Mr. and Mrs. Will Murdock are
feeling very proud these days.
The cause? Oh, just a tiny grand-
daughter, little Miss Dottie Lou
Sear, infant daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Seay.
Cartelle Lassiter has been called
)0a to Fort Knox. He is a mem-
ber , of the Filed Artillery there,
and flies been visiting relatives in
the county.
The members of the congrega-
tion of Bell City Baptist Church
are planning to give their build-
ing a new coat of paint.
MP. and Mrs. Claud Manning
INSULATION ALWAYS PAYS
Whether it be for summer heat
repelling or for winter 'cold re-
pelling. insulation is effective if
properly installed. Mineral wool
in batts, insulation in blanket
form, or that which is poured in
between the ceiling joist in a gran-
ular form, will all save the sfamily
from discomfort winter and sum-
mer if every crack and crevice is
caulked, and storm sashes are in-
stalled in the cold months. .
Insulation is not a "style" now;
it has been accepted as a part of
good construction so should be in-
vestigated thoroughly before cut-
ting it from the specification of a
new house or leaving it out when
modernizing the old One.
•
•
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
•
April 14, 15, 16! _
Residents are urged to get ail tram, rubbishi...
cans, ashes and the like on the front, accessible ts/ ,
workers.
The city will tuffiish wagons *to take up
trash of all kinds. Property owners must have
same at edge of curb.
Be sure and have the trash ready, as wag-
ons will be around ONLY ONCE.
••••
BURMAN PARKER
• - Chief of Police
By circler oly Council.
rutty occupied.
Our school here will close in twists
weeks. The pupils will be glad
jjj but are sorry to party with their
good friend and teacher, Miss
Martha Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Gratistip
have moved to the house vacated
by Mr. and Mrs. Wilson narrow"
Mrs. Rena Vinson returned home
today after spneding several days
with her daughter, Mrs. Paul Dill
and family of Murray. where elle
has been helping care for her
little granddaughter who has had
the measles.
Miss Mary Harriett Vinson and
Woodrow Dill were Sunday din-
ner guests of Miss Grace Vinson.
Mr, and Mrs. Fillet McKenzie and
family of Murray, spent Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Vinson and were Sunday guests
of Ms. McKenzie's father, R. P.
McDougal, and Mrs. McDougal.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dill of Model,
Tenn., spent Sunday afternoon
Mrs. J. D. Dill. They were ac-
companied by Mrs. Jenny Whit-
ford who will remain for a visit.
Euin McDougal' spent Saturday
night and Sunday with his parents.
Mr. and sars. Warren McDougal of
near Brandon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cook and
son of Rushing Creek, spent Sun-
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Dill.
As news is scarce I will sign off
till next time.-Sarie.
"Clean Up --- Paint Up"
LOOK UP
Your Insurance
•
rILEAN-UP Week has been set aside foe
%.° concerted action on the part Of the cit-
izens of Murray to clean up the litter that
has gathered during the winter—not only
because this litter is unsightly, but because
it constitutes many fire hazards.
A FTER the clean-up, check your policies
to make sure you have adequate insur-
ance to cover the increased replacement
costs, and place it with experienced agents
representing "old and tried".stock Fire and
Casualty Insurance Companies.
. •
Frazee & Melugin 1
INSURANCE AGENTS
PHONE 331
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your
Insurance"
_
st)
Observe Cleaii-1113 Week!
Clean-up, Paint-up and renew your home this spring so that you can
truly be proud of that home of yours. Whatever you have in mind for
your home, we can help you.
BE PROUD OF THAT
ENSAFE
TO
SAFE
Superior roofing materials
that insure greater strength
and durability, and lasting
service.
THE OLD
AND
THE NEW
Smartly designed fixtures
and equipment that lend a
cheerful, inviting air to every
TOO/O.
HOME
We Sell HANNA'S GREEN SEAL PAINT
If You Intend to
Build . . .
Remodel fir
.Repair...
Consult our home planning-
experts for advice concern-
ing any phase of home plan-
ning. remodeling Of modern-
ising. Their service is of-
-tared free, and includes plans
and estimates for any type
of construction. See our se-
lection of plans for homes oi
----- -.All sizes; you'll find many
tragestions for your own
home: No charge._ for any
service. -__Turn-ber and millwork make it
• easy-Iiir-olin_to repair_ or re-
We offer sUgges- model.
tions gleaned. from.,
years of experience
•
We'll Help You
Get Your FHA
LOAN!
-•
More than 25 years of
successful expperienoe
in serving the people of
Calloway County on
their building prob-
lems.
Our complete selections of
LOOK AT YOUR
SCREENS
GET THEM IN CONDI-
TION NOW!
EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING
Murray. Lumber Co.
Incorporated
Depot Street Phone 262
•
s
 1MOMIWII1=11/
•
0
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follows for the past week areWEED MARKET IS 
NEAR YEAR'S END
Week's Sales Are 41,650 Pounds
at $4.879.00; Average. $11.12:
For Season, $10.19'
Tobacco deliveries are gradually
decreasing as this year's crop of
weed reaches the masitet. Buyers
are expecting to have the weed
practically bought up Loose floors
plan to end sales between April
15 and first of May.
Sales continue slow with- only
41,650 pounds being sold on the
Murray floors the past week at a
price of $4,897 00, ten average for
the week of $11.12. This brings the
season's total to 4.081.221 pounds
sold on the Murray floors bring-
ing the growers $342.063 89, and an
sivrerage Apr the season of $10.12._.
Our Sincere
Purpose . . .
is tu help you in every
say possible and the
real extent of our ef-
fort& in yours behalf is
determined by your
_nasals.outst 141.11es
TOKEN OF THIS.
We place at your dis-
posal the services of a
courteous, experienced
perm:mei and the use
of the very- best of
equepment including an
exclusive ambulance.
Sincerely,
• The
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Telephone 7
Murray, Ky.
Thursday, April I
Murray. 2.639 lbs. at $189.41. av-
erage of $720: ,Growers. 1 410 lbs.
at sl50.St average of $10.69, Out-
land, 2.080 lbs. at $199 85, average
of $5.82.
Friday, April 2
Murray, 9.885 lbs. at $309.22, av-
erage of $7.98; Growers. 2,745 lbs.
at 2289.50, average of $10.55; Out-
land. 3,055 lbs. at $349.33, averall*
of 211.49.
Monday, April 5
Murray. 2.255 lbs. a: $181.35, av-
erage-of $8.04; Growers. 1,185 Pas.
at $121.69. average of $10.27. Out-
land. 1.870 lbs. at =7.19, average
of $14.20.
as
Tuesday, April 6
Murray. 2.110 lbs. at kosi 27, av-
erage of $11.62; Growers, 2,120 lbs.
at $220.65. average of $1041. Out-
land, 4.525 lbs. at $658 41, average
4064.61.
Wednesday, April 7
Murray. 2,650. lbs. at $457.90. av-
erage of $17 28; Growers. 1.525 lbs.
at 5185.98. average of $12.20; Out-
land. 7,825 lbs. at $1100.50, average
of $14.07.
THE mrros GETS EVEN
•Sedan. Kansas. Journal)
An editor and a merchant were
 uz.ang the of -billboard
and newspaper advertising. The
merchant maintained that more
people read hillbOards than news-
papers
A week later the merchant came
tearing into the newspaper office
to learn why his wife's mother's
obituary „hed not appeared in the
per. especially after he wrote at
• out and brought it in himself.
"I knew you wanted it bead by
the people." paid The eaitor. "so I
took it cut and nailed it to one of
-your- billboards." -
LYNN GROVE WINS
COUNTY TOURNEY
Hazel Ranks Second in Mane and
' Publis Speaking Meet field
at New Convord
Lynn Grove High school carried
away the honors in both music
and public speaking in the county
tournament held early this week
at NeW 'Concord. Hazel High
school was second in both depart-
ments.
Results in music; first place,
Lynn Grove; second, Hazel; third,
New Concord; fourth, • Almo; and
fifth Kirksey. .
Results in public, speaking; first
place-Lynn Grove; second. Hazel;
third. Faxon; fourth. Almo; fifth.
Kirksey. and sixth,. New Concord.
Faxon had no entrants in the
music events. Kirksey, who did so
well in the district tournament last
week had their team wrecked by
measles, and were able to enter
only one participant in music in
the county meet.
Winners of the debating were
James Brandon and Wilson Gantt
Cl Faxon; in- discussion, Jessie D.
Treas. Lynn Grove; in discussion
number two, Elizabeth Lawson,
Kirksey; in oratorical' declama-
tion. Talmage Jones, Lynn Grove;
in oral interpretations Evelyn Lou
Lockhart. Lynn Grove; in extem-
poraneous speaking. Caudine Phil-
lips, Almo; -in poetry 'reading,
Odine Swann, Lynn Grote.
The music winners were, piano,
Ochne Swann, Lyn'h Grove: Iftria.
solo. Odine Swann.. Lynn Grove;
-boys' Solo. Tom Turnbow. Hazel;
girls' trio. Lynn Grove: male quar-
tet. Lynn Grove: mixed quartet.
Lynn Grove; and mixed chorus,.
New Concord. .
Buena Vista 4-H club members. Kirksey 4-H Club
Garrard county: ha've been serv-
ing low.cost hot lunches to school Clothing Project -
children '
By MARY M. RUDD
Ten willing little workers make
Tolley & Carson
FOOD MARKET
CLEAN.
Up!
fiPit
Clean up the Town. . . Also Clean up on
OUR SPECIALS!
OXYDOLL
/II •
5-tie Broom
Heavy Broom
Rope Mop. No. 16
String Mop. No. 16
LETTUCE, nice heads ..
JELLO, any flavor, 2 for 15c
AND
G WHITE
NAPHTHA
SOAP 
i6 Giant 25c
"leer Wax,
56c valde Tar
°Tartar War bud Pol
isla 5$r value,
Both for ___ 39c•
BANANAS, nice- yellow fruit. dozen
PAPER TOWELS. 2 rolls 
25c pkg. CHARMIN TISSUE, 1 extra roll  
bars
s • • .....
Old Dutch
Cleanser.
senoras.,
3 for
Tbe Soap of
orat.Q.i.fd
Wooten
Wash
13c
15c
25c
26c
Boards .7.7(
Tubs. No. 2
heavy
galvanized
4 bars for
24c
3 Kellogg's CORN FLAKES, ball Free 
1 GRAPENUT FLAKES, 1 BRAN FLAKJES
(Silver Spoon -FREEI 
2 SUPER SUDS and in-rge glass
MEAT MARKET
25c
25c
21c
BROOKFIELD SAUSAGE, half pound pkg. 13c
BREAKFAST BACON. Sliced, No Rind, lb. 27c
DRY SALT Burrs. tb. .  13c
You can always get higher market prices for
your Egg's, Cream.and Butter here.
TOLLEY cCARSON
We...Deliyer" Phone 37
4
1
up our clothing group in the 4-H
club. "vi 'list of merits received for
l
ivable* records, during the month
of March follows: Joe Workman,
24; Laura 'Lynn Radford. 23; Jose-._ 
phine Darnall. 22; Virginia Marine,
22: Wilma. Fay Smith, 20; Lama
• Alexander, 18; Jean Tucker, 17;
Billie Gingleso 13: Evelyn' Dell ,
ICain, 13; Malvena Hafrio. 13.- ,
Five of the 10 girls are working
on dresses. This is the last arta.,
to be made in the first-unit.
.Ort Wednesday. March 17,. we
' had a health lesgoni, A talk was
made' onchoosing the' proper kind
of food. A ,'booklet. entitled.
"Foods for Growing, anTs and
Girls," was given each -of us. These
booklets will be used in our 4-H
notentas vrt are making.
On March 27, we had an e
hunt. Each'_ef. .brought.
A number was placed on each of
them. The *girls who foulnd eggs
with.numbers- totaling the, highest.
received.prizes. Wilma F. Smith
received a chocolate eggs for hav-
ing the highest total on nen egg,
Billie' Gingles received a chocolate
rabbit for haVing. found the high-
est total on candy eggs. and Loma
Alexander found the nest of candy
eggs.
, After all the eggs were found,
the leader surprised the group
with squares of chocolate— me
sprinkled with grains._ _cif yellow
candy corn, in the center of each
square sat o a little chicken.
Everyone reported a good lime:
The last meeting in March was
Wednesday. the )1.
4-H Club News
By MARY M. RUDD
Council Meeting
A meeting of the 4-H club couo -
ell was held Saturday. April 3. •-•
.. litursair..-.—.Creemork--Afeet--John T
II
Cochran prended. Fourteen - ,
hers were present. The follow:,..
officers were elected:
Miss Mildred Swann.' presider'
Miss Laura Jeanette Curd, vi.
president: Mrs. Lucille Potts. as
retary-treastirer: Mrs.§ .Mary at
Radford'._reporter.
The couhcif will Meet the fir•'
Saturday 'in each month. The
rrnwtings are for the promotion of
general eovinty club itlivittes em-
bracing project programs. county
picnics. camps. tournkment: Juniar
'Week .and the like.
__....___
Rally Day Will be held May 15_
At this time the various clubs -of
' the couray. will enter their, demon-
Stratton teams. • . .
There will be a county health
ciantest with entrants from the
various - clubs. One club cham-
pion bey and one and one girl.
i 15 years old or older by Decem-
ber 1, of the current year. will be
. eligible to enter the state contest.
I ' Thare- te111- -be • -a "Ttltrlityr-intre• 4-
, H picnic this year The place and
' date have not been decided upon.
I -
V From June .30 to July 2, ai„,,
.Princelod, .)y., a district confer,'"
, ence for club leaders will be
' Mrs. Lucil)e -120-11s._Joel iszford.
Mildred Swahn- iiinthtary ,M.. Rad-
ford . will attend. ' - -
Junior Week will be held the
first week in June Six or eight
'1 
'illesatiers -from Calloway county
will. atietiei... Four•H club members
all it:4r the--Viate•I • meet or '''c
University campus at 1.kt( ; , •
linnuelly
 * . .. _ ...
Knight News college and high school young'
4. •
people at 5:45 in the church base-
Hello, how is everyone? i
- merit. Following this-social period.'
been reading some more good let- 
the Young People's Society of i
ters in the Ledger & Times. 
Christian Enedavor will meet at I Miss 
LaRue Nance, Lynn Grove,
It seems as though nearly 
6:30:30 with Mrs. George Hart 
as• underwent art appendix operation,
one is going Ur mussel this year 
tvi): po 
Wednesday.
the way they are making boats 
The Junior Christian Endeavor
and carrying them to the river. Society. with Mrs. I. E. Morgan
A few in this community are 
and Mrs. 0. B.-f.ioone as sponsors,
breaking ground and gardening. will meet at 6:30, Sunday evening.
I think every body has had 
The Fireside Meeting of the
the measles in this bottom ex- 
young people will be held Tues-
cept Mrs. J. C. Thompson and she 
-day night at 7:30 ,at the church.
is truly lucky to have missed them. 
All young people of college and
Luther Rhodes is recovering 
high school age are cordially in-
from the measles at the borne of 
vited.
his sister. 
'George Hart will be the leader
"Cedar Knob", I enjoy reading 
at _the Mid-Week Meeting Wed-
your letter. I hear from lots of 
nesday night at 7:15. Miss Lucile
old friends by this method. I
think I have guessed who you are.
but you do not know who "Pop
Eye" is.
"Chatterbox", I enjoy your let-
"Sweet Pea when you see me
you will think of a great big griz-
zly bear. 
Culhe Steele, of.. Detroit,
was here first of last ettel4 te visit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. -Tom
St ee
leCJ. . Calhoon and family, J. F..
Rhodes and family and Lonzo Cal-
hoon and wife were Sunday,gizests
Clinic Hospital Notes
Pollard will be the music sponsor.
College Year Book
Gone to Printers
The Shield, the college year
book, has gone to the printers at
Nashville, Tenn., according to Bob
Blaeser, editor-in-chief. This year's
annual differs from the pretrious
Murray State College year book in
three major respects. First, it has
a more complete feature section of
campus scenes portraying college
life at Murray. Second, the sports
of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Thompson section has in it a great
er person-
Jaateor_o____ .__ abotouch. Third, the photography
Well, as it is getting late I Will-IS-TheitIgher type made exett?
sive.
be traveling. Hoping to see every -1Y by Orton Hamby, student and
body again soon.—"Pop Eye". ' college photographer. '
In choosing students to repre-
"A PAL GOOD AND TRUE", 
sent the various activities of the
SERMON BY A. V. HAVENS 
college in the. feature. section ,the
faculty and student committee
"A Pal Good And True," will be 
worked cooperatively. Moreover.
the sermon of A. V. Havens, min- this years' an
nual has the greatest
later of the First Christian Church,
selection of personal snap-shots
at the Sunday night church eel.- , book.
ever to be in any Murray year-
- ot er-
vice next Sunday. This will bel The Shield is expected to be
the second in the 'series -S Lay for distribution on the cam
nains On CaurLship aMar 
.
pus by the 15th of May, Mr. Blae-
which are being delivered at the ser said.
Sunday night services, during the.
-rtionth Of April: Special music
will be presented at the service- ETHAN IRVAN TO RUB
-The Value of Personality,"_ will
FOR CITY JUDGE CHAIRwhich begin at 7:30.
be the sermon subject at the main —Ethan Irvan, weTrknovin Citizen
ing worship service. Special music of Murray and Calloway county
well be presented by the chorus stated today that tie was contem-
choir of trained voices. directed by plating making the race for Ctty
Everette Crane. The service will. Judge.. Mr. fryer' has held re-
begin at 10:45. . ; sponsible positions in the county.
Sunday School will begin at 930. being jailer of Calloway county
led by Geroge S. Hart. supeiin- for a Tulinber of years. His formal
teadent - _ announcement will appear at a
Open H. 'use will be held forall i-a -date.
SWANN'S GROCERY •
24—Phones 25
PALMOLIVE Soap 1 bar 6c; 4 Bars. 23c
SUPEFtSUDS, Red package-3 Regular size Pkgs.. 25e
I Larger size 21 ozs. 20c
Concentrated Supersuds, better for washing clothes,
2 10c Packages and I fruit bowl and salad bowl 21c
24 Lbs. Guaranteed flour r  85c
24 Lbs. Dainty Biscuit Flour  90c
Softasilk Cake Flour, was 32c, now  29c
2 Lbs. Pure Coffee    25c
2 Lbs. Sunny Brook Coffee and cup and saucer 50c
1 Gallon Onion Sets  35c
White and Yellow Bermuda onion plants, 3 bunches .. 25c
3 Lbs. Great Northern Beans  25c
All Seed Beans in bulk, per lb.  15c
Dozen Fine California Sweet Oranges  30 or 35c
2 Lbs. California Evaporated Peaches  23c
Extra Fancy Rice, per lb.  7c
3 Packages Kellogg's Cornflakes and Cereal bowl 25c
Vanilla Wafers . ...lb., 15c, 1-2 lb. 9c
Marshmallows  1 lb., 15c, 1-2 lb. 9c
Old Pacific California Peaches, 2 1-2 size can  15c
No, 2 Corn and Tomatoes, 3 cans  25c
U-Tote-'Em tro.
Murry and Hazel -
Kraut, Libby's
No 212 can
Pork and Beane.
Large cans, 3 for
Green Beans, No.
1 can, dozen ..
Peaches, Rosedale
-No. 1 can  10c
SalmonStyle
Mackerel, 3 for 25c
Peas, No. 2 can 5 1-2c
Peas, Rosedale
No. ,2 can  13e
Sardines, No. 1
tall can  7c
Corn, No. 2 can
3 for  25c
Salmon, Chum, can 10c
Mustard, qt. jar   10c
Dairy Sweet, 18 per cent
100 lbs.  *  $1.95
10c
25c
50c
The Rev. W. P. Prichard was
dtscharged from the Clinic this
week following treatment.
Mrs. Jesse Newton, Ironton, was
admitted Saturday.
P. C. Bucy, Knight, Ky., was ad-
mitted Sunday for treatment.
Mrs. Leamen Hendon, Golden
Pond, underwent an operation
Monday.
Mrs. Nonnie Pace, Benton, Ky.,
was discharged Tuesday.
l'orter Dick was discharged
Monday.
Mrs. W. D. Whitnell, Hazel,
underwent a tonsil operation this
week.
Tolbert Story, Puryear, Tenn.,
underwent a tonsil operation Tues-
 takaa•—• 
Alton Miller, Lynn Grove, un-
derwent an operation Wednesday.
The small son uf Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Willis, near Lynn Grove,
underwent an operation for the re-
moval of a finger this week and
is doing nicely.
• -
GARDEN CLUB SPONSORS
POSTER CONTEST HERE
The. .Garden Club _of Murray
sponsored a poster contest for the
school children of the High School
and Training School tht paSt.
week. The purpose was to create
interest in gardens and flowers.
Posters were displayed in the
show windows of different busi-
nesa houses throughout the city.
The art department of the Train-
ing School wOtt first place. Second
place was won by the eighth grade
of the High. School, with third
place going to the third &nide
of Murray High, and the fourth
grade placing fourth.
Christian county Negro farmers
are raising 2.700 baby 'chicks under
sanitary eorutitions.
- - -
ELLIOTT 114 r BLALOCK
3 Packages Kellogg's Corn Flakes
With bowl
3 Lb. Snowdrift 
2 Cans Libby's Corn 
3 Cans Tomatoes 
2 Lbs. Fancy Evaporated Peaches
2 Cans Evaporated Milk
8 Oz. 'Miracle Whip Salad Dressing . .
1 Quart Sorghum  20c
6 Rolls Toilet Tissue  23c
$1.30
2 Pkgs. 0. K. Washing Powder .04
8-Qt. Extra Heavy Cream Pail  50c
2 Cans Pork and Beans  15c
24 Lbs. High Grade Flour  85c
ELLIOTT & BLALOCK
..WE DELIVER TEL. 375
 25c
60c
23c
25ce
25c
 15c
8 Lb. Bucket Pure Lard
Mule Feed, Sweet,
100 pounds $1.95
SUGAR, Godchaux pure
cane, 100 lb. bag $5.20
17)-pound bag  53c
Selling Fresh Eggs,
dozen  20c
Peaches, Evaporated*
pound  1 le
Cabbage, 10
Potatoes, 10 lbs.   2k
Meat for,,,Ltoiling,
pound  12 1-2c
Crackers, 2-lb, box. 415c 
Beans, Pinto, II) lbs. -me--
Beans, G, -N.,-11:1-18KAPc
Rice, Whole Grain, lb Sc
Chick Starter,
100 lbs. $2.95
Laying Mash
100 pounds $2.80
Complete Line of Field and Garden Seed
at All Times
_
• swalellialVw.
,
KROGER'S
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
BANANAS GOLDEN
CAULIFLOWER
YELLOW'
2 HEADS
9 DOZEN
HEAD LETTUCE
CARROTS
Large 5-Dozen Size
3 BUNCHES
9_ Heads
NEW POTATOES POUND
25c 
25'
15c
10c
5c
29c
15c
10c
10c
15c
15c
25c
15c
OLEO 2 POUNDS
FRANKS
CORN FLAKES
CATSUP
Large Size All Meat Pound
Large 13-oz,
Large 13-oz. bottle
box
COCOA OUR MOTHER'S
APPLE BUTTER
2-POUND BOX
Large 38-oz. Jar
Country Club
MILNUT 4 tall Cans or 8 Small Cans
PEANUT BUTTER Embassy ,l-POUND JAR
PICKLES MARY LOU—Dills, qt. jar 17c Cucumber Slices 1 lie28-ox af'Y
SOAP FLAKES AVAL01.4:1 22-°' PKG. 15'
PEACHES Avondale Brand 22 No. 2 1-2 cans 5c Del Monte or C. Club enc2 No, 2 1-2 cans . . de'
Camels, Lucky Strikes,, n.Es_Old Golds, Chester-
  fields, CTN. _
Plus State Tax
$1.is Marvels. Wings, 26 Grande CTN,_One
Paul Jones, Sunshine* OV
Plus StateTar
RICE EXTRA FANCY WHITE ROSE
CHERRIES 
NAVY BEANS
PINEAPPLE JUICE %
RED PITTED
5 Pounds
No, 2 Cans.
"
3 Pounds
25c
25c
25c
ASPARAGUS
TWINKLE 
aantEs PINS
RECIPE BAKING POWDER
3- 12-oursce cans
Del Monte or Dole
ALL GREEN FULL NO. 2 CAN
ASSORTED FLAVORS
BULK
Packages
2 DOZEN
10-ounce can
SHORTENING Finest Slibstitute
ROCK SPRINGS BACON
BACON SLICED BREAKFAST
for Lard 2 Pounds
25c
27c
Fancy Sugar Curec_. I Pord_
4 to 6 pound pieces
322
No Rind—no Waste 
LB. 
0:
Have you tried Kroger's New Clock Bread?- A variety to suit everyone's-taste—
• White, Rye, Home Style, Sandwich, Whole *ilk, Vienna, Who!e Wheat, Half
and. Half, de.
Bring Us Your Eggs. . . Pay in Traci?
-
  22c
Pa
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The fourth anniversary of the
CCC movement was observed with
an- -"open a.,use' 'at all camps
rfirniirw61.1 the colt= Sunday 
April 4, and the Murray camp was
visited by some 70 persons during
the afternoon. While the number
was not as large as officials had
desired, those who attended were
given every courtesy and shown
through the camp in the minutests
detail_ The results of the visit will
be far-reaching, it is believed, as
many learned more regarding the
work than they had ever Imagined.
As the visitors were shown
trough the 'camp, every activity
was explained in full, and 'the ef-
fort; of _the .government and of-
ficials in charge to snake better
citizens of thelamp members were
fully demonstrated.
The regular luncheon was served
the 70 visitors . and they expressed
their favorable opinion and pleas-
ure in visiting the camp.
Camp Murray will operate as an
accepting station the last of this
week when 40 local and county
eligibles will be examined and re-
Life Inurance is No
Trick
Cut Your Margin of
Pleasure
if necessary to -carry ade-
quate insurance. Once you
see the advantage of hav-
ing insurance, you'll en-
joy paying it.
R. 1-1:11-11.1RMAN
Agent -
New York Life Insurance
Company
Dependable Since 1845
ar•
COPY
Pages 1 to 4
•
7.,71"tr-
•••••••••.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
Fair to -Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers 5. 
$1.0() 
a year ha Calloway.
Marshall, Graves, Hen-
ry and Stewart Counties.
$1.50 a year elsewhere hithe State of Kentucky.
t9 nci a year to any address
v -̀'•`•"•Fother than above.
'New Series No. 493 COMPLETE COVERAGE 
OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
MANY VISITORS
Murray, Kentucky, Thufiday Afternoon April 8, 1937
- for. further distribution
ceived. They will then be Sent
to Ft. Knox 
 BUILDING PLANS
to camps where the enrollment is
under quota.
President Roosevelt recommend-
ed to Congress Monday,. fourth
Seventy N'isitors Have Luncheon 
anniversary of ,CCC creation, a $660 in ('ash. Many Days Work
and Inspect Camp 
permanent corps of 300.000 mem- Pledged by Small Group
bers.' The present law expires Thursday
June 30. The presMent said that
we still need employment and that
the CCC are doing good work.
Camp Murray is in the midst of
opening spring practice of baseball.
their arms and as Sbon as weather
permits regular practice will begin.
As usual it is expected that Camp
Murray will have another good
team as most of the last year
roster is intact.
VIEW CCC WORK MADE BY LEGION
• ik splendid start was made o
the proposed home fur Murray
Post No. 73 of The American
Legion at *e regular monthly
HONOR ROLL
Correspondents and local adver-
tisers who get their copy in by
Monday:—
Murray Marble Works
Calloway Co. Lbr.-Co.
Murray Milk Products Co.
R. H. Thurman
T. 0. Turner ,
-Dee _1344 -of Hazel
J. Fitch New Head
of .Hentry Teachers
—Prof, -Jerry --Fitch, principal_ .01--
Grove High School, was reelected
Presidfflit _of the Henry County
Teachers' Association Saturday
morning A- the regular meeting
held at Grove .-School. Charles
Calhoun, principal of Buchanan
High School was elected vice-pres-
ident and Miss Sarah Diggs. home
economics teacher at Puryear, was
elected secretary and treasurer.
In the sectional divisions of
the assOciation7 Richie Vowell was
elected president of the high school
division. John Richardson, Jr.,'
was elected vice-resident and
Miss Irene Wynns, secretary. In
the elementary division. Cletus
Flowers was elected president,
John Coben. vice-president, and
Mrs. t-iyartet Patten. secretary  -
Health Instruction in public
schools was the main topic of dis-
cussion at the meeting and among
those on the program were Rob
Roy Hicks, of Springville High
School: Charles Calhoun, of Buc-
hanan; and Miss Margaret Onks0
of Cottage Grove. '
D. 0. McNeely, superintendent of
education: discussed matters per-
taining to closing of the schbol
and technical matters pertaining to
certification of teaching—Paris
(Tenn.) Post-Intellingencer.
Chivies Calhoun, who was elect-
ed, vice-president of the Hen'
County .Teachers Association, is the
of Mrs. Ike Wilkinson. east
side of the county, and is well
known in educational circles in
Tennessee.
Rob Roy Hicks, one of the prin-
cipal speakers for the occasion is
the son of -Mr. and Mrs. I. R.
Hicks of Hazel.
Thursday night. Pledges totalling
$660 in cash and many days work.
IN addition to promises of gravel.
were made by the group of twen-
ty-five.
•Hall Hood, George Hart. Karl
Frazee and Humphreys Key were
appointed a building committee by
F. B. Crouch, post commander, to
draw plans and make estimates for
a buildIng 60-by 40 with a base-
ment -Oft the --posrs •ltir South
Murray. They will report at the -
next meeting.
George Hart. chairman of the fi-
nance committee. Said that he
believed the post could raise at
least $4,000 for the building.
Mr. Crouch announced that the
post now had 124 members for
1937. He also announced the
spring conference at Lexington
April 10-ti and that the Frank
Smith players would be in Murray
the. week cif May 17 under the
auspices of the Legion.
Fire Has Burned
a. Since Revolution
_ . 
William Morris, who lives alone
in his mountain home near Saluda,
N. C.. says the fire in the fireplace
,in his cabin never has gone out
since It was lighted before the
re•plution. Morris said it was
lighted by a forefather, David Dal-
ton. The National Park Service
has been requeeted to arrange to
perpetuate it by the Daughters of
the American Revolution.
11 Hens Lay 11 Eggs
for J. M. Cole Here
Mr. J. M. Cole. former Murray
postmaster and business man. now
has a small 'ffbrk of be.
red rock hens which are sit-down-
ers once a day for an egg-laying.
Last Thursday, the flock - batted
100 -per cent as Mr. Cole got eleven
eggs from the eleven hens.
It pays to read the cuuranned sda
MODERrl FERTURES
make modern Cars
You Need You Need
Chevrolet's Chevrolet's
New New
High-Compression All-Silent
Vahre•in•Heacl All
Engine Body
So good that
it gives you both
85 horsepower
and peak
• The First
atl-steel bodies
combining
silence with
You Need
Chevrolet's
Perfected
Hydraulic
Brakes
The smoothest,
safeit, most
dependable
brakes ever
You Need
,Chevrolet's
Improved
Gliding
ICnee-Action
Ride*
So safe—
s* comfortable
—so d lifer* n 1.
economy. )
You cjet air theie features at lowest cost only in
HEVROLET
POP ECONOMICAL.
TRANSPORTATION
• 11(r•Satr-Asuort 04001 51400,44,00/ q•Ierial Illasolor Do Gam modals awl, Goners? Mowry barren.
y perutto044 Nut your punk.
CHEVROLET MOTOR 011,131041. Cow& Moron, Stoier Cmpetrotion. rirreorr, MICHIGAN
1
I THE ONLY COMPLETE CAR - PRICED SO LOW'
,Murray,
PORTER MOTOR CO. .
TELEPHONE 97
. ••••••••.•100,•••••••••
Wefrt Maple .Street
• ••••,4,47, eg441•44 4J••••••••••• ••••.-
• •
 may. 4.4o. ••••••••••11,...•••••••.
• af
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RITES HELD FOR
MRS. M. GUERIN
Dies of Pneumonia at Home at
Daughter Thursday
Morning
Funeral services for Mrs. Mollie
Guerin. age 77. widow of Wm. J.
Guerin. were -held at 2 p. m. Fri-
day. April 2, at Klm Grove Bap-
CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2.935, SWORN TO,
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN
Thoroughbreds Show
Strength With Vandy
In Practice Workout
Methodist Church Notes
John-Fain Appliance Co.
Farmer & Hart
Baptist Church
East Pine Bluff
LaVanite Beauty Shop
Brown's Grove News
Pine Bluff Briefs
Lerman Bros.
Eagle
Cedar Knob
Churth ral Christ _  
County Agents Notes
Churchill Funeral Home
Love's Studio
Sexton Bros.
Frazee flni.Melugin_
Superior Laundry & Gleaners
Great Grand Dad
By E. H. Simmons. Hazel Route 2
(Third grade student)
Great Grand Dad. when the land
was .pourig
Barred his door wnn a wagon
tongue,
The times were rough and the
Wilderness mocked:
And he said his prayers with his
shotgun cocked. •
he was a citizen tough and grim,
Danger was like "duck soup" to
him
His great grandson Nan talks
a-sleep ' . •
And fears no harm from•the -dark-
ness deep,
For Great Grand 'Dad.l_ought and
won
AnclOainecikthe land for his great
grandson.
Great Grand Dad was a busy man.
He cooked his grub in a frying
pan,
He picked his teeth with a hunt-
ing knife
Anil wore the, same suit all .his life.
He ate cornbread and- bacon fat
But great grandson would starve
on that. --
Great Grand Dad was gaunt with
toil,
Grimed and seamed with the sun
and soil,
But great grandson is fat and
clean
And rides to work in a "limau-
sine".
Twenty-five children care to bless
Great Grand Dad in the wilder-
ness.
Laugh at the statement if you can.
tut Great Grand Dad was a busy
man.
Twenty-five children and they
grew
Stout and tall•on the bacon too;
Slept on the flood with the dogs
and cats.
And shopped the woods for the
coon-skin hats.
-Trend- was -14 mystery, so was ,jazz
Or giving their parents a scorful
razz. _
g they got fresh with Great,
Dad
He tanned their hides with a hick-
ory gad.
He raised them rough and he
_raised them well
And if they took hold of the ways
pneumonia at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Delbert Hale,
Thursday mrning.
Mrs. Guerin leaves four other
daughters, Mrs. Minnie Outland,
Mrs. Buelah Erwin, Mrs. Opal
Lassiter and Mrs. Gertie 'Farris:
two sons, Kenneth, of Boatwright,
scores throughout the scrimmage
and Tommy, of 'this county. One
half sister, Mrs. Laura Williams, period and frequently threatened
and one half brother. Walter Mc-
as well as a bast of near
relatives and friends also survive.
Funeral services were conducted
by the Rev. R. F. Gregory and
Rev. J. Hal Thurman. Pallbearers
Were, Mike Falwell, Leon Hale,
Iv.erSOil Owen, Dellon. Thornton.
Raymond Colson, and Gatlin Out-
land. Burial was in the Skinner
graveyard.
 4
NYA Has Big Part
In KEA Convention
LOUISVILLE, Ky., April 6—
Richard R. Brown, Washington, D.
C. deputy executive NYA director,
will speak at the National -Youth
Administration sectional meeting
in connection with the annual ses-
sion of the Kentucky Education
Association to be held here April,
14, 15, 16 and 17. The NY-A sec-
tional meeting is cbeduled for 3
m. Friday, April 16, in the main
dining room of the Kentucky
Hotel. _
Brown Will discuss "The Pro-
gram of the National Youth Ad-
ministration" at the KEA general
session to be held at 9:30 a. m.,
Friday, April 16.
Throughout tip four days of the
KEA session illustrative material,
together with a display of articles
produced by youth workers em-
ployed by the National Youth Ad-
ininistration, will be exhibitod In
the South room of the Brolen
Both the educational aid program,
which is designed to assist young
people in school, and the work
project setup for out-of-school
youth will be represented in the
NYA exbibit. An unusual fea-
ture of the exhibit is the marion-
ette shows which will be presented
three times daily in the South
room. •
At the present time the National
Youth Administration is providing
part-time employment 'for 3,550
college students, 11,200 high school
students and 10,800 out-of-achool
youth. The NYA guidance pro-
gram serves other. thousands of
young people who are not aided
directly under the National Youth
Program.
. That the current agricultural
year will prove the most prosper-
ous experienced by Chile in a
long period is kndicated __in. pre-
liminary estimates of' agricultiirar
returns for 1936-37.
It Pays to stead the Clar-dfleda
When You Feel Sluggish
(Constipated)
Take a dose or two of Black.
Draught. Feel fresh for a good
y'a stock.
Wort seems easier, life plassanbar,
when you are really well—free Boa
the bad feelings and dullness often
attending constipation.
He filled them full of the' fear of
God
And flailed their 'pants with a
old ramrod. For nearly a century. Black-
They gre% strong of heart, and Draught has helped to bring prompt,
strong of hand— refreshing relief from constipation.
The firrn foundation of our land. Thousands of men and women rely
Twenty-five boys—but his great on it.
grandson
To save hi.; life can't manage one. BLACK-DRAUGHT
' 
A GOOD LA3tATIVE
There's No Place Like Horne
When It's Painted With . . .
...WKI.V:NA'S Green Seal Paint
. . . no home will be more beautiful ind ;so
boost will stay as attractive for years and
years as YOUR
home if you hire
a good painter
and specify:
HANNA'S
GREEN SEAL
PAINT.
MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY, Inc.
DEPOT STREET PHONE ZaZ
the Commodore goal line with
passes and intercepted
Ray Morrison, Vandy ,eoach, ex-
pressed the opinion that' Murray
could offer his pupils a very in-
teresting game and informed Coach
Stewart he would place Murray -On
the Commodore schedule 'at the
next open date.
Showing surprising strength in
many departmentS, Murray's .1937
football squad tallied once and
held Vanderbilt to two scores at
the end of a regular game period
in a two and one half hour prac- Audie Miller. one of the best
tice session behind locked gates known and influential farmers of
at Nashville, Friday, April 2. At the Swann Magisterial district
the end of the regular playing makes formal.announcement today
Vsod.risilt 10, of his-aas444acal-- far -1110- -nemn-
AUDIE MILLER IS
SWANN CANDIDATE
Candidate for Magistrate in That
District in Democratic
Primary
MUrray, 7. In the extra play cratic nomination for Magistrate in
after game, Vandy scored two that district,
more times. Mr. Miller makes his home near
Coach Roy Stewat-t's lads left Protemus and has been through-
a very favorable impression on out _his lifetime one of the highest
the minds of Vandy coaches and respected citizeqs of the county.
players as they permitted but four He was a merchant at Protemus
for several years. He is the son of
-Mr. Alvis Miller, present merchant
at Protemus.
His many _friends_ declare that
Mr. Miller is qualified' to serve in
every respect his district and
county' 'efficiently on the fiscal
board of the county. His state-
ment to_the voters of that district
follows: '
To he voters
Vanderbilt, featuring "Baby" 
I twish otao f Swannkethis  Precinct:od o1
Ray, 270-pound tackle, exhibited announcing as 'a candidate for
numerous lateral pass' plays and magistrate of Swann precinct. I
other "razzle-dazzle- that 'is cer- assure you that. I will appreciate
tam n to bewilder many opponents the vote and influence of each
next fall. Vandy drew blood and every one of you, pledging
twice before the Thoroughbreds yOu, Al I,am elected, that I will
tallied as LoVe, Murray end, inter- endeavor to give to the district an
cepted a Commodore lateral on his honest and fair deal to the fullest
own 20 yard line and ran to the extent of my ability, both as a
opponents 10 before being downed, representative on the fiscal court
Mitchell, Murray fullback, drove of Calloway county as in seeing
the ball across for the score. Each that our district receives -its share
team blocked one kick. of our road fighd and will do
my best to see that it is usedUsing every man on their re-
spectiVe squads, both coaches ex- where it is needed most.
pressed satisfaction with the sue; _ Sincerely yours,
cess of,the practice session, Which • - -Audie Miller
ended Vandy's sspring drills_ and I _Pont. Advt.
marked the end of the "Second
week for the Thoroughbreds. The leather industry of Germany
has been suffering from a notable'
Read the Classified Ads. shortage of domestic raw materials.
Volume CV; No. 14
S.'
Drs. Jones, Outland_
Attend Class Reunion.
Dr. C. H. Jones and Dr. J. A.
Outland. county health officer, at-
tended the 25th anniversary of.
their class at. the University of
Louisville last week. It was also
the 100th anniversary of the found-
ing of the University.
Graduates from 36 states were in
that, class of 1912 and the oc-
casion was appropriately celebrat-
ed with some of the leading_ phy-
sicians and surgeons in- the nation
on the program.
United States exports of chem-
icals and related products in Jan-
uary were the highest for any
January in recenty years despite
the marked contraction in foreign
demand for American fertniaers.
Time for TRUSITE
- GLASSES
14 HY continue to suffer from
poor eyesight when glasses ot
such accurate vision correc-
tion and beauty‘cost so little?
Broker' lenses replaced ex-
actly like original at reawsn-
able cost.
JOE T. PARKER
Optometrist
Parkers Jewelry
Store
Broken tense replaced ex-
actly like priginal at reason-
able cost.
•
Through the Ages
That Their Memory
Shall Endure . . .
••••••••••••••.••••...m. ••••••••0•
Mankind has erected monuments 'of fine marble and granite
to mark the'resting places-of their loved-ones. . .-for only these ma-
terials, expertly marked, withstand the test of time and the elements.
•
•• •
THE MURRAY -MARBLE-WORKS plans, builds and inscribes
fine inarbje.and grapite for permenency'that the last'resting. place of
,your llov-ed one 'May, Be marked with stones II' impressing' beauty in
--keeping with the sentiment in which. they are erected.
•
We take.a pride in erecting memorials that will always bring
a feeling of duty well accomplished, a sense of satisfaction in that the
last deserved tribute of honor and respect has been fittingly paid.
We sincerely feel that the greatest asset our company has is the
great' number of these for whom we have executed memorials that
A re pleasing in every particular.
•
SPRING, the happy season- when the earth awak-
ens after the slumber of winter, is.pt hand. The:flpwers
that bloom will fade and die but Ria. memory of a loyed
one, signified by a beautiful and permanent memariPA,
marble, shall be weserved forever: What could be, more
fitting?
MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
—TELEPHONE 121—
GOLDIE ORR, Manager
•
East Depot St.
Murray, Ky.
A suitable grave marker
may be purchased for
as little as . . .
$10
•
-••••;••••••••••••••••••i?•••••••••riainigtn•wwta-11w4lren•-so-:Sllaro r•—,...-w.a..tisas....f...a...-s.......;
:."011110, •
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JUST JOTS', Joe
Figure this out: Mines are work-
ing overtime 'to dig gold out of the
ground so that it can be sold to
the government which promptly
higign_it__Ila_the_greemd at fen
Knox; icy..
Italy explains 'the defeat' of 'its
trOopte in Spain by saying they
were „read butIttlars. Some of ,the
finest, aefensive work by American
eons in, the World War was by a
-force ofe combat engineers. sur-
prised by the Germans while4 re-
- ..pairing .roads.
Lots qf folks who are. shoUting
-Save the Constitution" couldn't
recite even the preamble on a bet.
The first sit-down strike was
staged by the small boy who was
threatened with a spanking.
Letter to Editor
Pontiac Mich.
Apra 2. 1937
Mr. Joe _T. Lovett
Dew Kitilitor: '
Here are a few facts on the
sita,-ke of G. M. Truck or Yellow
.Tatol-t • and Coach es It .0 .called
in Pessfaise. '
I -am pretty young and haven't
•
been working in, the, moo ; shops
Yinlong,. This, is also the first
wWike I inn Alps in. arid I he
the 'last one.
Many people wonder what these
stakes are all about-and what it
was for. They also-eurse the Union
for what it does.
This strike in G. AL Truck
was for a - definite purpose. and we
we wanted.
We wanted stewards of the union
recognized, a minimum wage, and
some parts of production to be
dbwed down. These things I think
we have succeded in getting.
I Some people say. "Why recog-
Tnlie the stewards!" The stewards
are the speltesmen .04 the laborers
whale_ ever their griereences
might be. But the stewards were
not given very much considera-
tion and some were treated eery
rude, so the strike was a way of
!
bringing the company officials to
some terms with the Union. for,the
benefit of the workers. -
Some strikes are run in a hap-
hazard way and some times de-
stroys company property and gains
nothing. __ .
This ..rike was run in a much
different'way-it was run in a civil
manner with no Yiolence or de-
stroying company property and
sisaiing fair with the company.
By this, there was an agreement
reached._ within less than 24 hours
and every body was happy PLICe
- After the settlement there was a
parade. and What a parade! Any-
one not knowing it was a strike
settled would have thought it was
the inauguration of the President.
It lasted for about two hours over
all of Pontiac. .
So person who don't believe in
the 'Union tan see what they did
in this 'strike atid. we think things
will ,sail along o. k. now, for a
4ehile anyway.
_Workers platy - lost twe days so
the onto that were not in favor at
it didn't lose SO terribly .much.
This strike worked -like a piece
of Machinery...-. Every . move. was
at the right time and place, it
worked very ammoth but fast. This
strike was to be called at 9 o'cipek ketball, and bowling teams.
and it was tailed proirtetly ;all
• 
of the sports common' to
I 
that time and by P:15 at the work
of 6,509 ewe had ceased.
It was some scene to see men
milling Wound in there instead 61
at work. and how quick it hap-
pened. It was a surprise to some
of the workers, they thought it
was- -an April Fool trick when
they were told to stop, butt it
waan't an Aprtl Fool - trick .at
all.
Yoe! this Is just my views and
ideas on the situation, some may
not agree with me. but I think the
Union is on 'top ind will grow still
stronger.
Azle 1 le. _Lassiter,
-C. M. Worker
Information About
U. S. Army
The regular army of the United
and 165.000 enlisted men. Due to
the fact that it is used in times of
peace mostly for experimental
work and, research, and to train
expert officers, noncommissioned
officers and specialists to aid in
training and handling a war size
army. our profesiscaull army is
kept at the very smallest number
that can possibly meet those re-
quirements There are 15 govern-
ments in the world that. maintain
iarger standing armies than the
United States -does.
• The principal duties of the reg-
ular arm is to maintain garrisons
at- ell of the places the govern-
ment needs immediate military
protection, to furnish troops to
work .out • and, prove all military
ideas and plans that may prove of
benefit to the big arm in times
of war, and have garrison of
troops in all of the varied climates
of the United. States so 'that this
senall professional army will. in
times of peace know everything
possible like what to wear, what
to eat, how to -live in good health.
how far to IniMi and everything
else necessary in the ,military ser-
vice, on the mountains, plains,
tropics, deserts, cities, and in 'the
far North. -
The -medical-- department op-
erates continually great -rweerch
work in' all the places and cli-
mates where the arm, is statics-
ed so that in event 'of war and a
Ite-ge army is raised, no matter
where it serves the medical de-
pattnemt baiows the problem of
those Iocatinns..
On .each army poet' every effort
is made to develop the nien and
keep them contented and busy.
Each post haS_a chapel, a library.
a soldier's club. -a gymnasium.
maintains feiotball. • baseball* bas-
and
ux;i7,
Awoudemovf."t&mt
NEWSHWINTFRIGIMIRE
  vvIValTj.roitik#1,LS,E.R,
PRICES
AS LOW AS
$11400
EASY TERMS
IF NEW BEAUTY!
AMAZING NEW
A11414TY IS VIM
AND
Conic in. See what a thrilling
advance Frigidaire with the
Fillesse-kturerbeisigii for 1937:
Superb new beauty kiwi SUPER-
CrILITY at the price of an ordinary refrigerator!"
"-You get proof of completeness never known before
II vat. 5 BASK 
RE/iltIGERATION SERVICES You don't
bus' on mere say-so. Now you see Eitoot,nght in our
Atom, that rrigichtire is she most coirpiete ice-provider,
food-morer and food-preserver evtiir known. P11001
that it saves, enough on food 'and current to pay for
itself and earn you a profit besides!
Make sure of getting the most let 'your
iponey,see our retozostilell Of i)OF.
DEMONSTRATION fleet!
IAMBI TOE
NINO CRIELETENESS NEVER KNOWN BEFORE
BASIC SERVICES
REFRIGERATION
dri;:"Aft..4 
44,30740
L GREATER ICE-ABILITY
Ends '"Cube--Stnisgie” sad "Ice-Fasnind! SEE
THE PROOF' •
2. GREATER STORAGE-ABILITY
New 9 -Way Adjustable Interior! SEE THE
PROOF!
3. GREATER PROUCT-ABILITT.
KeepsJFilood safer, fresher, longer! SEE THEpRco
4. GREATER DEPEND-ABILITY
5 -Year Protection Plan, backed by Genktl
Motors. SEE THE PROOF!
5. GREATER SAYE-ABILITY
ONLY FRIGIDAIRE has has ."
CUTS CURRENT COST TO TUE SONE
&ORA& rrigrrarrisg
issue ever Lott Orify
pests, *sal tansy the motor,.,
-permanently oiled, smiled against
moisture and dirt Gives SUPER-
DUTY at amazing saving. SEE THE
PROOF with an actual electric meter test!
VeillialS. All of the sports we
supervised and run in the sere
toariner as is dune ha any large
wheel. On each army poet te
chaplain whose duties are the same
as any civilian minister, who has
religious services on Sunday and
during the week jest the same as
in tied life.
The soldiers are a nighty special-
ized lot of men and are all care-
fully selected. To enter the army
as a soldier, a man must be per-
fect physically, have at least an
eighth grade education and must
have an excellent character. No
man is accepted if he has ever
been convicted of crime.
The soldier is furnished every-
thing in the world that he needs
while in the army and is paid in
addition to this from $21.00 Up to
$157.50 per month according to
his grade and like civil life there
alwa s room at the top for .griod.
merclatit unlike some other coun-
tries, in the United State* you
may become an officer without re-
gard to your families' wealth or
station. There are over 75 open-
ings a year at the West Point Mil-
limy Academy for men from the
ranks. . Any enlisted man who is
21 'years of age Sr less may take
the entrance examination And if he
passes he will become a cadet and
later graduate as a Second Lieu-
tenant_
At Fort Benjamin Harrison, had..
there are 2500 enlisted men at this
time. On this station- is the llth
Infantry bud the 19th Field Artil-
lery both motorized, and these
two organizations move around
this Section of the country a great
deal in long motor truck convoys.
This is done so that in time of
peace the army can learn the best
way to' move large bodies of men.
and equipment „over the highways
with the least possible inter-
ference with the normal civilian
travel and business.
The entire regular arm of the
United States from the chief of
staff to _the youngest recruit em-
ploys its whble time studying
problems both physical and re-
search to the end that in event of
war and a large army takes the
field that losses from illness, at-.
cident and exposure will be kept
at the minimum and all of the
tactical and training plans will
"have been "tried and are ready.
There are always a few vacancies
in the army and any young man
that desires a military career may
apply at the Atmy Recruiting Of-
fice, Federal Building. Indianapolis,
Evansville. Fort Wayne. Terre
Haute. Ind, or Louisville, Ky.
litEltiODTST CHURCH NOTES
Sunday, Alai! 11, .1937
At the morning hour the pastor
will perach from the teat "Ye have
dwelt long enough in this mount"
and at the evening hour we will
continue our Studies in Old Test-
ament Heroes with "Elijah, the
Tishbite" as our subject.
The regular monthly meeting of
the board of stewards on MopdaY
night. April 12. The attention of
all Methodists is called to the pas-
tors' and laymen's meeting at the
Murray ,Church, on Monday. April
12, beginning at 10 o'clock a• ,m,
The subject for the 'day will be
"Tithing".• The Rev. K G. Dunn.
of- Hazel, will preach at the It
o'clock hour, and following the
, service the ladies of the Murray
-Wissionary Society will serve din-
those present. - •
. Among our speakers of the day
will be Mr. R A. Steele, lay lead-
er Of the Paducah district.
• Church-school at 9:30, with Mr.
C. A., Hate extencTing the glad hand
to all strangers. You will fuid a
class to suit your age and wishes.
The children and young people
meet at 6:45.
. -Come -with us if You have -no
• church home.
J. Mack Jenkins. 'pastor
ADVICE TO WOMEN
.j., Voraer eif
Ste. loth St.
TZ C.. said 'Terietts were
eivoya 011erry le roe. At
times I yield Ttarefly Am"
en Pp flErt, I fee se mit-
ierelek. Olek Dr. tierces%
?overlie Pieserisalcat .as a
-kale sod It bellied Allt
1 the kart. Seam I had • Peat appetite .anel
at misery Snotty disaepeared..tes.'
. VArr so* at year sivegliberikod drew store.
New Use_ tarn. sec— Lieuid 's' &1.
Cearait Dr. Pieicr's Ctjnic, Buffalo
Iss wee..
lee
we-
Nib
44/ 4tdi
1111111‘4411111
NEW INSTANT CUBE-RELEASE IN
EVERY ICE TRAY
sis it in Action i
ONLY PRIGIDATitt HAS It' les
vtaisetyrileariip ice-robes from tray,
cod or • dome sr :rotor. Yields 20-
mere lee by ceding faucet masiiiiite
waste. Gamiest advance ia Ice (on-
sienient t ewer known. Come is. Ste
its quick, ease scoots_
• Order of Reference
Calloway Circuit Court
R. H. ,Falwell. Administrator of
Will Johnson (Col.) deceased. and
Gladys Scott,
'Plaintiffs
Vs. Order of Reference
Rosevelt Johnson, r Widow), Woods
son Johnson atillViViear&Jialaue.J$ -
son, MI intli - .7- -.7 nson,1
Wash- Fitzgerald. Quitman John-1
son, Alvis Johnson. and Bee Skin-
Defendants
- It is ordered that this ,cause be
referred to -George Hart. Master
CompliSsiener of this Coert to take
preset OE Clanns against the estate
itif 'Will Johnsiii (coloreda Deceaa-
ed, and all persons holding claims
against said- estate' will present
ihef-e--e-leims--- against '*eaid estate,
duly proven. hefore this Court's
Matter' Commissioner, on or lettere
the 2nd daL of August. 1037-or.•
forever - billi .rWi - from, Collecting
same in any othertnannes exc
thrterah this salt.
• Witness mr hand as Clerk of
said 'cOurt.• this the 25th day of
i.
March hill.' . 
, ..i.:= ..-.T.r...oeoteese tea .m gr. ,. .: _ -
Clerk Calloway Circuit Court
Court Review
Of -Cisgd Labor
Case Planned
Reversal of 1S-Year Precedent
by Supreme Tribunal
Holied
W A SEI ING TON. April 14-En-
couraged by the Supreme Court's
reversal of a fourteen-year pre-
cedent to uphold State minimum
wage legislation, Senator Edwin C.
Johnson. Democrat, Colorado, an-
nounced tonight he will seek a
similar change of attitude ain child
labor.
Johnson said be wil lintroduce
tomorrow, in somewhat modified
form, the Federal Child Labe( Act
passed by Congress and approved
by President Wilson in 1916. The
law was declared unconstitutional
in 1918 by a five to four decision
of the Supreme Court, and to up-
hold the act now the court would
have to reverse a nineteen-year
precedent.
Decision -Is Popular
"I cannot recall a decision of the
Supreme Court which has been
received with more popular satis-
faction-and approbation than -the
court s finding in the minimum
wage case,' Johnson said. "The
American pewit applaud the wis-
dom and courage displayed by the
majority of the court in frankly
acknowledging that the doctrine
laid-down in the /Arnow Adkint
case is erroneous.
-It is noti too much to hope that
the court will display equal vris-
cEm and courage if afforded an
opportunity to review its recision
in the child tabor case.-
Johnson acted as the court pre-
pared for another decision session
tomorrow which may bring a rul-
ing on the constitutionality of the
Wagner Labor Act
Provisions Are Listed
His bill would:
1. Bar from interstate commerce
any product manufactured or pro-
duced by children under 16.
2. Set up a regulatory • board
comprising the Attorney General.
the Secretaries 01 Commerce
4111d Labor, with provision for
Pliotal inspectors who would -visit
saanulaettuing and producing es-
tablishments,
3. Provide penalties ranging from
a $100 to $1,000 fine or three
months' imprisonment, or both.
A decision upholding the val-
idity of such a bill would vu-tus
ally solve the child labor prob-
lem and would make unneceit"
sary the Constitutional amned-
merit which has been pending for
years grid still lacks eight States
of ratification, Johnson said.
Hearings to Be Resumed
Meanwhile the Senate Judiciary
Committee prepared to resume
hearings on President Roosevelt's
reorganization plan with Dean
Frank H. Sommer of the New
York University Law &betel and
Oswald Garrison Willard it" -
it,
Chairman Henry Fountain Ash-
hust, Democrat, Arizona, of the
committee said tonight he had
"never heard" of any attempt by
the Administration to shut off
hearings, as charged yesterday by
Senator Burton K. Wheeler, Dem-
ocrat. Montana.
Ashurst, claiming that the bill
is gaining strength all the time,
said it is "generall assumed' that
ten or eleven members of the
eighteensman committee will vote
to report the bill favorably to the
Senate. Officially, however, the
committee stands seven in favor,
secen - against, and four uncom-
mitted. Of the Senate's ninety-
six members thirty-five have
committed themselves publicly
against the plan, thirty-two have
announced their support, and the
remaining ,thirty are officially un-
pledged.
It Pays to Read Use Classifieds
Chiropractic: The eeleme that
makes people well and
DR. W. C. OAKLEY-
Chiropractor _
609 West Main Murray
Murray: Mow, Wed. & Fri. P. M.
Beaks: Tues. Thurs. & Sat.
; -11
Brown's Grove
Hello, readers! As I have not
seen any thine from Brown's
Grove lately I thought I would
Write a few lines.
With the measles epidemic apout
over, health in this neighborhood
is pretty good."
With the Easter sea,son over and
the advent of spring everyone is
busy plowing.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Beach of
Mayfield, Mr. and Mn. Barber Jet-
ton,, Mr. and Mrs.' Jewel Taylor,
and Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Beach
visited in the home of Mr. Jind
Mrs. One Beach. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ike Turnbow visit-
ed his daughter, Mrs. Ruth Free-
ces Gibson, Mayfield, Sunday.
Mrs. Ida Young has been suL:
tering with rheumatism but • is
somewhat improved at  this time.
Quiltieg seems to be ..ehe or er
of the day in this community.
There have been several afternoon
quiltings lately. On Thursday,
April 1, there was an all day
quilting, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. AN'is Beach. A delightful
dinner with fried chicken was
served. Those present were: Miss
Ruth Young, Miss Mary Jetton,
Erie Young, Clernmir Jordan, Mrs.
Emma Code, Miss Ella Paschall,
Mrs. Verlie Walker. Mrs. Mpzelle
Lamb, Mrs. Aline Taylor, Mrs.
Christine Jetton, Ola Jetton,
Mrs. Nola Dick, Mrs. Ethel Soya,
Mrs. Eula 'Armstrong, Mrs, Edna
Young, Mrs, Lillie Deeringtoro,
Mrs. Lucille Jones. Mrs. May Row-
den, Mrs. AniA Walker, Mrs. May.
Beach, - Mrs. Nancy Jetton, Mrs.
Lois Turnbow, • Mrs. Ida Young„
Mrs. Violet -Turnbow. Mrs. Wardie
Snow, Mrs.. Hattie Young, Mre.
Tenhie McGee, -MISS Evelyn Dick,
Miss Anna Sue Beach, Miss Myrtle
Turnbow, Miss Marie Jones, Mica
Meretta Jetton, Miss Sallie Nell-
Young, Ural -Usher Jetton. Messrs.
Pat Jpnes. Nelson Cude, Bobby
Jetton, Ralph Beach. and Melvin
Dick. Everyone seemed to have
had an emoyable day, --
If this letter escapes the editor's
waste-basket, I wilt write agath.
-Red Head
Pine Bluff Briefs
We-are-past April Fool's -day and
no accidents?
Bro. L. H. Pogue filled his reg-
ular appointment at Azotus Sun-
day.
Several from this community at-
tended the play at Model Saturday
aight.-
Rudolph Bailey of Murray, Ky.,
,spent the Week-end with his fait-.
er,,Jim Bailey.
.Mr. and Mrs. Jonnie Crtutcher
spent Sunday with. Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Crtucher of Bailey's Creek,
Vernon Brigham made a business
trip to Dover Saturday afternoon.
The eighth grade students of this
county took- the examination at
Dover,. Friday.
Claude Wilkinson is a new clerk
at --the Pine Bluff 'Orovery.-The
Rambler.
Read the Climeified
BAIT
CHICKS- Reid profit makers-.ofl Imam breeds U.S. Ilisiweoved. B. M. D. tilood.
M;sgifilritnittelee larIArliTerieleon.l'ittld.
ic.k.• KZ "'TUC 1111 MAIrelft Err'
ITIOTT YOUSTE STIES? • LISINCTON. K1NTUCK
-A Snack or a Meal
THE BEST PLATE
LUNCH IN TOWN
Meat, 3 Vegetables
Dessert
•
SOFT DRINKS, BEER
•
SANDWICHES SOUP
CHILE OYSTERS
•
"Where Friends Meet"
AY-NIGHT
LUNCH
E. Main St. Near Square
Johnson - Fain Appliance
Phone 5e
0.
Kenttial*:
aearr/477...
•
B IS YOURS
/IERE'S the Vincl-01- 
picture you can make
this summer—if you hitch your wagon to
this star performer and travel the Buick way!
The lead is yours whenever you wait it with
Buick's great viiil Ne-in-head straigistqlsight en-
gine to pour out torrential power at your call.
Ease rides with you in the driver's et et—full-
out or coasting, handling4his phenomenal car
takes about the same effort as handling your-
favorite rocking-chair!
Under your foot are the smoothest, surest
brakes that ever brought you to a smooth,
straight atop-ell around you is the room you
- 1DNIEST leKK PRICES LYERI
It day'r prices, a bie Block
- tatiur.istidresui stratItt eight emu'
kttk more than the enwrap, ;ix mu-
Ude tile lowest price field! Carroare
delivered price: viol
/earls key, littl, mere
lova helium:her Buick .
111111111111L 111111111.
Isles IMIll UMW
•
want and-the comfort you've pictured in the
car of your dreams—here's a ride as level as
an honest man's glance—a car to be as proud
of as your baby!
Why should you follovi0 the leader, when your
Buick can. show fleet heels to the whole
roadful of cars? Why should you be satisfied
with sixes—when this great straight-eight. bell-
wether car of the year costs only a soon-for-
gotten fraction more than the average kind?
It's an ace for power and an sou for steady',
buoyant travel—it's a winner for smart new
style, and a sure trick taker for frugal ways
and wear-defying toughness. Play your
trumps and tk_ooror jit,..,worcuattur' Os.
word, and y °tin] he driving ihis 'sensational
beauty before the weather turns really 'farm.
NO OTHER CAR IN
THE WORLD HAS
ALL THESE FEATURES
* VALVE-IN-HEAD
STRAIGHT-EIGHT ENGINE
* ANOUTE PISTONS
* AIROBAT CARBURETOR
* SEALED CHASSIS
* TORQUE -TUBE DRIVE
* UNISTIR BOOT
BY MIER
TIPTOE wrimuut
DRAKES
KNEE-ACTION
AND SAFETY
* "HIGH OUTPUT"
GENERATOR
* JUMBO LUGGAGE
COMPARTMENTS
* DOUBLE STABILIZATION
I* TOM' WU?,
*
'fat 1101HSPITIMPR ORNERAt MOTORS tee
•
L. S. Anderson: Motor Co.
108-10 North eveitth Street Mayfield, Kentucky --eve 
•
5.
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• Dr. :Fisher was called Wednesday
about midnight to- see Mrs. Mary
- - -MeCitt., -who ie ~fined -eit'
bed very ill with neuritis. We a&
eorry to_hear of her nine& and
wish for her a speedy recovery.
Those onatteeestek Vet this week
are Veldt@ Rootlet, FreetOn Tay-
, /hr and little E. Simmons, Who
has been confined to his bed, is
improving.
Mr'. Katie Simmons and daugh-. cent is hated or 203.0:125 acres.
IOW 'Penne Mate-nett Istiettes-• ktre. -CaliewhY (small naaaaddell acme
Aylon McClure, Mrs. Leona Elkins of farm land.
-
Several children of Albert Bea-
man still live. They are, Mrs. 0.
W. Harrison, Mrs. Wade Crawford,
and Mrs. T. C. Beaman, of Murray;
Mrs. P. R. Beaman, Nashville, and
Mrs. R. R. Myers, of Akron, Ohio.
were visitors of Mrs. Clay McClure
Sunday. Tale latter Mrs. McClure
is very ill. „-..----- ---- -
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Willough-
by of near Pine Bluff, were week
end guests with their daughter,
Mrs. Jesse Simmons and, Mr. SIM-
I-RG(15.
Mr. and Mrs.' Aylon aleClure
were visitors of Mrs. Leona Elk-
ins' untill '12 o'clock Saturday
night. Candy making was, enjoy-
ed and I wish I had been there
in the candy making business.
"Uncle Bud" Todd made a fly-
ing trip to Paris, Tenn.,__Menday
to get cotton seed. He worked hard
diving the winter, trying to get his
crop out before spring. He let his
birthday go by March 1. He was
66 years Sit &Malan that date and
is still hard at work and hopes
to have a larger crop than last
year.
- - -
To a friend's house the road is
limier long,
Xtecause our eager thoughts run on
ahead.
Anticipation's golden
strong.
And footsteps hasten, where the
heart has led:
Between the flowers enduring-
friendship
Joy comes to meet us down the
russet road,
I think the shepherd David
found it so,
With Jonathan, in exile from the
Jews;
Or Pythias and Daman long ago,
Among the narrow streets of Syra-
cuse.
For loving hearts have always
known one song-
To a friend's house the read as
never long.
I will go now but will return
next week.-.-Ky. Bell.
spur is
COUNTY AGENT NOTES
309 Tons Lime Quarried
Three hundred tons of lime were
hauled from the quarry on the
east side of the county during the
month of March. The lime cost
the farmers 75c per ton plus a
farm agreement with the ECW
camp at Murray. The camp is
bearing the labor cost for the
quarrying and napping the rock
and the Soil Conservation Service
feels the farmer should agree to
cooperate in better farm practices
if_ _ _permitted to use this
lime.
Calloway County Farm Bureau.
the State Department of Agricul-
ture inedditeon to the ECW Camp
are cooperating to- make this pro-
ject possible.
Two Can Lime Unloaded
Two cars of lime were unloaded
-Last week from the car. One car
in -Murray waist to Dr. Rub Macon 
D. M. Hale, J. B. Farris, -.E. Fur-
ches and Olive Parks. The cost
of this lime was $2.00 per ton f.o.
b. the car. The Farm Bureau is
cooperating with the county agent
to make Et possible to order in less
than car load lots. Car load lots
coat $1.90 per ton f.o.b. the car.
The other car of lime went to W.
E. Dick, Hazel, Ky.
Any one interested in *obtaining
lime should get in touch with the
Office of the county agent. The
agent urges every one v.ranting
lime to order early this year to
avoid the last minute rush that
prevented so many from getting
their lime last year.
Plioaptsate Can Be Ordered
Phosphate for grass and cloy'
and other soil conserving clan
can be bought through the ta
Conservation Program at a save
to the farmer and without his pa-.
ing the oash out this spring aa
- a
$
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Story of Explosion '45 Years Ago
Is Brought to- Ledger & Times
The account of a boner explosion
on the farm of Joe Orr, two miles
west of Crosslaud. in the Murray
Ledger of July 7, 1692, was
brought into the Ledger 84. Times
office last Monday by Mrs. Wade
Crawford of Murray.
The story carried fge headline,
"One Of The Most Fatal Accidents
That Ever Happened- in Calloway."
The first paragraph reads, 'On'
i
I Monday afternoon on the
arm of Joe Orr, two miles West
f Crossland, there occurred one
of the saddest and most destruct-
ive accidents that ever happened
in our county."
From the account of the acci-
dent, which covered a full column
and a half .of another, neighbors
e helping Joe x nen a
of wheat. Albert Beaman, engi-
neer of the steam thresher noticed
the water growing low in the
boiler gunge, and started t7ie inspi-
rator. The explosion that followed
immediately, hurled Beaman 50
feet breaking hi neck and killing
him instantly and fatally injured
four others, Brancey, 18, and Isaac
-Ore, 46-, sons of Eirsha Orr, Claud-
_.,..-..,..a.,,in Orr, 15, son of Bedford Orr,
Preston Orr, son of W. D. Orr. '0
Injured included Fedella Myers.
son of S. M. Meyers; Asa Webb,
son of S. H. Webb; Edward Lee
Orr, son of J. W. Orr; Noah Wil-
son, son of J. 0. Wilson, and Loney
Pascleall, \ who '"escaped with no
other injuries except one bone in
one of his legs was broken.-
- -Credit- is- given to Mr. J. W.
Crisp "in getting the notes and re-
porting same to this newspaper."
The cause of the explosion is un-
known, although the Ledger ac-
count says, ". • ._ it is believed that
the water guage had from some
cause gotten out of order and that
the water in the boiler was ex-
hausted and the guage failed to in-
dicate it so that when cold water
was let into the boiler, it caused
tan explosion."
The last- paragraph of the story
tells us, "Between 20 and 30 per-
sons were at Mork about the
thresher when running, and had
not • part of them gone to the
house to carry some wisest, re-
sult of.. the explosion might have
been more serious than it was. As
stated in the outset, is is one of
the most disastrous accidents that
ever happened in this section. All
parties killed and injured are
members of the best families of
the county."
- No modern reporter could have
given a More accurate and inter-
esting word picture of the explos-
ion. Logan Curd, then editor of
the Murray Ledger, would have,
made a good newspaperman in
any age. Accurate, detailed de-
scription of every injury is 'made.
The style of the story is reason-
ably close to that used .by some
SNIP! SNIP! SNIP! Sharpen the fasaily scissors sad do your shopping. There
are golden money-saving opportunities lin those COUPONS! Read every item
-save as you snip, but don't lose any time CASHING them in. We must re-
serve the right to limit quantities because of limited stocks
HERE'S THAT
Cedar Knob News
Well here I am again with more
news to the good old Ledger &
Times that is .in nearly _all the
homes I have heard of. Many far-
off relativet and friends are so
glad to get to read the old home
letters.
Mr. and Mrs. Toni Burton, Mrs.
Diets Swift and sister. Miss Lola
jourton of Hazel Route 2, spent
Wriday with Mr. and Mrs. Walls
Taylor of Buchanan, Tenn., Route
Mr. 'and Mrs. Wheatley of Buc-
hanan, Tenn., spent the week end
with their children, Thomas and
,Jehn Richard Wheatley of New
Concord.
Mrs. Irene Hale and daughter,
George Ann, of Murray spent the
week.. end with her sister, Mrs.
Ruby Allbtitten.
Mrs. Lissie Stubblefield and
daughter Mrs. Mavis of Green
Plain Church vicinity. Mrs. Vella
Lax, "Aunt Lou" Housden and
Mrs. Viola Hague were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Pick .Simmons Fri-
day.
Mrs. Sala Curd left Saturday
moaeing for Detroit, Mich.. where
she will join her husband who is
employed there.
1:---Rob- and- Warren --Atibeittena-attre,-
_Cassie Hendon of Hazel, Route 2,
end Mrs. Ruth Maynard of Cedar
Knob were in Murray Wednesday
on business.
' On Friday morning Dr. Grubbs
heard the words: "Well done, thy
good -and. faithful servant, thou
hest been faithful over a few
things I-WM make thee ruler over
tnany,a-lind he Tell asleep to -greet
the dawn on a beautiful shore
where night will never come again.
He was 72 years of age. On
. that-morning Dr. Grubbs called
his wife and said "I think I will
get up, dress and go to the hos-
pital, there is a pain around my
heart" He died before Dr. Mason
could reach him. Dr. Grubbs was
p good physieian, a good friend to
everyone with -whom he came in
contact with and we are going to
miss him. He has been our doctor
fer 15 years and was just as gentle
and kind all the time as anyone
could be. He will be sadly missed
by all who knew him. Our dear
friend is now in the church yard.,
sweetly sleeping.. Where the flow-
ers gently wave, lies our dear
physician, we loved so dearly,. an
the- lonely .grave.
Rudy Hendon, Johnnie Sammons,
itren Allbritten. Warlick Hut-m Burton. Earret Dick. Bob and
lenience:- ,Parsitent will be ded1,.'eon and Bill Ed Henden were in,
Murray Saturday on" business. ed frotil__Alle_nail building
ance. A N ton and 400 poundDr. Miller was called Friday
evening to the Thomas Housden of phosphate has been ordero.,•
This is .4/11-giee cent phosphate a:home to see- "Uncle Dove" Allbtit-
equals 60 tens and '333 pounds a.
the '20 per cent. which is commen-
t)" Used in Kentucka. Orders for
-car -are being oeeepted
the .county agent's (*ice.
The Ageieultuzat Conservation
program Tads paid to date $102.988.-
'66 to 1986 cooperating farmers of
-Calloway, seemly. -Lest -year 75
wee' sent- of the farm land was
lined in this program in this
-c,puntya To date this year 90.8 per
• •
•
e
"AFTER EASTER SALE"
YOU'VE .BEEN WAMNG_ FOR!
COUPON
L 
BAREFELT
Square'yurd, with coupes-
37c
6 ar _9 foot width& Made by Fab-
co, fully guaranteed. Colors will
stay clear. Tile, check, or fancy
patterns in two or more colors.
Will help "furnish" many kinds
of rooms, halls, etc. Save 2k en
each square yard.
COUPON
$5 Linoleum Rugs
With Coupon-
$3.98
Palm. and Challenge brand;
heavy felt base rugs. Swett nee
pattern effects. Many tile anti
modernistic', also carpet de-
sign*. Pail toot. Save $L33 on
cads one you buy:
2,1
COUPON
6.9e Grades
BOYS' BROADCLOTH
DRESS SH/1,TS
With Coupon--
- 39c
to 14 site shirts;
guaranteed vat-dye
broadcloth, in a wide
of pretty patterns.
made at
famicy
seleetion
COUPON _
lk SMOOTH FINISH
CRETONNES
Yard wide, brightly patterned
cretonnes on light, medium awl
dark backgrounds. For drapes
and furniture coverings of all
kinds.
10c yard
 141114
COUPON -"-"61111111114
PILLOW CASES
LARGE 36x42 SIZE
Made of extellent material-
will stand hard wear and usage.
You can't afford to miss this buy
at such a low price.
12c each
Wometes and Mimes'
Wash Dresses
('harm the butcher, the
baker and the candle-
stick maker in then
colorful frocks! Fast
solid colors as well as
lots of bright prints.
plaids, dots, pastels &
checks.
WITH COUPON
4fic
-COUPON-
MEN'S 49c
Work Shirts
14 1-2 to 17 sizes.: tea
full and long, two big
breast pockets. With
coupon-
33c _
,;41••
a
ea.
Turkish TOWELS 
f
Full cut Turkish towels, assort-
ed sizes. Beata, durable, wash-
able. A complete mill run as-
sortment.
WILL STAND HARD USAGE!
1 OC
lk Yard-wide. Sun-bleached
HOPE MUSLIN
With Coupon-
'lc yard
Limited quantity! It's the' world-
famous "HOPE" cotton and we
reserve the right to withdraw it • %
at any moment. Buy it while1/4
0:4666..the supply 4is6_inh,ere2sc!
COUPON
r Women's 49e
FELT SLIPPERS IS
With coupon-
21c
Have padded heels and cusbion
sole. Some with plain toes, oth-
ers leather-tipped. All have
pompons, pretty colors.
Women's 12.98
DRESSES.
With Coupon-
$1.66 -
Charming ROCKS
popular materials! -
Dressy Acetate Crepes _
and washable
Prints and plain colors.
of green, wine, black.
navy, brown and light
shades Nearly all
11•1
1111171tir
-COUPON-s--
BOYS' 59c
I lue Overalls
Suspender back; 4 to
16 sizes; made of extra
good grade of blue
denim. Pair-
34c
BROWN MUSLIN
6c yard
.E9ceellent -quality, heavy weight,.
ONLY 10 yards to a custo4;ner..._
ii it hi And.
1/4
COUPON
SHEETS
72•81 full size. Smenolii, pure
white, firmly caeadentited to
withstood the hardest wear.
You're right! Better Mock apt
at This SAVING!
1/4 
at 55c
COUPON
PLOW SHOES
Mr. Farmer, here is *re shoe
build. Can take e hardest at
for wear. Heavygole, sturdy a
spring plovk in. and farm 'tear.
Large assortment of sizes.
,,.$1.25 pair
are HERE
AGAIN!
COUPON
Women's and Misses' 19c
RAYON UNDIES
With coupon-
., 9C
Paasties ,ara* sheets with either
lace Wins or tailored hems. Pie'.
or tea rose in all regular sizes.
/lace reinforced gusset&
.
Saving Fathers-Thrifty Mothers-Read this advertisement
carefully. Let your own eyes see the visible proof of this
sale of cyclone bargains. Make us prove that in this
slashing uf prices, we have created unheard of and almost
unbelievable values! Bring the coupons-no merchandise
at these advertised prices will be sold without them.
4
MP-- COUPON
e Table OILCLOTH
1/4
For, the first time in many
months. Full 46-in. oilcloth . .
choice of tile, floral and pastel
patterns. With epupon, yard-
19c yard
COUPON ----4.11111114 
ipplIP"'"- COUPON
Women s lk Dull Rayon
HOSIERY
Popular spring colors available
in this splendid hosiery. Form-
fit, semi-service weight, smooth
toes and heels; nice tops, 8 1-1
to 10 sizes. With coupon. pair-
13c
COUPON ---",1111r4
Spring Dress
Material
of Printed Shantung, linen.
pique and dimity; values to
39e.
WITH
raillhbw _ !gildf
i‘ 4 
1/2c yard
COUPON
24 
COUPON ".'44111,44
Womcgi's 15c Seamless
Cotton
HOSIERY
With Coupon-
8c pair
Only 10 dozen to sell with -cou-
pons. First corners will bu)
many, so hurry. New spring
shades; nicely formed to fit per-
fectly-aeamless.
FREE
PRACTICAL GIFTS
With purchases as low as $1.00
In addition to, arid without extra cost, we're
glVing away wonderful gifts to o-ur thrifty buy-
ers. - -
Either Salt or Pepper Shaker FREE
with $1.00 purchase
With $5 purchases
your choice of-
Cake Plate.:
Tvie MiVe_Bowls
TX114 13e '
Six GM ea
Four Blue Cups and Saucers
Four Blue Plates
Four Dessert Plates
and otherfree Gifts!
36-in. CURTAIN
MARQUISETTE
Fine mesh curtain materials
with block and hexagon designs.
Full 36-in, widths end in ecru
or Ivory shades.
WITH COUPON-
r
1/4
9c yard
COUPON
MEN'S 8-0Z.
OVERALLS
Famous Coon Skin make; pre-
shrunk; made to fit; sizes 32 to
42; value $1.2.5.
WITH COUPON-
$1,00
COUPON
3%6 Foot "Washfab
Window Shades
Tan and green colors. Full size
with strong spring rollers and
all fittings; 39c values.
WITH
COUPON
29c
COUP.CIN
r BOYS' and LITTLE GENTS'
TENNIS SHOES
Sizes from small 11 1-2 to large
6. Have wide side strips, bum-
per toes, double thick soles' and
ankle pads. Sanitary construc-
tion. With coupon.-
Ashil...1.....__....._.L5c pair Ahl
ilho
rcousWomlir
Women's 59e Rayon aiaffeta
PRINCESS SLIPS
WITH COUPON-
33c
Lovely slips with lace-trimmed
tops-and bottom hems; flesh and
tea rose shades. New full
lengths, nonskid shouider straps,
nice fitting. Sizes 34 to 42.
OfJPOffe.---
TVOIVIEN"S 12.50 and $3.00 NOVLLiI Ii
SHOES
With Coupon, pair r  $1.00
A good selection of new styles; straps- pumps. ties, fa.
fords. sandals in 'blue, white, red, yellow, in all StYle‘
Broken sizes. .Novelty leathers; some plain leathers in tin'
lee , Exery pair a value smash. Get them now!
t,
-('OUPON-- 
LADIES' COTTON
- Princess Slips
Lace trimmed. In tea
ose and ties Ii oho,.
Better buy several.
With coupon-
.15t
No Item on This Page Will be Sold Without the 
Coupon!
111111 110 BROS.)
CkS1-1 DEPARTWNT STORE v..
• KNOWN FOR -BETTER VALUES!
.61 •••••....•
•
9-4 Brown Pepperell
SHEETING..•
Full 81 inches wide.
No more at. thirrioe
after this sal?.
coupon.
YARD
31 1/2c
“i
I
-a,00-ICOUPON- -
DRESS PRINTS, GING-
HAMS and BROAD-
CLOTHS
Lovely pattern's, washable colon;. Just the
thing for that 'KM' spring housedress!"
1 Oc yard
•
111
401
ea`
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.Kirksey High School out many places of In
terest
Many Out few 'County Contests
By Maurine Rogers. Ruth Hanky 
The recent epidemic of measles
sad Francett Coleman 
kept us from entering all musical
numbers egeept the mixed chorus,
.• HONOR ROLL • which was represented by only
about two-thirds the regular num-
Fresiuman-Willa Dean Pace. L.
C. Millet' and Meredith Story.
Sopbomore--1G. W. Edmonds,
Geraldine Hurt. Mary Belle Pace,
Sue Marine. Joe Jones. Alise
James. Kathleen. Myers, and Hilda
Mae Johnson.
.7 Junior'-'Maurine Rogers and
Mary E. Johnson.
Senior-Elizabeth Lawson. Ruth
Hanky. Dorothy Igell Stark.
Those that missed the honor roll
by one letter. "X". are: Richard
Mills, Gladys ..Hawks. .and Cotton
&Hinton.
Winners to Gs to Lexington
Elizabeth Lawson. who won first
place in public discussion in the
for Lexington Wednesday morning
where she will take part. in' the
state- contest. M. -Erwin. dur
home ecOnornics and English
teacher, -will accornpany her.- They
are looking farward to an enjoy-
able trip a's- Miss Erwin has attend-
ed the University of Kentucky and
will, therefore, be able to point
bets -We were also forced to stow
out of the debating because of a
member of each • team having
measles. However, we - entered
such numbers as we could.
Several days ago citizens of the
community started a drive to get
sweaters for the members of the
basketball squad. They -have ar-
rived and were presented in chapel
Monday. The boy's wish to ex-
press their thanks to all contribu-
tors for this token of their appre-
ciation to them for their outstand-
ing accomplishments. We think
'that the boys slioulcr" justly
proud of the honor of wearing
them.
Want man can depend on to
work among farmers in
localiV. _
Men make $80 a month
start.
Address box 8378. care of
this Paper.
Name 
Address '
Marriage Costs Us a modest
The past week end Hilda Mae
Johnson. one of our students, was
married to Otis Woods of Murrar.-
Her many school friends are sor-
ry to lose her as a student but
wish for her much, iciy and happi-
ness.
F. F. A. Notes
I For the last few weeks the
F.F.A. boys have been spraying
and priming orchards in the corn-
thus munity. Most of' them reinwe 
- bad condition. beCause of lack of
at attention. Last . Thursday the
junior and 'senior class went to
Homer G. Radford's and cut down
the giant red oak i;tree that
was about to fall on his chicken
house.
:The three pfgs that we purchased
,1!isti a.Cube Release Feature7of New Refrigerator
• Gone are the days when tugging. chopping.
twisting gymnastics are necessary to obtain ice
cubes from an automatic refrigerator. Shown above
is the sensationally new and efficient instant cube
release featured exclusively in the 1937 Frigidaire.
Developed in the research laboratories of. the Frigi-
daire division of General Motors, the new type ice
tray makes available instantly and with no effort
on the part of the user from two to a dozen or
more cubes, doing away with the necessity for hold-
ing trays under the water faucet and losing up to
twenty percent of the ice content in meltage. One
grasps the tray firmly -with one hand, lifts the lever
with a finger of the other and there are the cubes
ready for use without fuss or muss.
been planning to have has been Cole's 'Camp' Ground
set for Saturday night, April 10.
about two months ago now average if you want to have 
on evening of
fun. A small admission' will- bein weight about 142 pounds. We
charged. The proceeds will go tohope to make them weigh 200 lbs.
theby the time school is out. F!' F. A. Club.
The negro minstrel that we have
a 
. . . on Mother's Day
Make her day a happy one—give her the
one thing she will appreciate
most . .
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
• "
Have it taken early . . . Good photo
work takes time
•
Love's Studio
WHAT WE MEAN WHEN WE SAY
SUNBURST MILK IS. . . .
'
established." Mr. Smith explained.
.. Calvin Adams and Mrs, Irene
Miss Eva Cobb of Lynn Grove, "A 
mulch prevents the seed from
_Adams are certainl glad that they*
Mrs. Eva 'Mayfield- of Brown's Pmee completedleted the rabies treat-
being washed away, retains mois-
Grove. son Zack' Miss Clemniie merit as the treatments were very
tore to promote germination and
vegetative growth, and affords pro-'
Youngblood of Coldwater return- painful. tection against extreme heat and
ed from Nashville. Tenn., Satur;. Robert Crouse. and Mr. Moore
ray afternoon on the L. & N Rad- c
old
have been plowing the past few
way train. Had visited Miss-Cobbs -days. . "On 
severely eroded areal in
brother. Jonah Cobb. and tardily. 'pastures the mulch, which event-Sunday was a • bad day to wear -
spring -••u lly rots, affords 
partial protec-Miss Cobb was regular Farming- clothes
Hello to my neighbors around lion !rumton correspondent for Calloway 
grazing until a good sod
Times for '14 years and a good one. 1 has 'become established. LespedezaMacedonia, Mrs. E. W.' Mitchell,
wish that she would write from Elizabeth. fland other legume& in the seedingMiss Pat and Mary
Lynn Grove for The Ledger & I mixture build up the. soil."have not heard one word frornf
you. -...A.re-",:yOu still living? ..,. As most of these thin,' eroded
We -were sorry . to learn that spots are low in available plant
Cub Bishop has been ill. foods, the Soil Conservation Ser-
Mrs. Martha 4dams is enjoying- vice recommends a reasonably
brother of our Esq. Getirge Atkint: her new 
•
David Thompson at Union Grove 
cooking range and de- heavy application of commercial
A great 'concourse of folks °hi, dares she can now make -better fertilizer or
' manure.
Q5 -
.fieweral perso_cns -
tended the-ifuneral services for El& ILue-lf
Church of Christ. -The Tollcrwmir
. preachers' made short, ..*Italka_!.._ Saturda,Y,
John Hardeman. Benton Carmon It was with keen regret to lean
of Mayfield, Garvin Curd id Ten- of the death of Mrs. Lena McClure.
I nessee. John Francis of Murray, She was deeply admired by t
and Luther Pogue of Penny. i writer. Who ever wrote her
could not' understarrd what' She
preachers Said. they talked so low
and fast -.-except John Francis
and Benton Carmon. 'Wish people
would get out of that bad, bad
uncalled for habii' at funerals.,
Did ichard F. Mills go-to Kirk-
sey High schocl last week? No
=tiger had to have his -spell- of
Times.
Bob Atkins. age 81. died at Pur-
year. Tenn., on the farm where he
was born and reared. He was a
-
at the Ktrksey auditorium. Come
Hello! How is everyone this
and bring your friends with you •rainy Sunday?
Little ROWE. Fay Oliver'
legumes. gives nature an opportun-
_
the sick list last Friday. To- date it:
to iirsvent further erosion.
there is no other illneSs to report] • 
to 
-When these areas aie exposed
Every writer received a bouquet the scouring action of rain, the
last week except me. I ,reckon I drying out by wind and 
sun, or to
Stella Gossip got there too late or didn't happen 
winter cold and summer heat, it
to draw the lucky number, is difficult for vegetation to be
Mulching „such. spots with straw,
-hay butts. brush': manure, or other
available material and seeding
them to a mixture of grasses and
measles.
Saw girls in Murray Saturday
afternoon during the past winter.
thinly clad,' high heel slippers on:
men With heavy Overcoats and
overshoes on. Well sir, I could put
all her clothing in my, over coat
pockets and read' The Sun Demo-
 ,.$t tfoough her -stockings.  
• Wow.' - Pendergrass. and ..family
. State Law Requires-, .
• all 'grade A Milk 'to be delivered
reasonably fresh—But Suhburst has-
spent inkny doliars to-get your-miik
to you in a bare fraction of the
time demanded by the law.
,. That is why doctorsecommend
SUNBURST milk for•babies. That
is Why' SUNI3URSTIus‘amers are. . . .
Satisfied customers. , a
trifiric-i,e-. .i._,_:=,!. • ' will be safer. if ,
yo-u order iSTUR§T_ mil* etKC eit-e.
Here's Why Mothers Prefer Sunburst
Milk
--ar•
Babies "'thrive on it- becatuie . . It's Fresher! '
It'sgeTter ▪ invardrWause . .7-Inilf'91w!-Chitt-
dren love it Mc-ause". .1 It Tastes Better;
•
Order it by Nanie From. Your Neighborhood
Store or Direct From 
_
Milk -ProductiCo
Telephone 191 
are moving to near Pottsville, be-
yond Mayfield. this week.
Dwight Christenberry is in from
Detryjit looking purty asa pink.
I saw MrS. Melugin and another these areas earlier in the spring
lady in' town 'Red Cross'. She and later in the fall than would
.sid.cHn , do you -do Halo?? -otherwise- -be-- possible„ according
I said what' What you say? "I'm
ole man Eagle- and -
One gent at Stella took a table"
spoonfull of timothy seed, another
a half cup of flax • seeds for
mudicuie.
• A 'certain man had the' colic. A
horse- doctor gave him a pound. of
salts. Then he had one fir before '
he died. add two Oter he died!!
-"Eagle"
Marshall_ Walker T1cI
U.S. Marine Corporal
MACON. Ga., April 3-Enlisted
in the U. S. Marine Corps Decern...
her 18. 1933, at the Maine Recruit-
obituary should truly be corn- ing office. Macon auditorium, Mar-
mended. shall H. Walker has attained the
rank of ,Corporal, . according to
-Robins in the tree tops. Major J. M. Tildsley, in charge
Blossoms in the grass, of the office here. -
Green thing a-growing Corporal Walker is now serving.
Every where you pass- aboard the airplane carrier U.S.S.
Sudden little breezes. Lexington. in Pacific waters. He
.Shower of silver dew has visited many strange and in-
Black bough and bent twig teresting places during his service
Budding out anew; - In the corps.. including Haiti. Cuba,
Pine, trees and willow trees - Panarii-a7-1Tawaiian Islands, and
and larch,- - 'principal seaporccities.of the east
Don't you think. that May-time's and west coasts of the United
_Pleasanter than _March? States.
-"Sweet Pea" ' He was promoted from •Private
First .Class to his present rank on
Mulch Eroded Areas, January 1. 1937.----corporal-warner -1--s thto son of
SggeStS S. C. SerVice Mrs_ htyrtis Walker. 509 'North
Fourth street. Murray, and is a
graduate -of Murray High school
and former student at Murray
State College.
Major Tildsley also announced
that applications for enlistment in
April will be accepted at.his head-
to Wallace G. Smith, superintend_ quarters. Complete details and
ent of the Murray CCC Camp. 'application forms can:be obtained
to spread unless sptscial treatment
is given. Mr. Smith warned. It Pays to Read the Classifieds
WILL L. HUGHES TO RUN
FOR COUNTY. ATTORNEY
Will L nughes. prominent West ,
side ...farmer ,,and businesi tnan, ir
formed the Ledger. & Times *:
week that he will he a candicho.
for the office ..of CLunty Attorney
in the Democratic P.- 1,- •
-
ifts formal -Inn •cmi5iil will
appear at a later dee_ •
Important events in Java are
celebrated by t!leatfical perform-I
Uwe's.
P-iing 'Round Cie
Corner • •
•
- .
Your last year's white Shoes
Dyed to almost any color
to Match your Dress
DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP
Located at Murray
1-fittuttry
Application Of a mulch to gullies
and galled spots in pastures and
fields may enable farmers to seed
Patrons of WAter
& Light, Co.
Your Water and Electric Account
is due and payable BY THE 15th
OF THIS MONTH.
Services will be IiISCONTIN-
UED AFTER 15th if not paid.
Plage arrange to pay your Etc-
"- -count at the office and save ern-
"barassment, as no money will be
accepted elsewhere.
KENTUCKY - TENNESSEE
LIGHT AND POWER CO..
Murray : : : Kentucky
CLASSES TO CLOSE
.APRIL t3 FOR KEA
Faculty Members Are Invited to
Participate in Early
Sessions
Murray College students will be
dismissed for the Kentucky Edu-
cational Associatkon Tuesda y,
April 13, according to a statement
released by Miss Alice Keys. ad-
ministrative secretary, and acting
dean of the college. Dismissal on
Tuesday rather, than Wednesday is
due to the calling of two confer-
ences on Wednesday, April 14, in
which members of the faculty of
Murray State will participate.
Classes will reconvene Monday
morning, April 19.
ThOse conferences precede the
regular sessions of the KEA. one
Of -winch Ii sclrerrarra-to
at 10 a. m. when the subject to be
considered will be "Service Train-
ing in Art Education, Music Edu-
cation. and Physical Education in
Public Elementary and Secondary
Schools". In this round table dis-
cussion Murray will be represent-
ed in Art by Mrs. Mary Ed Mecoy
Hall; in -music. by Prof. Price
Doyle; in physical education, by
Roy Stewart; and in extension
work by Prof. E. H. Smith.
The other meeting is arranged
to be held at 2 p. m.• at which
time the matter of "Standards for
Training and Certificition , of
Teachers" is to be discussed. In
this, meeting the yresideq......_ dean,
registrar. director of training, and
other administrative officers are
invited to participate.
The 80th annual convention of
the Kentucky Educational Associa-
tion will be held in Louisville,
April 14-17 this year.
President Richmond has accept-
ed an invitation to sit in academic
costume on the platform of the
Louisville Memorial Auditorium
on Friday, April 18, with the Hop.
H. W. Peters, State Superintendent
of Public , Instruction, and the
presidents of all other universities.
colleges, professional and tech-
nological institutions of higher,
education in Kentucky, when the
University of Louisville will join
with the KEA in a joint program
tO observe the 100th anniversary
of the founding of the_University
of Louisville.
.-Headquarters for Murray State
College, during the convention will
be in the Brown Hotel. Prof. F.. -
H. Smith, director of extension, , FREE ID BOOK SHOWS HOW
urges all former students and
alumni to visit this headquarters TO "FIX ur YOUR HOME AT LOW COST
during the meeting.
Murray's Get-Together Break-
fast, which his become an ann
event, will be held'? in the rhaf
dining' room of The Xirituc1ty
Hotel at 8 o'clock on Friday 18.
Faculty, alumni, students and
friends may obtain tickets to this
event by ordering them from Prof.
E.. H. Smith. director of extension.
before the meeting of the KEA or
in Louisville they may be ohtained
at Murray's headquarters either
April 14 or 15.
4-H Club Names-
_ Officers S
aturday
Calloway 4-H Club officers and
leaders met last Salado. after-
noon in the directors' rocm of the
Bank of Murray to formulate, plans
for its Spring Rally Day. County
Agent John T. Cochran was -in
charge of the meeting until officers
for the year were elected.
Officers who were elected -at
the meeting are, persident. - Miss
Mildred Swann; vice-president.
Miss Laura Janett Curd: secretary-
treasurer, Mrs. Sherwood Potts;
reporter, Mrs. H. G. Radford.
Spring Rally Day will be May
15. Demonstration teams will com-
pete for a trip to Junior Week.
- -
Health delegtites lone boy and one
girl) will be selected.
Leiders selected-. to,,, go to the.
Leaders' conference 'June 30 to
July 2 are Miss Mildred Swann,
Mts.- Sherwood Potts, Mrs. - H. G.
Radford and. Joel Crawford..
The date for a county wide pic-
nic for 4-H Clubs this summer will
be selected later.
Infants may contract lead pois-
oning by giuswing and eating
-enamel form their • cribs.
LESPEDEZA SEED
Korean. Kobe, Tenn. 76, Seneca
Ample stock from old rehabh pro
decor at right prices. Write
J. B. Lucas, Franklin, Ky.
Thank- You Friends!
For Your Support of Our Store
It will be a saving to you not to anticipate
your Summer and Fall needs.
Merchandise will be much higher, and tto
one but yourself can protect you front the extra
cost of living.
THE REMEDY 'IS...BUY NOW!
We Have Everything You Wear
T. 0. Turner's Store
Infant Son Dies
Baby Wade Wilson Russell died
at the home of his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Russell, of near
Kirksey. Friday, April 2. The
infant son lived only one day.
Burial was in the Kirksey Ceme-
tery Friday afternoon.
CANI HAVE A LOVELY
NEW ItITCriEN LIKE
TWAT TO11 MY HOME
YES/
AND Mt
ONLY
A MONTH./
The bright colorful kitchen illustrated above is only one of the fascinat-
ing ideas piebared end deseriberd intevestiog--Johrie-Maisvdle
book. It shows 'how to make an extra toorn-in wasted attic or Ce-IFar
apace withdecorative panels of J-M Insulating Board; how you can do
over your shabby outside walls with hemitiful
J-M Cedargrain Asbest-,3 Shingles that never
need paint; how to insulate your home with
M Rock Wool. It evenexplains how you
can have the work done now and pay in
convenient monthly payments out of inectne
under the terms of the J-14
to-Lend Plan. SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF
Till .1-11 "101" 000k TODAY!
CALLOWAY COUNTY LUMBER CO., Inc. _
Phone 72 Murray, Ky.
HEADQUARTERS for 1401E:01PROVEMENTS
_
"I'M STEPPING OUT IN A BIG BEAUTIFUL NASH
-AND IT COST ME ONLY A FEW DOLLARS MORE*
THAN ONE OF THOSE SMALLER CARSI"
Ached phollagraftlt of Nash LaFayetta"400" 2-Door Salem with Mask
R. I. Smith of Chicago
is Oust oneof the thou-
sandswho are getting
out of the "all three"
class.. .changing to
this bigger, smarter
Nash!
*hen R. I. Smith
started out to buy a new
car, he looked at the" MI
Three"cars...thett urg
ivflik,drove it, priced
it - . t
"I got the turprise
of my life," said Mr.
Smith, "when I Jan ad
that a big Nash La-
Pkvette -"400" 2-door
sedan deliveredforonly
ofeteatodars #14.41tleau.
the similarly equipped
2-door sedan oloneolthe
if.11 Three' 'mall cars.'
*FOR Al UTTLI AS 51 015! A ammo ULTRA
yew can get out of the "All Three" class. A
check-up recently made in ten representa-
tive cities. shows that the Noill Lafayette-
"400" 4. Cioor Sedan with trunktiEtIVInfor
lust a FEW dollars more than the similarly
*tripped 4-door sedans of the "All Three"
small cars. In many places, th• SLIGHT
difference In price amounts to lust $I or $2
a month extra on *Our time payments.
Ask aisle convenient terms, tow
rates available through Nash
C. I. T. Budget plan. Automatic
Cruising Geor available on dll
Nash models at slight extra cost.
PARKER BROTHERS GARAGE
Phone 373 . -
4!
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